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PREFACE

Volume II of the handbook iu Adult Basic Education has heel) designed
to supplement the material presented in Volume I of the handbook. Vol-
ume I sliggeArd some problems that appeared to be of major concern to
teachers and administrators who were relatively new in the field )1 Adult
Basic Education. Thus, the material was rather limited in scope o: that it
was concerned with those basic problems likely to be a,.sociated h

ABE classroom. The material being limited to use by the cher,
tended to limit the extent of the population that would consider tlac text to
be a useful tool in their own immediate area. In Volume II of the hand-
book, attempt has. been made to appeal to a more extensive array of au-
diences by presenting materials that areor ought to beof major concern
to education in gene;a1 and AtIn It Basic Education in particular. The prob-
leins of education iii an Arne ;lean democracy are not the restricted con-
cerns of educators alone. Educational problems permeate the entire social

structure of the American scene. Such problems concern and/or affect the
professional and the non-professional; the affluent and those in poverty;
the intellectually elite and those of inedium or meagre intelligence; in fact,
such problems affect each individual and every group that goes to make
up what is known as human-kind. If this assumption is acceptable to those
who resort to logic as a criterion, it seems feasible to suggest that since
education affects all of the people of society, it should be the major con-
cern of all of the people of society. And, as such, it should be funded and
supported by every member of society, with each member receiving the
benefits of the institutions that were made possible by the funding and the
support. III Volume II of the Ilandhook Ihe thesis is set forth that thaw
who ;world(' support lie education should reveler the benefits of education,
regardless ()I' race, color, creed, or Nen age,

Chapter 1 attempts to give a detailed description of the deprived adult
learner, and considers such questions as how they are; why they are as they
are; and what to do about it. Chapter 11 suggests some methods and means

of increasing and improving services to the deprived. Chapters III and IV
present soine data and arguments favoring public support of adult educa-
tion. Chapter V considers the crucial problem of communicating and in-
teracting with the deprived. Chapters VI anti VII attempt to make Chap-
ter 11 more extsisive, intensive, and protensive by setting forth curriculum
practices and suggesting techniques, tools and trends in ABE. Chapter VII
indicates how the total program in adult education max' be improved, uni-
fied, and made more continuous through the coordinated efforts of admin-
istrators and supervisors in the field. Finally, the Appendices, through a
series of Position Papers, present some thought-provoking subject-matter
gelected front a wide array scholars considered knowledgeable in the
area of adult education.
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bama State t iiivursitv; 1)on Scallion of Texas A & i1 University; and (;111.-
tis Ulmer. University of (;corgia, Filial thanks go to (:eorge W. ( ;ore, Pes-
ident Emeritus of Florida A & ,s1 university %dm edited the publication
uud to Jacob I I. lit011atigli who served as an associate editor and advisor of
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"Julia", whose tolerance and understanding during the period of produ
t ion of this publication was of inestiniabk value and assistaiwc. NI sincere
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FOREWORD

This Handbook for Adult Basic Education is the results of %ears of expe-
rience in working with of observing success-
ful Adult Education Program,. throughout the United States. The informa-
tion in this book is designed to !it' both practical and general to asskt Adult
Basic Education personnel ill all arras of the State to plan and implement

Edmation Program to meet the divergent neetls of the under-
educated adults in Alabama.

The success Of Adult Basic Education is determined more In its teachers
than by content, by limy they teach than what they teach. TIKre has lwen
an ever-int reasing demand by teachers for an instrument that provides us-
able information in organizing iiesv classes, teaching them keeping at-
tendance to it maximum.

It is the intent of ABE Program to bring Adult Basic Education within
the reach of all adults, sixteen years of age lin(' older with little or no
schooling, who want to initiate or continue their education. The aciiiiisi-
tion of iicw skills will raise the educational training, more productive
work, and a better citizenry ill today's society.

I believe that this book does provide this useful information. If we will
Follow its soggestions, we can have all even better prog,rain for the under-
ethicatetl adults.

Norman (). Parker
(:oordinator of ..1dtilt

Education
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CHAPTER ONE

CHARACTERISTICS OF ,DEPRIVED LEARN ERS:
HOW THEY ARE; Will THEY ARE LIKE THAT;

WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT?

Education has more self-chosen experts in its field than perhaps any

other area in American life. And, Adult Basic Education (since it deals

with the deprived learner) is no exception. Slimy of these so-called experts

feel that they can tell you exactly how "those people- are: they can tell

you precisely jiist what ought to he done to "them,- (Jr even in some cases

"with the." These "experts" know that "those folk" are different from us

in that they have no sense of moral and spiritual values; they are ditty and

filthy because they just want to he that way, or are simply too lazy to do

anything about it. Nlanv varied types of epithets and criticisms are hurled

at them. One frequently hears such condemnation as "those peopl. "von
people.- and -them.- "They are promiscuous and immoral; they are irre-

sponsible and desert their families; they simply will not work; they are too

aggressive; they have no respect for law and order: the are loud and bois-

terous; thPv have no respect for authority,- and on and on ad infinitum.
Quite a number of people pretend to k low the answers to questions like

"What they are or. "I low they ae?" This mav be due to the fact that it is

easier to observe the physical behavior of an individual than it is to deter-

mine the psychological factors or other stimuli that cause him to behave as

he does. In this paper we propose to consider three levels of questions: Il

flow they are? (questions on this level would be those on the lower level.

2) Whv they are like that? (in short why do they behave as he does). These

are questions of the second level and are a little more difficult to answer.
Consequently. marry of our so-called experts do not even bother to ap-
proach this realm of thought. Rather. they prefer to remain on the more
comfortable lower level. 3) "What to do about it"? The many seldom if

ever venture into this realm of thought. Few indeed are those with the

courage, intelligence, and determination to come to grips with the pob-

le and its cause, and then try to do something about the problem.

11
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6. Ilas in gioss.ii op in all authuritariau boom, thrs May seek (Mt till'
authoritarian leader III III(' S.11001 111(lel i(101.

7. %%icit cooronted by a prohltbm that is complex or faded with a situ-
ation that is tholitening to them, they may svithdrasy into their
shell.

8. In sOl'iill SitIlatiOlIS fifes often ill(' 1011(1, Steil/11Si and II aV went to
take (Hight in rrsistin those in authority.

9. 'They 0E4'11 exhibit more loyalty to their peers than even do their
more affluent classmates. They Iy steadfast'r refuse to give the
answer to a problem teven one that they koss.) if one of the e-
bes of thei group has failed to solve the problem.

10. %Alien confronted with ittlation in which they sense their 01 in-
secu they a" likely to diSilltert'St, apathy, lethargy, ur
even hostility.

11. They appear to be (Witt' ill till' klIOWIt'lll;,(' itild use of those
"s.orial graces" that are deemed essential to the middle-class.

12. Tiles. are likely to exhibit far less verbal ability than they actually
hare. They bare great difficulty in harmonizing nouns and verbs.

13. Tiker are like to exhibit leadership on the plas.gound--where motor
skills take precedence over cog,iiitive skills.

14. They are usually non-verbal in the classroom unless their emotions
are aroused, iu which case they resort to the prolanity used in the
ghetto.

15. flaying been brought up in a foui!v that \vas highly disorganized
t!ev are likely to evidence delinquent b41asio at an early age.

16. They are suspicious of their teachers and all others that represent
otittho.n to them.
Iloivug experienced very little success in academic activities they
are likely io) try to show their manhood through sexual prowess,
physical aggrey;ion, or other deviant behaviors.

18. Their pattern of hying is based 111)011 the "live for today..
philosophy

W. They may have developed the attitude that "iiiik.ss I fight for what
is mine. and moless I toil:- cane of myself, nobody else will."

20. They know that the school. the chime'', and other agencies Of the
community feel that the affluent are of more svoth than they are.

21. nit'y know that \Olen the affluent are placed before the "Bar o 1 jus-
tice" they are going to get more consideration than they do.

f2. They are likely to hare less respect for their father or older male
members of t1.ir family than members of the middle -class have for
their fathers.

2:3. The schools, being based upon middle-class values, may cause them
to develop an "Aw' what the hell" attitude toward

2.1. The\ are extremels suspicious and ,ensitive. They may easily be in-
sulted at "the drop of a hat."

11



2.1. Thi Ina% .,hol,,,. III) tear of pi,r,snat injury. Tta, h.,, beta trained
through relationship %%Alt .the 1E4, to "take up for themselves."
They may have learned that ag,gressiveness is their only weapon
against the slum landlord, the shun merchant, or the dishonest bill
collector and, in some cases, the. doiiiineeritig and dictatorial
teacher.

26,

27.

2S.

They freipienti% kno% that they ha", Iwo, catalogued us -dunk-
"ignorant," and -worthless," so they O.% to fulfill this expectation.
'I'bi's often hind thein,,1,4,,,, (.0arontid with the prohk,n, of "di-
yided Imalties" %viten they are taught it different type of linguistics
11(1111 that Ilscd in the hums'. The family looks With suspicion 111)on

all that talk" that they teach thciii in school. The school is
likely to ridicule the sub- standard English that they on the other
hand constwtiv hear and use in the home.
Whey are likely to he suc'c'essful when working with comretc
1)1'01)1(411S than With those that are abstract.

9. The experiences that they hays had in deprived areas are likely to
he (1111te 101iir,11 to the experiences that diey encounter in school.

30, The% are ellitriteteristically slower' than middle -class learners in SOIV-
ing problviiis that retittire cognitive skills.

'31. Having been the victims of a "restricted" langitage,thev arc' likely
to be at a loss in the classroom that utilizes "elaborate" linguistic
patterns.

32. 'They are umially less competitive, especially in academic tasks, at
least. than the more affluent.

:3:3. They lack the ability to use adults as sout.cs of information for satis-
fying curiosity.

:34. Their attention span is usually shorter than that of the middle-class
learner.

:35. 'They may experience great difficulty iu tylirking within time
:36. The Inver income home is not verbally I.riented. Thus the lea11 is

likely to have little opportunity to hear concepts verbalized,
:17. They are likely to be more resourceful and dependable in taking

care of siblings than the more affluent.
.38. Their language development often lags behind their perceptual

development.
:39. There is usually little interest in reading Which is so %Allied by the

school, Reading is nut valued or censillored necessary in their
environment.

10. They have no feeling that their economic status or that their social
position can be improved throttgli persistence and sacrifice.

4 1, They nrav place small value tin such things as honesty, responsi-
bility, and respectability.

42. Having been reared in a neighborhood %vitene there is little super-
vised play and little parental itilltiew-e, they are likely to resent the

3



apparent rigolotis supervision and regulations that accompany
school activities.

1:1. They are likely to feel conflicts between school demands and the
contrasting and competitive demands of making it living. compan-
ionship with friends. wandering around doing nothing.

. They have great hostility for the school because they recognize that
their values and their segment of society are not an integral part of
the public school system.

5. 11 of a restricted environment their experiences and
overall knowledge are more limited than that of the middle-class.

t(i. "Their sta. us among family and friends is not dependent upon ;Ica-
denti achievement *or educational stab's. The fact is, the acquisi-
tion of an (410C/1(1011 unay (10 WWII to alienate them front family and
friends.

47. They may come front an environment that places small same On so-

cial skills. good work habits, and strenuous study habits that are es-
sential for success in school.

48. Higher eilneation, technical training, etc. are considered prohibitive
because of cost and ability to achieve success.

49. The social systems operating in the school and within society tend
to reject them and they have no techniques wherein they alas. 1w
assured the privilege of becoming an integral part of these two
sYstems.

50. Both teachers and society operate on two eonflicting sets of beliefs:
1) those that are merely expressional; and 2) those that are opera-
tional. However, the two sets of beliefs are not in agreement with
tack other and this works against the disadvantaged learner.

II. Why 1)eprirell Learners Beliere ad/o Behar(' They Do. It is

wore diffitilt to determine why one behaves as he does in a certain man-
ner. when confronted with specific sitnati m, than it is to determine what
one believes. One's behavior is more than likely to he determined by what
one believes. rather than by what he professes to believe. Many insights
can be developed into what one believes by helping the individual to in-
vestigate the source of his belief,. Some of the sources of beliefs are I) par-
ents, family, and friends; 2) customs, and traditions of the community; 31
excessive appeals to authority; uncritical appeals to (.14,1m)Im-sense; bi-
ases and prejudices of the majority group; 5) personalized theories drat are
encumbered by emotions; and ti) beliefs tl,at are ba:..td upon longevity in
their resistance to change, 1)%ing prvceditq: paragraplis several character-
istics were cited itki,eating how the deprivoil are, or rather how they be-
have. This section will deal with the question of why they behave as they
do. Neither time, space. nor intent of this report will allow a hill discussion
of the many characteristics listed in the previous section of this report.

6
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Rather, a few short, specific statements will be made on each of the sug-
gested characteristics, and hopefully the statements will In' Spl'eilit'
l'110111411 to he significant to AI*: teachers and at the same time have some
implications for the educational process at all levels. In light of the -How

the% are,- as presented in the previous section. let us now consider in the
order of the listings- -the ..voly they are- as they are.

I. They have a had linage of self; exhibit negative feelings of personal
worth. Possible cultist.: They usually see themselves as others see

3.

them. They tend to hate others in terrus of the manner in which
they hate or disapprove of themselves. They feel that -everyman\

hand is against them and they are therefore against every man.
They have a history of repeated failure so why suffer the humili-
ation of further experiences with failure.
Lack of self-esteein causes hate of self and rejection of own race,
and even of others. including family similar to the
presented in the first characteristics. They hate thenisele% on ac-
vol'''t of their apparent inability to succeed. Butt more importantly,
they hate the school and society for their failure. They seldom, if

ever, blame themselves for their predicament. Stated in another
manner, have you ever from the viewpoint of the criminal in
prisonseen a criminal that deserved to In' there? If all men were
their own judges and juries in all criminal cases, there would be no
criminals who were incarcerated.

:3. \laic youths brought tip tinder the domination of female heads of
household may develop a sense of worthlessness. Cause: The male
adolescent seeing a femalehis motheror in many eases merely a
femalehis father's mistressassuming the dominant role in the
family in regards to bearing the chief responsibilities of the family:
rent, food, clothing, etc. So, he gains a poor image of manhood and
even himself.

1. A history of repeated failure in school causes them to fear and hate
school. Cause: the cause is quite obvious. \Vlien we succeed it af-
fects its positively. And, when we fail, it affects its negatively. They
simply hate that which they cannot control or .onquer.

5. They may appear to be domineering and authoritative in dealing
with others. (:ause: flaying seen their mother assinne the domineer-
ing role as the result of her being the chief "breadwinner- they nat-
urally assume that this is the most secure role to follow. And they
are likely to idolize those in the school or in society who exhibit this
role.

6. Being the member of an authoritarian home (in which the mother is
the dominating intinetv) they learn to admire this type of in-
!Thence. Cause: Refer to item 5 in the previous statement.

7. They have a tendency to withdraw tinder threatening situations,

7
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(:anise: rather than admit inability or potential to fulfill a task, they

may seek to thst4ttise their defirienc under a cloak of disinterest or
xs ithdraval. It is far easier for them to say -1 don't care, or "I don't
\villa to'. than to sax "1 don't ktioxy or I II to."

h. They Inas be loud and boisterous in social situations. Cause:

It).

%,herein, the affluent are taught in their society to griuefill; to

svait until von have an audience; to never interrupt another; the ths-
..

advantaged gain flit' floor or (the ear of othersi 1)y the use of volume
in the exchange of ideas.
They evidence more loyalty to friends and peers than the affluent,
(:aunt': They have great thiiiration and respe,et for the "belonging-

'less'' that they find in their gang. 'They had rather forfeit the ad-
ministration and respect ()I all (including parents, teachers, society,
and even -the lit\'. than to lose the feeling of belonging that ac.

companies membership in the gang.
There is an exhibition of apathy, lethargy and hostility %Own in-
secue. Cause: They are sensiti% e and hill of pridedespite then
rose to show evidence that they are not chagrined at their oyii dis_
ability to Therefore they resort t mans. simulations to cover

iip for existing defiiencit.,,
1 1, They show deficiencies in social graces. (:atise: They Inas, or Inas.

not, be deficient in those social graces deemed no essential to the
affluent. Their attitude may be one of survival. In affluent homes,
Yliert. food is in abundance, Yliee "second-helpings'. are a matter

12.

of request, social grace, tat the table.) may seen, f,,tctibie. But, in

areas in which there is not enough food to "go aroma). and the
-first shall be both the first and the last (to eat that particular meal.
that is social graces do not make much sense to them, Think about
this, criousbi.
'They arc likely to exhibit far It ss verbal ability than they have.

Cause: There are at It.ast tv() kinds ()I ((mmiunications. 1 ) (:0111010-

flicatitms tilt' Piw)1)su of `vIlich is to "'tire"' ideas or iiii°11wati°11
from thou that tilt' conveyer of the idt.a does not %isli to applv-
liend. 21 Communications tilt' purpose of xvIncli is t() c.otivt.v or in-
terhange ideas, the out' to the other.

13. They exercise leadership on tilt' playground rather than in class.

( :wise: leadership on the playground R,tpares more motor skills than

the t.ognitivt. skills requirt.(1 in classroom activities, Often the dis-

advantaged t l'V to (1)11111CliSiltl' for 11SV(111)10i4jill 11%'

concentrating 111)011 till' development of flit' physical body mid at,-

illutur skills.
1.1. They are nsuallY non-vrhal in class unless einoti(mallY ar'ouse'd.

Cause; The type 01 standard English used in class seems quite for-

vigil to them, And, rather than list' their stib standard English and be

t.ritit.ited or ridiculed, they prefer to remain quiet; that is, unless
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they are emotionalized to the point of anger ur frustr,dion,
15, They are likely to evidence delinquent behavior at early age: (

their family life usually being disnyied by divorce and/or separa-
tion of die parents is usually not .onditive to the development of

desired behavior as viewed 1)% the middleclass. Too, the environ-
ment and neighborhood in which they are reared has great effects

tilioli his deviant behavior.

lb. They are suspicious of their tobachtbrs and of all authority. Having
been brought ill) in an authoritarian holm, by a domineering
mother, the disadvantaged tistiall%. ie suspicious and rtbstbut anyone
that remind, them of the unpleasant experiences that they had with

17. 'Itilizttlxi:i:1;g61.1iiiidi Itiltitclells(i)::::::.ss academically they are likely to try to show
manhood in other Nvays. ( :ease: the disadvalitagetl---even as the al-
1Thent -an. usually Iningry for attention, and the feeling that accom-
panies siiceess. And. being unable to acquire these in the academic
iassr,mn they resort to other activities that they feel are greater

indicators of their manhood than mere "readill'. 'rain', and
'rithmetic.'

18. They adhere to the "live today philosophy.- Canso.: Their ()titlook
on life is presently so bleak, and has been so dismally disappointing
in the' past, that they have lost complete hope h) a brighter
tomorrmv.

19. "They are aggressive, pugnacious, and always ready40 assume the of-

fensive. ( whereas the more affluent and the middle-class have
been tatiglit to control their temper and exercise their inhibitions.
the disadvantaged arc taught to not allow -anybody" to take advan-
tage of them.

20. They know that others consider them to be worthless. (;ause: 1)e-
spite the beautiful beatitudes that they hear advanced 1y the church

and the school. they see a different relationship in the inainKbr in
which they are receiver, and respected when compared with the re-
ception ()I the middle class. hi the matter of law and government
they see a difference in the manner in which their environments are
kept clean and policed as compared with the affluent.

21. Diserninnatimis against thew in the courts of law. (:ause: They
know, see and are quite sensitive to) tin. difference iii treatment of
diffenbiit social classes when brought before the "liar of Justice."
'They are likely to have little respect for their lather and older males
of the htwilv. (:arise: !laving been brought up in a family where the
mother is the chief breadwinner and therefore the chief center of
airthority iu the home they art' likely to have little respect for their
father, who like them, kaye to also depend upon the mother for
board and keep.

23. 11iddle-class values of the school may discourage them. Cause: They

9
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feel that the values that they foster in school have little or no func-
tional value in tIne environment in which they live. And, the experi
(glees that they have had in their deprived environment being unac-
ceptable in the school. are predestined to failure. So they adopt a
-don't care attitude about school."

2-1. They are overly sensitive and easily insulted. Cause: Being nnder-
educated. they feel that the better trained individual is continnousk
trying to outwit therm curl take advantage of them. And. they resent
being taken for a fool. and worse still -being made a fool of,"

_a. 11"...icy appear to) have no fear of personal injury incurred in fights
and brawls. Cause: The apparent "Law of the Jungle" (survive or
perish) seems to permeate their whole existence. They feel that it is
only through this calculated risk of physical injury that they can
ever hope to protect themselves against those who would take ad-
vantage of their illiteracy and/or ignorance.
They know that they have been catalogued as dumb, ignorant, and
worthless by the school and society. Cause: society and its schools,
either consciously or unconsciously, place certain labels upon indi-
viduals that may be based solely upon race, Or upon socio-economic
status, The deprived know this and resent it deeply.

27, The problem of divided htvalties between their home and other
members of society. (;ause: they find themselves trying to conform
to two contrasting ways of life: I) the life-style fostered lw society
and 2) the style fostered by their home and their immediate envi-
ronment, The dual demands of the two contrasting systems frustrate
them.

28. They are likely to be more successful in concrete situations. Cause:
!laving had little experience with abstractions they are likely to he
deficient in that area.

29. The experiences they have acquired in deprived areas are likely to
be considered undesirable in the school environment. Cause: I)iffer-
cut segments of society operate under a different set of values.

:30. 'They are likely to be slower than middle-class learners in poblem-
solving. Cause: !sack of experience in dealing with abstractions tend
to intensify their feelings of insecurity, consequently they may pro-
ceed more slowly.

31. They have linguistic difficulties due to -restricted speech patterns."
Came: the deprived, having been brought up in au environment in
which conversation is carried on in monosyllables or short in-
complete sentences, are quite likely to be non-verbal when exposed
to the more elaborate language of the middle class.

:32. Lack of competitive spirit with other social groups or even with
peers (in academic areas at least). (;ause: realizing that they are at a
decided disadvantage if they compete academically with the al-
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fluent, they had rather "tail to try'' than to try and fail. They also
refuse to compete with their peers on an academic level but their
refusal is based upon their loyalty to the group rather than their tear
of being surpassed.

:3:3. They fail to use adults as a source of information. Cause: Th,,v have
been conditioned to mistrust adults.Thev feel that adults subscribe
to one set of values verbally, vet actually adhere to another value
pattern when it is to their personal advaiitage, And, they abhor the
authoritarian image that the average adult in positions of power
exhibit.

:34. Their attention span is shorter than the more academically elite.
Cause: they consider the etil:; .tional experiences provided for them
in school to be utterly irrelevant and useless for them to live and
thrive in their environments.

:35. They have problems with working within time-limits. (:ause: !lav-
ing had a history of "the last to be hired and the first to be fired"
they are unlikely to see the importance of arriving at the appointed
place on time. "They will he the last group to be considered any-
way." So, what difference does it make if they arrive an hour or s()
Lute? Or, perhaps, not at

36. They are inexpe enced in dealing with verbalized concepts. (::use:
flaying been reared in a non-verbal home they are likely to be quite
unfamiliar with abstractions and verbalized concepts often found in
the middle-class home.

37. They are more dependable and resonreeful in taking care of their
siblings than are the affluent. Cause: flaying been reared by au au-
thoritarian and domineering mother they dare not neglect the wel-
fare of the smaller brother or sister because of the "mother would
kill toe'' spirit. They will fight, beg, steal or borrow for the welfare
of a Younger sibling.

:3S. Their perception is often more extensive than their verbalization.
That is they often see and understand more than the' e :press.
Cause: This may be a defense mechanism: "II the teacher thinks I
an. dumb, she/he expects little from me. So, I don't Ulla do all the
work these other "dumb kids- do. See?"

:39. There is usually little interest in reading. Cause: Reading is consid-
ered as an unessential element in their struggle for advancement.
Plenty of guys have "made it without knowing how to write their
names, "So why can't Fr Too, all I see in those books that they give
us to read is the picture or the experience of some other vat" who
lives on the other "sidda (sic) of the tracks. So I just do,t't dig this
reading jive. "It just ain't my bag.-

40. The lack of feeling that their social and economic status can he im-
priwed through persistence of effort and sacrifice, Cause: They
have experienced repeated failure so much that they have come to



accept It as a late.
11. 'Hwy mai place Sinai' Valli(' Oil 511(11 things as "linneSt%, reSpOliSi-

bilit%, and respectability. Can Se: 'They MI' little advantage. if am., in
such values as affecting success in their deprived environments.

12. I3euig free of rigorous their nt.ig,hhor11004.1

in their immediate neighborhood,. their inhibitions are
likely to lie non- existence, cause: They tend to rt,,ent ridt,, and

regulations that they consider merely as an extension of the strict
authority experienced iu the holm.,
'They are likely to feel conflicts between the demands of school and

the desire to spend more time with friends, making a living. and
merelx messing, around doing nothing."
'They are hostile toward the school and everything that the school
represents. Cause: Tht% manner in which the schools are based upon
social structure, and being at the bottom of the totem pole con-
vinces them that school is not fur them. (:onsequentiv they soon
dropout of school.

.15, 'Their limited experiences in their environment place them at a de-
cided disadvantage when placed in an environment that subscribes
to a different set of values. Cause: Teachers fail to realize that dif-
ferent segments of society adhere to different sets of values.
In their environment, education is not an essential requirement for
recognition and esteem as is usually the case among the affluent.
C.ause: being deficient in academic potential, they resort to other
means of gaining the esteem and recognition of their associates in
the ghetto.

.47. They place small value upon social skills and good work habits.
Cause: flaying been rejected by that segment of society in which
social graces arc important and essential, they are likely to see little
advantage in the acquisition of these graces. 'him social graces (par-
ticularly during lunch time) may not be realistic and logical espe-
ciallx when the amount of food provided for the group is not ade-
quate enough to allow for such -niceties" without the jeapordy of
going hungry.

I. Higher education and technical training are considered prohibitive
and unattainable due to cost and discrimination. (:ause: being the
victim of unemployment. under-employment. and in many cases

being unemployable (due to the lack of essential technical skills)
they see little hope in aspiring for college or training in the techni-
cal schools.

.40. The schools and the social systems of society tend to reject them and
they have no strategy to offset this. (:ause: They have learned to ac-
cept this dilemma as a matter of fate,

50. They are frustrated and disgusted with a society that operates on
two conflicting sets of principles. Cause: they realize that social po-
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sition and economical status count more than -11llat you really
are.- .s they see it, it is not what von Isimv that is important: it is
hot kiiowt' that is imPirtalit'. ""st i"ilmrta"t ("s thc
it. is "%Vito knows you?

C. ( :harieteristics of the Deprived: What To I)o .bout It
As was stated in the two previous paatvaphs of this report. it is rela-

tivel easy to determine how the deprived are and how they behave. One
can use his sensory organs to determine the answer to this question. But
wlix they are like that is a 111014.' difficult questiuu. 111 order to determine
the answer to this qt L'%ti011, 0110 must Wake appeals to many disciplines:
psychology, sociology philosophy, anthropology, in fact, the entire field of
the behavioral suienc.s. The third facet of the problem. "What To I)o
About It?" is the most difficult question of the series. Many (perhaps i'ar
too many) persons presume to tell one how the deprived really are. How-

ever, only a relative lest' take the time to seek out answers to questions
such as why they are as they are? or why do they behave iu the manner
that they do? And, fewer still attempt to logically find answers to the ques-
tion: What to (to (1i)out the probictst? There may be reasons for this. More
knowledge, skill, research. and expertise are Heeded to solve problems in
the third facet of the problem. The third facet involves sensory operations:
appeals to the behavioristic sciences: and indeed appeals all the vast store-
house of man's wisdom and knowledge de 'eloped and discovered from the
dawn of antiquity. In his frustration wit! tiv. problem. num has even (dur-
ing tunes of great stress) appealed to divine wisdom and guidance in
quest for certainty in developing solntio is to problems that beset him.

In considering the first two facets of til question, fifty characteristics of
the deprived wone listed in an effort to depict how they were and why
they behave as they do. However, a cursory reading of the data submittod
will indicate that there is much evidence of overlapping. This overlapping
data, though unintentional. appear to be understandable. For example, the
natural scientistsin working with ina...mate objectscan limit and con-
trol the many variables that may affect the study of a specific problem.
.klso. their discriminatory and descriptive linguistics so common to natural
science tends to nrtail ambiguities that frequently invy.le the realm of the
social scientists.

Freipientiv, the social scientists using the MOM' Irma to portray different
meaning,,, and at other tunes using dif ferent Icons to portray the same
ineanind, finds it difficult to communieate even with his fellow scientists.
Again, the social scientist is at a decided disadvantage when compared
with the natural scientist: I ) he may not be able to negate, block -out, or
control certain variables that affect the problem being studied: 21 he teas
salt be aid(' to control the situation tinder which the variables are being
studied; and 3) he IllaV not have the essential expertise to determine how a
specific variable (under certain situations) will affect another variable tin-
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der a siiliar or different situation or circumstance. In short, it is far easier
to conduct research in areas that nivolve inanimate and lifeless objects that
can be controlled than to attempt research in the area of the behavioral
sciences in which each individual is unique, different and whose behavior
is iiMie difficult to predetermine.

Since the man variables that affect Iminan behavior are interrelated,
integrated, and impossible to separate or isolate, it was considered logical
to group, classify, or atagorize some of the many variables that affect hu-
an behavior under a few headings. It is suggested that the number of

variables in a given problem increases in iru-t proportion to the number
of variables with which it is combined. This is to say that no single factor
or variable causes demonstratable human behavior. For example no single
factor or variable causes an individual to become a criminal, a clergyman,
a perennial recipient of public welfare, or anv number of things that hu-
man kind becomes.

It is suggested in this report that the fifty characteristics listed for the
deprived may Ix. eatagorized under twelve general headings. Generally,
the problems of the deprived crystallize themselves around one or more of
these twelve problem areas:

Catagorie or Problem Areas
I. Problems that stem from beliefs, values, customs, and traditions.
2. Psychological problems-outgrowth of behavior patterns of the

:3. Sociological problems-those that arise from Ins relationships with
different social and ethnic groups.

4. Economic Status- -this problem affects him in all three of the areas
listed above. It affects his beliefs and values: how he behaves aid
how he regards others.

5. Academic Performance-this problem affects his economic status
which in turn affects him in most problem areas.

6. Human Relationships-his ability or inability to get along with oth-
ers on the job or in social situations stems from many variables in
many problem areas.

7. The Communication Cap--inability to exchange ideas with others
may arise from lack of academic potential, past experience. his en-
vironent. socio-economic status, and many other factors.

8. Attitudinal "hang- ups" -his attitude toward self and others av
stein from the other eleven problem areas listed in this series.

9. The lack of a healthy self image and security -due to the manner iii

which society looks down upon him he learns to despise hi.,elf and
other members of his ethnic group.

10. Undesirable environmental factors-these factors include those that
are physical, psychological, and socio-economic. All of these tend to
augment his problems in all areas.

I I . Unemployment problems-due to the lack of technical skills he usu-
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ally is the last to be hired and the first to be fired. This is no.: con-
ducive to the development of a fantilv.

12. Inability to meet or satisfy basic needsbecause they arc unable to
satisfy certain basic needs(such as food, shelter, security. etc.) lie
is likely to be insensitive to more altrusitic needs considered desir-
able and essential by the elite.

The Rationale for the Thesis. Several factors tend to make the rationale
feasible. 1) the interdependence and interrelationship of the twelve prob-
lems, 2) the apptkrent inseparableness of the problem, :3) the fact that only
a synoptic view sill give one a clear concept of the probleni(s) and 4) the
interdependence of a man and society as they attempt to live in hartnotw
the one with the Alter. Problems in one area are likely to contribute to the
development of problems in intim. or all of the twelve areas. For example,
low economic status is likely to contribute to low academic performance,
which in turn results in unemployment, which contributes to a poor self
image. Low economic status stay have much to do with what one believes,
his sense of valifes, his !mum relationshipshow he views others: his atti-
tude toward life, his job, and his family; the manner in which he behaves as
he engages in social intercourse with society. It can be readily %yeti that
each of the twelve problems can comprise a cycle just as low economic
status was used as a model.

Certain attitudes, skills and knowledges are essential for working with
adults in deprived areas. The teacher should strive to develop effectiveness
its the following areas:

1. Reliefs aml rabies. Help the learner to develop a belief in himself as
a person of worth and dignity. This can onlv be accomplished 1w
treating him as a person of worth and dignity. As he develops a be-
lief in self he may develop more confidence in others and in society.
1)o) not try immediately to change his value pattern. Time is of es-
sence here.

2. licharior patterns. In this problem area a good example is worth a
thousand words. ('se yourself as a model for courtesy, interpersonal
relations, and simplicit in manner of communicating. Try to under-
stand that many factorsnot just oneaffect his behavior. Try to
find out what "bugs- him.

3. Sociological problems. Remember that he is no stranger to failure
and as such has been frequently rejected liv society. Thus he be-
comes a recluse and his relationships with others are not wholesome
and positive. Provide more experiences for hint wherein he may fre-
quently experience success on some worthwhile task. Provide a
classroom atmosphere in which pupils can comfortably talk with
each other.

4. Economic status. Perhaps nothing can be done directly in this prob-
lem area. However, the ingenious teacher will center her lessons
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around those skills that are essential to the learner -on-the-job- and
also skills that are essential far jobs that he is aspiring for. The
teacher might (I() well to point out the importance of such in-
tangibles as dependabilit on the ink getting along on the job. cour-
tesy to both subordinates and superior officers, and having the inter-
est of the employer -tut heart.-

5. Academic frustratic;,. I.:: many vases the deprived learner possesses
more academic potential than he indicates. The schools, often
geared to middle-class values, using au elaborated language that is
foreign to him, and centering the instruction around experiences
that are unfamiliar to him often leaves hint frustrated. Talk with
111111 it language that he understands; accept his system of values
even if you don't agree with theta, and center the instruction
around past experiences that he has had.

6. Human relationships. This is a most important area. Exhibit
warmth, affection, and a general interest in Your pupils in your rela-
tionship with twin. Love and affection are contagions. \Vas it Paul
the Apostle who said "Love never faileth?"

7. ('ommunications. In attempting to talk with your pupils, do just
that. Talk with them, not to them. Try to make vow sentences
structure short. simple, and concise. Since you are more skilled in
linguistic use than he (or von ought to be) von will possibly be able
to understand his linguistic style before he can -dig- Yours. So, dare
to talk with him on his own level, using his language style. Try using
English as a -Second Language.- Don't disturb the language pat-
tern that he uses in the home.

S. A tiitudina/ 'Wang-ups.- Generally. teachers are more critical of pu-
pil's attitudes than they are of their own. 'rot) frequently one hears
and/or sees attitudes, erpliit or implicit, that say to the student:
-I awl:. vonI have mine, it's up to you to get yours.- Perhaps a bet-
ter attitude might be "Look studentsFm trying to gel mine. And
while trying to get mine I'd like to try to help von to get yours.-
liemendwr, the pupils often reflect the attitudes of the teachers, as
well as the environments from which they come. No pupil comes to
school alone. Ile brings his environment to school with him and en-
vironment and pupil remain seatmates the end.- 1)are to say to
your pupils: -I neither deserve nor demand any more courtesy and
respect than I give to You.- If your are 'for real- it works,

9. Mr Set/. Image. Teach slam pupils that they are somebody. Teach
them that they arc important. The fact is, they are most important.
If you (Ionia this. ABK teacher. public school or college teacher,
continuously come up with au empty classroom and see what hap-
pens. You will soon WinICSS what is rapidly happening in educa-

tional circles THE CLOSED CI ASSIMONI. Like to think about it?
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10. Oulu/dot/mew. The employment problem is too big a task for the
ABE teacher to tackle alone. The ABE teacher should realize that
more institutions than the school engage in the business of educat-

ing adults. Thus, developing linkage with other agencies, vocational
education, business and industry, civic organizations etc. may help
to find employment for the unemployed. But, be sure to help your
pupils to develop a more realistic goal for himself at the outset. This
will avoid much disappointment for him. Not many individuals start
in as the President of the company. Some had to start in as janitors
or office boys. Help him to develop a healthy attitude toward work
and service. Help hitn to see that arty president who looks down
with disdain upon the job of janitor is totally unfit to be president.

11 ',a/twin/He encironmenta! factors. When oue thinks of the term en-
vironment, one is likely to restrict the term to mean only the physi-
cal environment. Other environments arc of equal importance: the
social environment, the emotional environment, the academie envi-
ronment, etc. are of equal importance, The power of the ABE
teacher to change the physical environment may be limited. But,
she may do much to change the learning environment to which her
pupils will be expose]. And how may she be able to do this? Simply
by remembering the effects that these factors have upon the teach-
ing-learning process. Also, by remembering how these environ-
mental factors affected her Own she was in the low-income
bracket, or lived in the ghetto.

12. Basic needs, Look after basic needs first. Establish priorities. Find
out' what is most important to your pupils and strive to meet that

need. Remember, what you, as a teacher think is important, or was
taught that it was important, may be of no importance to him at all.
Only through a more thorough knowledge of your pupils may you
know what is important to them.

By way of summary and generalization the ABE teacher should remem-
ber that the deprived learner has a history of repeated failure, therefore he
needs to experience success frequently, lie is a victim of fear, therefore he
needs confidence. He has been rejected lw society, therefore he needs ac-
ceptance. He is ill at ease w ith the abstract, therefore he needs to start
with the concrete. He is suspicious of those who would assist him, there-
fore he needs someone who is sincerely interested in him, He, as a result of
society's treatment of hint, feels worthless, therefore he needs to be ac-
cepted as a human being. He feels insecure in working with academic
problems, therefore his instruction should be built around his own past ex-
periences. His home life is likely to 1w unpleasant, therefore some atten-
tion should be given to developing units on family relationships. He is
likely to be lacking in the social graces, therefore these should he an in-
tegral part of the ABE curriculum, Ile is likely to be nou-verbal when not
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talking with his peers or group, therefore the linguistics in the classroom
should be relatively simple. Ile is likely to be chagrined bel'illISV of his low'
academic status, therefore the materials should be suited to adult interests
and needs. Finally, he needs the best in instruction. in materials. in faci-
lities, in understanding, and everything that goes to make Op a s.holesonle
climate coutlic...ive to learning.
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CHAPTER 'I'N'()

INCREASINC AND I\IPR()VINC PUBLIC SUPPORT
FOR ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

Several arguments have been resented favoring public support for

adult basic education. VOI. I of the Handbook (pages IT-19) presented
some significant data on the ABE Program in the State of :\labania. These
data indicate a definite ieed of public support of the program. Assuming
that there is a definite need for public support of the prog,rani, the ques-
tion remains, Alow does one go about obtaining, public support for a pro-
gram of this type?" Four possible solutions seem to be feasible:

A. The creation of public awareness of the problem.
B. Development of "Linkage" between various agencies of the

community.
C. Utilize to the fullest extent, community resources.
1/ Extend and improve the services of the program to the

community,

A. The Creation of Public. Awareness.
The creation of public awareness is the first guild step in the direction of

securing adequate public support for adult basic education. In many in-
stances the publicgenerallyhave little or no concept of the term adult
basic education. In order to gain full public support of the program, the
public will need to know more about the -why and the how" of adult haste

education.
1. Wlu public awareness is important: What the people are not "up

on," they are mildly "down on." This is to say that the public is unlikely to
exhibit great enthusiasm for something that they know little or nothing
about. Chief bottlers of soft drinks in this country. (or in the world) insist
that though they sell millions of bottles of "pop" daily, the consumption of
their product by the public would decrease lw 50 per cent were they to
curtail their extensive advertising programs. Advertising and the creation
of public awareness of the merits of their products keep not only the pro-
ducer of the commodity in business, it makes possible the printing of news-
papers and magazines, and other types of literature. Without the subsidy
of advertising, extensive programs heard on radio an," seen on television
would be all but impossible. When a tense, gripping moment is halted on
the I.V. screen to produce a spot announcement, (and one is tempted to
complain about the interruption) one should remember that the "one who
pays the fiddler has the right to call the tunes." Most of the companies in
business and industry realize the great impact that advertising has on sell-
ing and buying, therefore they create and develop extensive and effective
systems of advertising. Needless to say, advertising is expensive, it is

grossly expensive but it pays gross dividends. It may be that public school
systems fail to advertise on a wide scale (as compared with business and
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industry) because 'initia . is it prohibitive factor. (hi the other hand, it may
1w said that public schools systents.-including adult baskc education-lack
ittlegnitte ptiblic support due to the fact that they fail to advertise. .kt any
rate, it sevilis rciootiable to state that the importance of creating public
axvarettess of the problem rannot he overvinpliasiti.d. urviition of pub-
lic a%'aretit'ss %vigil important for the follmving reasons:

I. Public problems and programs need public action and assistance.
therefore the needs to he mink ii\art. of the probIciii and
program.

h. Sometimes an apparent "unconcerned public- may be inerelv an
"uninformed public." In ino%t cases knowledge proceeds (or
should) logical action.

c. Advertisements have great impact upon what the people think, be-
lieve, and do about a product, project, or program.

d. Involving the public is an excellent method of creating public
itsvareness and keeping the public informed. Involvement of the
public tends to make the public more interested in the success of
the program.

Once the importance of public awareness of the problems confronting
the illiterate adult as they attempt to live in a complex society) is realized.

it appears that the next sequential step xvottld 1w that of selecting and/or
Iles ..loping tools and techniques wherein this public axvitreness might Ix.

it ttensified.
2. Too/ for the cretition will rlri eloinient of public awarenes.: In ordt.r

to perform any task effectively, ittleiptee tools art essential, hi this report

tools nosy be defined as those instruments or devices that facilitate the
completion of a task or assignment. N'ithont the proper tools completion
of the task may be hindered. In the creation and development of public

axvitrettess the folloving tools to be effective:

a. Ne%spapers, magazines, periodicals, brochures, and other printed

matter
I). The radio. tape recorders. cassette players, and other audio media

c. Television and other video 4..quipment
d.. Advertising metlia billboards, pamphlets, leaflet livers, etc.

a). Newspapers, magazines, periodicals, brochures, etc. Although the
printed page may be questionable as au effective tool in recruiting the II-

literate adult, its use in reaching a literate society cannot be over-
estimated. Ness stories that are sensational and tragic tend t() capture the

attention of the public, Stories on such subjects as education, religion, so-

cial events, etc. are likely to attract only passive attention of the public.
However, if the public could (through news media) be made more aware
of the fact that illiteracy and ignorance provide the some(' of some of the
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tragedy and crime that they so eagerly read, their awareness of the need
for public support of adult basic education might be increased. Articles in
the news media, giving an account of the nature of the problem Of illiter-
acy among adults and the need of a program to combat this illiteracy
might accomplish much in the matter of making the public more aware of
the problem. Positive effective effects cannot be expected front the print-
ing only two or three articles On the topic. The public must he constantly
and consistently reminded of the imperative need of the program. :'131.,
personnel need to use the no. s media as an instrument for propagandizing
the program. Let us hasten to add that propaganda is not used as an in-
strument to spread ruiners and vicious lies. Sometimes it is usedperhaps
too infrequentlyto disseminate good news and to provide the public with
wholesome information. Hence, propaganda may he considered as an ef-
fective instrument for the creation of public awareness of the program and
its needs.

1). The radio, tape recorders, cassette players and other audio media
may be made excellent instruments for the creation of public awareness.
Short news flashes concerning the program could be wade at frequent in-
tervals on the radio, calling attention to the problems of the illiterate adult
and the need for public support of the program. These news flashes could
be recorded by the ABE, personnel on tapes and cassettes and given to the
radio station for presentation to the public. Needless t(` say, great care
should he exercised in the preparation of the tapes. The tapes or cassettes
should be short, concise, and straight to the point. Otherwise, the radio sta-
tion may not deem the flash advisable to use for broadcast.

c). Television and other video equipment may have great impact upon
the creation of awareness. More than 80 per cent of the knowledge ac-
quired by the learner is obtained through the faculties of vision. Business
and industry realize the potentials of this form of media and maximize it to
the greatest extent possible. Despite the fact that in many instances televi-
sion is used to sell a gullible public many products that do not fulfill the
warrants and descriptions given to them by this media, the system can also
be used to promote much public interests in worthwhile programs, in-
cluding ABE.

d). ,Advertising lies at the heart and core of progressive business and in-
dustry. Billboards, advertisements in newspapers, magazines, etc., afford
an extensive system of getting products or programs before the public.
Leaflets or "flyers" placed am shopping bags at markets or stores have been
used with a great degree of success. Short, catchy phrases mailed to indi-
viduals and groups may call attention to a large number of individuals to
the program that one is attempting to publicize. Business and industry
seem to adhere to the theory that "the satisfied customer is our best adver-
tising agency" seems to he a good thesis to he adopted by ABE personnel
who would gain the attention of the public on the merits of the ABE Pro-
gram. The slogan "The customer is always right" that is so consistently
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used by business, is another idea or attitude that could be used by ABE.:
persomwl to a deckled advantage. Though the schools do not have custom-
ers in the usual sense of the word, they do have students that tnav be con-
sidered as customers. And, satisfied students, even as satisfied customers,
can do much to acquaint friends, associates, and the general public with
the merits of a given product or program. No attempt will be made here to
discuss the question of accountability that is receiving such national atten-
tion relative to the responsibility of the public school for the successful ac-
ademic performance of the pupil. But, if adult basic education programs
could convince the general public that it is willing, and indeed does accept
responsibility for the failures of its productsthe pupilsmuch progress
would be made in the matter of developing more confidence in, the crea-
tion of more public awareness of, and the development of greater public
support of the program,

:3. Tools for creation and development of public awareness: Many and
varied techniques may be used to create public awareness of the program.
The techniques to he used depend upon the locality and situation in which
the techniques are to be used, and also upon the skill, personality, and po-
tential of the personnel that will attempt to create public awareness of,
and interest in, the program. Some of the techniques that have been used
with a great degree of success are:

a. Door-to-door campaigns
b. Personal contacts with friends and acquaintancies in need of the

program
c. Short talks to social and civic organizations
d. Dissemination of data and information citing the crucial need of

the prograin
e. Involving as many differ .itt types Lud kinds of individuals and

groups as possible iu publicizing the program.

a). Door-to-door campaigns: The door-to-door campaign or the "Knock
On ANY Door", idea has been used with much success in various comu-
nities and cities. Since in many instances the pockets of illiteracy and igno-
rance are located in ghettos and slum areas, it may be advisable to use
male ratiter than female solicitor or recruiters for the program. The reason
for this suggestion should be obvious. And, even when male campaigners
are used in the door-to-door process, the campaigners should he selected
with care. The selectees should be individuals who understand the de-
prived, who accept them as they are, who know how to empathize with
them, who can speak their language, and one who is not shocked by what
he may hear or see in the area being canvassed. Sometimes a civic organi-
zation like the "Jicees", the Lions Club, or the Rotarians may organize
such a campaign.

b). Personal contacts. Personal contacts with an acquaintance is perhaps
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the most effective method Of creating awareness and remitting students.
Contacts with key persons of the various organizations of the community
soliciting their support mav have far reaching effects in making the pub-
lic aware of the program, thereby gaining more public support, (;enerallv,
individuals and the public respond more warmly to personal contact-
written or oral.. -than they do to impersonalized form letters of general
statements' made to the public in general and no one in particular.

c'. Talks to. and with, members of social and civic clubs and organiza-

tions. The effective ABE directors, supervisors, or teachers would do well
to acquaint themselves with the various organizations of the community
and make themselves more knowledgeable about the purposes and pro-
grams of the organization. It may be that many of the organizations in the
1,walitY have programs that may fit well into the ABE Program. In many
ca .es members of these organizations are..kcwpeople in the community
and to gain their interest in the program is to insure greater public
support.

II). The dissemination of data On, and knowledge of, the program and its
needs. Generally the American Public is quite sensitive to the problems
and needs of people in various States of the Union. When a crisis or a cala-
mity strikes in any area the concern and support of the public may ex-
pected to be forthcoming. Iloweivr, the sensitivity and interest of the pub-

lic is based upon their knowlecige of the crisis and the need of their
assistance. The public is usually twde aware of the problem or crisis
through the means of mass media: newspapers, radio, and television. With
a little ingenuity the same media could be used to help disseminate data on
the calamity of illiteracy and ignorance and the need for public support.
As stated before an uninformed public may appear to be an unconcerned

et. Inyelyclucta of a wide array of individuals and organizations. Gener-
ally. when individuals or groups are involved in a program or project (par-
Ocularly on the decision-making level) their interest and support is likely
to be assured. llowever, in order to gain full public support from the pub-

lic, the public in generalor their representative agenciesshould he in-
volved in developing plans and establishing purposes of the program. Of-
times the people for whom the p .)grans was designed and who were
expected to gain the 1)enefits from the program were not involved its plan-
ning and developing the program. This is a gross mistake. Those who are

to be affected by the program should share in making the decisions that
affect the program and themselves. It is rather difficult for persons hying
in a middle-class society and subscribing to middle-class values to see the

problem from the standpoint of the deprived adult living in a sub-standard
society, subscribing to different value patterns, and circumscribed by a so-
cial structure that makes his escape front his predicament tremendously
difficult. True, the initiation of a system or program wherein peoples of all
types, classes, and creeds are involved will be a gigantic task but its divi-
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(lends should be tremondons.
B. 1)eelnping Link lige lirticeen Varnm.s. Agencies. 'Hie difficulty of in-

volving a heterogenuous group of individuals or organizations in a single
program has alread been mentioned. It is indeed a difficult task.. more

difficult task is to get the group- once they bare been inyclved to work
effectively ali(! toward atilieelliel It of 1/41)111111On 1)111%.

Pews and Wills. 1)ifferent organizations, having different vaunt' Patterns.
different concerns, aid different experiences that caused them to band

themselves into a select group, may be unwilling to submerge their inter-
ests, goals and purposes, and their identities (is a group) to work uniden-
tified within a larger group. This brings up the question of linkage. This
discussion will lend itself to lour facets of the question:

1. 11'hat is meant by linkage?
. NVhv linkage is inportant?
3. The difficulty of developing linkage.
1. Developing linkage makes an overview of the problem essential.

1 ). What is meant by linkage? There is an old cliche that states that "No
chain is stronger than its weakest link.- This is particularly true in the mat-
ter of adult Ntalcolin Knowles ( I) in his Handbook of Adult
Kdoeation lists a wide variety of organizations with in adult min-

cation. Nhinv Of the programs result in a duplication of effort, a confusion

of effort, a drain on the public for the support of the varied programs
sponsored by different agencies, and sometimes, even competition be-
tween the various agencies in their attempt to recruit illiterate adults for
their program. Cooperative effort and coordinated services seems to be a
inOre systematic approach than the spirit of competiveness that mar arise
between the various agencies sponsoring programs in adult education. For
the purposes of this discussion the term "linkage" is defined as the ninon
and coordination of the services of agencies having similia or divergent

programs in adult education. The purposes of linkage would be to max-
imize and strengthen public support, to avoid duplication of effort. to de-
velop a more comprehensive program of adult education, to provide a
more extensive and effective type of leadership through the interaction of
the various agencies., and to develop more cohesiveness among and be-
tween the various agencies sponsoring programs in adult eduation. It is

suggested that one big, comprehensive program supported by the coopera-
tive effort, of inativ agencies will be more effective than many and varied
agencies sponsoring several Small programs in adult education at the risk

of dnplication, inadequate support. and the pursuit of many goals that
work at cross purposes with the goals of other agencies.

2). Vliv linkage is important? Several factors make the development of
linkage essentially important:
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it. The expanding \mi-tim (a10111V Iut, ellani4ell tin s stem of eo-
nomics III business and industr from om ut competition to that ut
cooperative effort. The interdependence ut individuals and ut
agencies of societ makes this a desirable
1)tlphc,tliotl of effort IN experosi c mot olds tto the sponsoringng
at..!,(1V, it fragmentifs the available support that max he obtained
from the public.

e. The confusion of purposes resulting from varied ti pes of purposes
set forth IA man\ aticncies,uc likely lu ()1111Ise 11111)11( as tt) the

desilabilily ut anv of the programs.
working indpntlntiv its an agnx or organization

are likely to constrain themselves to working toward the achieve-
ment of the purposes ut their mvn organization or agency, and
these itIone. 'lids apparent comipetiveness will do much to diminish
lte general effort of it total i)rograni.

e. Siiu individnals are nittibers of organizations, each having a dif-
fernt socio-eonomi status, the programs sponsored by the more
affluent agencies or organizations w...ill I able to provide more
support to adult education than their counterparts ill the less af-
fluent organizations. Thus. the adults who need the programs most
may be provided less in the matter of public support.

f. The more affluent organizations have V,I'L'itter (.011001 and 1)Ittities-
si011 ut 11111(IS, and exert more influence in the Ilse of mass ineoliit.
therefore they arc able to command more extensive use of nevspa-
pers. radio), and television in creating and (Ieveloi)ing, public slip-
port for their programs and projets.

o. It hits been suggested that involvement of individuals and groups
from many levels of society are essential for the promotion of pub-
lit support. The less affluent individual !WV be ineligible for mem-
bership in the affluent social organization. Thus, only those pro-
grams deemed to) be inportitnt by the affluent are likely to be
sponsored by then'.

:3). %u/ Ilse (hi-/o/mien/ of liiklige \Vlicilevel there is a dif-
le,.ence in the social and economic status of a people. attempts to fuse
them into a single group with common interests. purpe .0 and goals, are
exceedint41 difficult, Individuals will) common bitekgroo .1s. common ex-
periences, and common ancestries, are likely to harbor common hopes and
fears. common hates and loves, to) cherish common moral and spiritual val-
ues, and are likely to band themselves into it distinct group whose chief
concern will be the maintenance of all of these custom's, tradition's and
ideals, and the tritnsinission ut them to their offsprings. The following fac-
tors tend to make the development of linkage difficult:

it. Tilt' inlliyidnal Whiling to SpOlist.l. 111i1V out be it mcnl-
bcr '.11 the grollpis betseeetl which the linkage mav be attempted.



I). Individuals as members of a distinct group are likely to be reluc-
tant to surrender this distinction (even momentarily) and lose their
cherished identity in a larger more heterogenuous

c. Being the member of an affluent group and having been brought
up in ail environment ill which "elaborate language- was used in
all of his social intercourse with his fellows, he may be at a decided
disadvantage in the attempt to communicate with the less affluent
who may be the victims of a restricted language pattern. Thus,
communicative barriers may serve to hinder the efforts toward
linkage.

d. Established purposes and goals of one organization seldom if elver
are in hannony with purposes and goals of another organization-
even though the organizations may have similiar programs.

e. Leaders in a specific organization may be antagonistic toward the
surrender of their leadership in the parent organization to become
a mere member (if not selected as the leader) in the newly orga-
nized larger group.

I. As membership in the newly formed group becomes inure exten-
sive and heterogeneous, it becomes increasingly difficult to de-
velop united effort and concensus of opinion relative to purposes,
programs, and procedures.

g. Problems in education-even the education of illiterate adults-.
inav lack the dramatic and exciting appeal that accompany prob-
lems in the area of crime, lawlessness, epidemics, and rumors of
military invasions.

These factors and others too numerous to mention in this discussion
make the initiation and development of linkage between the various
agencies a crucial task that entails much finesse, expertise, and concen-
trated effort.

4). Development of linkage makes an overview of the problem essen-
tial Many variables contribute to the development of a program, and in
order to effectively solve the problem, the many variables causing the
problem must be identified, studied, and analyzed relative to their effects
upon the problem. This is to say that many approaches must he made in
the effort to solve a single problem. The experienced researcher in the at-
tempt to solve a problem(%) will not only study each variable in isolation
one from the other, but will attempt to see relationships between the dif-
ferent variables as they interact upon one another and combine their ac-
tions in formulating the problem. Since there are many facets of a prob-
lem, caused by the many variables that effect it, linkage makes possible the
practice of organizing the group(s) in such a manner that different groups
can work on different facets of the problem, However, despite the fact
that a single group may be working on one specific phase of the problem.
each group should be cognizant and concerned with other facets of the
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problem as they relate to the facet of the problem On which he is working.
An arrangement of this type indicates that an overview of the total pro-
gram by the members of each of the several groups is essential to the satis-
factory solution of the problem, An overview of the total problem seems to
be essential for the following reasons:

a. No single variable controls the development of the total problem.
b, Different individuals or groups working on a specific phase of the

problem. vet maintaining a perspective or overview of the total
problem may insure a more scientific type of work than if the en-
tire task was attempted by a single group or individual,

c. Using the system of division of labor in studying the problemyet
maintaining- a perspective on the total problem - -helps the re-
searchers to become more sensitive to the effects of relationships
between the different variables of the problem. but it also provides
a system of "checks and balances- wherein the different research-
ers can verify and validate the findings of companion groups,

d. A synoptic view of the problem makes possible a more systematic,
scientific, and logical study of the problem,

e. In many situations the combined know ledges and skills of the many
exceed the knowledges and skills of the few. Particularly is this
true in the case of problems that beset deprived adults.

C. ltilizing Community Resources: As mentioned in a previous section
of this report the creation of public awareness was essential to the devel-
opment of public support for adult education, Once the support of the
mativ agencies was assured, it was deemed to be important to coordinate
the efforts of the various agencies in order to avoid duplication of pro-
grams and of effort by the agencies concerned with provisions of the sup-
port, Public awareness having been created, and linkage or coordinated ef-
fort having been made possible, the next sequential steps would seem to be
that of actually identifying tasks or problems in which the various agencies
could he utilized, The utilization of resources are just as important as the
existence of the resources. Needless to say there are inativ untapped re-
sources in each community that could he used to advantage. In this section
of the discussion we will be concerned with the following areas of
interests:

1, The availability of physical facilities
2. The availability of human resources
3. The availability of agencies and organizations within the

community
4, The availability of assistance from agencies outside the community
5. The Advisory Board: its purposes and possibilities

1), One of the basic assumptions of this discussion is the thesis that
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"those who are taxed for the purpose of providing a public program shoukl
sharJ in the benefits of that program." Must or all of the public facilities
existing in our comunu have been provided through taxation of the
public. The tined' t I I It Aay.ug also been taxed to provide these
facilitiesshould be allowed to share in the use of these facilities. This idea
suggests that the following public facilities should he made available for
INC by Atilt basic education pupils and programs:

a). Facilities of public schools and colleges that arc supported by tax-
ation of the public.

I). The use of busses for transportation. Those busses that are pro-
vided through public transportation should be made available for
all engaged in the educational process. including adults.

c). Public libraries and museums that have been provided at public
expense.

d). Hot lunches served to those adults in class who are unable to pay
for their lunchand many of them are financially unabde to do so.
If free lunches Call be provided for low-income children in school,
the saline should hold true for the undereducated adult in school.

e). In-as-much as free health facilities and services are provided the
children through public taxation, these facilities and services
should be made available to adult basic education pupils also.

0. In public schools in most States, free textbooks are provided each
pupil by means of public taxation. The ABE pupil should share in
these benefits also. Free textbooks should be provided for them.

g). The facilities of the public schools are made available to the pu-
pils and teachers for as tong as it is considered necessary to fulfill
their needs. The average length of a school day for the yovrig
learner is approximately eight hours. Thus, the facilities are avail-
able during this period, and in addition to this, those hours that
the facilities are needed to meet other reeds, physical, recrea-
tional, social, etc. These facilities should also lie made available to
the adult learners whenever they need themwhich is usually at
a time that they are not being used by the younger learners,

2). Availability of human resources. The importance of using human re-
sources of the community cannot he overemphasized. However, utilization
of the resources are greatly determined by the availability of the resources.
Not only should the ABE staff seek to acquaint themselves with the
agencies that are existent in the community, they should also seek to make
acquaintances with the personnel directing the agencies. In establishing a
"working relationship- with the personnel of the service agencies that
ABE worker may be able to obtain even greater services for her pupils and
the ABE Program. Several types and kinds of human resources may be of
assistance to the ABE workers and their programs:
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a). Professional personnel doet ns. dentists. educators, family vela-
tion experts, guidance counselors. and personnel from other ser-
vice agencies.

I)). Paraprolessiinialsteachers aids. employees in fields not requir-
ing professional degrees. employees with a history of long and re-
peated sucess in their fields.
Non-proiessional personnel. There are many non-professional
people in the community that have had experiences in their fields
that may be of invaluable assistance iv the undereducated adult.
In many cases these non-professionals would gladly welcome the
opportunity to share their experiences with the ABE pupil. The
services of such persons (as a resource person) should not be over-
looked: cooks and housekeepers, barbers and hairdressers, small
business owners, waiters. waitresses, etc.

3). The availability of agencies and organi:ations within the cummu-
nity: Agencies and organizations within a community are usually of two
type,. 1 those that are sponsored and funded by public support, and 2)
those that are sponsored and funded by rivate enterprise. Both types mav
he found useful for providing support for ABE Programs. however, since
the public programs arc supported by taxation it seems reasonable to sug-
gest that this should be the first source from which program support is
sought. The resources of the local community should be identified and uti-
lized to the fullest extent before seeking assistance from outside agencies.
The reasons for this suggestion should he rather obvious. People are likely
to look with favor upon those programs and projects that they themselves
helped to develop through their own initiative.

Sonic of the public agencies from which program support may lx
sought are the following:

a). Social Security
b). Public Welfare
c). Covernment employment offices (States and National levels)
(I). Public Health office
e). Other public agencies and organizations.

In the matter of private agencies providing support for public education
the reader is reminded that most large corporations provide assistance to
education in general and to adult education in particular. Malcolm
Knowles in his Handbook for Adult Education, ( ) list an extensive num-
ber of private agencies that make provisions for adult education. It has
been estimated that some of the companies in business and industry allo-
cate as much as $12,(1(X) for the education and training of each of their
employees in need of such training and education. Developing working
relationships with such an organization 'hould pay great dividends to the
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Alit., worker intent on the development of an effective program in . BE.
1), The a% itilability 1)1 assistance Iron) agencies outside the comitinit%.

Despite the abundance of natural and !Inman resources withi it commu-
nity, there are inany agencies and resources outside the community that

he 1nletl to a decided advantage in the pl'OgIA111. The (utside atieueies
he public' or private, Stith' Or agellUV. operating

withint its 0%1'11 There of n11111(.111' Call (10 11111(11 to allUllIt'llt Olt' etfee
tix.eness of the local Alit.. Program. l)titside agencies and nesourees should
supplement rather than stiiiiihnit the efforts of the local program i.c adult
basic education. Thus. the ABE workers) soliciting and ol)taiiiiii.; assis-
tance from tl tree different levels of operation takes progressive steps it the
direction of excellence in program development. Althotigl, finance is au
important factor ill the I I..it. i.eve.opitient of any effective program. it is not the
only essential factor ill program development: Such factors as ideas, in-
novations, creativity. and critical imp. iry into the nature of the prohlem
and the program are also of vast importance. In order to avoid intellectual
,tagnittion and the stigma that usually aconyanies provincialism, the
AB Yorkerisi should %yelonie ideas. suggestions. and .s.cittleinie assistance
front many different types Of agencies outside the local umitininit. The
outside agencies may be divided into at least two classes: ;) pubile non-
profiting agencies. and 2) private agencies.

a). non-profiting agencies. Some of the public no -profiting
agencies that have made outstanding contributions to the ad-
vitnee!!!ent of the ABE Program art.:

). Stitt(' awl federal departments Of education
3). Social organizations.Elks: Shriners: etc,
3). Civic urganizations--Chamber CIIII):

ill% Cll'S and jaVCCItCS: liOtal'V (1111)S;

I. Fraternal organizations-. lodges.frittertiies: sororities, etc.
5). Literary societies Phi Delta kappa, Honor .)()cieties. etc.

Voicii's i'ederation oI (:Itibs, etc.
organizations

l'rivitte and/or commercial ort.4itilizi.tions. Nlitm private organi-
zations, corporations, and agencies have developed foundation
programs herein there are provisions for support of adult edu-
cation. Among these are the following:

I ). The ford foundation
2). The liockeleller Foitialation
3). The \lott Foundation
.1). The Kellogg Foundation
5). ()titers

The number of private .trgitizations making contrtinit ions to the (level-
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opulent of adult education is too numerous to mention. In this area at least,
perhaps, there are more resources available than are being effectively
used. Some of the agencies provide direct assistance to .1Bf, workers
through the means of scholarships. Thesr scholarships enable the ABE
worker to engage in professional training in college or imiversitv resulting
in the increased proficiency of the recipient ol the scholarship. In addition
to scholarships to individual students, the Foundations provide funds for
the extension and development Of adult education in those systems that
evidence need for assistance and show promise of leadership that max' in-
sure wise expenditure of the funds provided for the development of the
program,

I. The Advisory Board. .1chilt basic education centers do not have a mo-
nopoly on the education and training of adult learners. The adult learner
even as other learersreceives information and training from many
sources. Even though they may not be enrolled in a formal course in a
classroom some adults receive a vast amount of information through infor-

al training and experience. Despite the importance and advantages of in-
formal training for adults, the undereducated adult needs to be engaged in
50111C formal, systematic learning experiences wherein his total growth
may be more reasonably assured. Au unplanned educational trip or tour
for illiterate adults may be likened to a traveler making an extensive jour-
ney into a distant and unknown country without the benefit of a well Orga-
nized itinerary. Such a traveler may go anv places and see many inter-
esting sights but the traveler will be at a decided disadvantage in that he or
she may not know where they are going, and if such is the case, will not
know Mien they have reached their destination, and when they return, are
unlikely to be able to give an intelligent account of where they have been.
Thus, though informal learning experiences max be illplgtallt and ifor-
mative it max not effectively replace a well planned program specifically
desigiwd to meet the many 'weds of the undereducated adult. In the at-
tempt to develop a comprehensive, meaningful academic program for
adults the ABP., worker would do well to develop and utilize the services of
an Advisory Board. In considering the development and use of such a
board the ABE worker should take into consideration such factors as:

I. What are the purposes of an Advisory Board?
2. What are the functions of the Board?
3. What is the nature of the services to he provided by the Board?

a. What is the extent of authority to he exercised by the Board?
4. How may the services of the Board ine best utilized?

What are some desirable procedures for initiating such an
oronitatio,

6. 11'hat arc some guiding principle, and policies for Advisory
Boards?

Education for effective living in a complex society is such a tremendous,



thought-provoking, task that it defies the attempts Of ans. educational sys-

tem to attempt the jol) alone. The interdependence of institutions of so

ciet, and of individuals as they attempt to live productive lives within the

society, emphasizes the need of employing the services and experiemes of

II MIA ill4elleieti and institutions in the t 111Westi. 'HMS, the

effective .\UI. Worker "las readily see the need for an Advisory Board to

assist in the development of the program.
I ). The purposes of the Board. The following, purpose.~ may he set

forth as a Intite of reference in the developtilt.nt and utilization of an Ad-

visors. Board:

a). To assist the :k liE %vorker in developing a more om-
prehensive .viess. of the t.ducational process as it relates to

the midered»cated adult.
Iii )4(4(l/i) bridge the "gap" 1)C t\V"11 WI t iS hall)" I i g in
the it Cade I iC NVOrld Of the adult learner, and .1 tat is happen -

jug in the -world of Work" as seen 1)s. practitioners itt the

field.
c 1. To provide a sst,,,i, of advisory services Wherein die A BE

program was filmic more effective in the t.oimininits.

(h. To help ABE workers to extend the services of the :CBI; Pro-

gram out into the community, and to assist in briwing om-
munity services into the ABE, Program.

el. "hi improve the elements of human relations between the

school and the community to the extent that publi aware-
ness will he insured and public mipport assured.

I). 1 o heiter harmonize those experiences that the adult learner

will acquire in formal classroom experiences, with those that

they way acquire in informal situation as they live in the
community and engage in the world of work.
To help to provide a reservoir of resources, personnel, and

facilities that may he used to the advantage of the ABE lear-

ner and the community.
In. To help ;CBE', personnel to develop an all -out, frontal attack

on the problem of illiteracy existing among adults.

In short, the purposes of the Advisory Board should he to supplement

the services of the ABE worker in arty and all areas that it can he of assis-

tance. In fulfilling its purposes the Board mav 11(.11) the AUK workens) to

become more sensitive to, and cognitive of the needs of adults in the com-

munit, and the needs of the community in regards to trained adults.

2). The functions of the Board. Tilt., functions or the Board are to per-

form the stated purposes for which it was reatud and to assist the A BE

worIcensi in the development of a program that mots more nearly meet the

needs of the adult learner. The function .d the Board is to help to provide
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thaw ,n, that would he lioil_ci,teut without the Board\ assistatu e.
Some of die duties or hilictiOns that the litiard Ma% 'W1101'111 are:

a). To serve as liaison persons between the . xvorkeno and
other service agencies of flu
Provide services to till' IHTS01111(.1 prOhICIOS

arise concerning the Mil, Program.
c). Assist in the planning and extension of programs and services

for the . \B1: student and for tl community ias they relate to
the adult learner).

di. I .p1 1 11 MI vorkerist to develop linkage between the
Program and the many service agencies and institutions of
the

1 hat is the nature of the services to be provided b the Board'?
1.1.c \dx 'Nor\ Board is not au administrative or supervisory agency. The

nature of its services is, as the title suggests. that of an advisorY nal life. The
tioard exercises no authority whatever in the administration and siiper-

of the \ RE Program. It ii;ay. hinvever. make suggestions to the ABE
tiers:mm.1 on matters that may improve and enhance the program. The
reasons for this arrangement should be obvious. The Board (Imposed of
manic different segments of society. each having, different priorities and in-
terests. x%.otild be confronted with many conflicts in the decision-making
process \veie they serving, the capacity of policy-makers rather than advi-
sors to the program.

4). flow may the services of the Boated be best utilized? A good,
sound. organizational program is the best means of utilizing the services of
MI\ group composed of individuals with divergent ideas. interests, and
purposes. The first step in the process. it scums, should be that of die de-
velopment of common purposes that may result in the formation of con-
snslis among and between the Various members. After consensus and unity
has been developed, guidelines and policies set forth. and priorities for the
total program agreed upon. the Board will be in position to attempt the
fulfillment of its function as an Advisory Board. After the members of the
board have been welded into a central body relative to the purposes and
development of the total program. the next sequential step could be that of
allocating certain phases of the total program to selected groups that com-
pise the Board. Since the .11iE Program is concerned with many areas of
interests. special grolips or committees could be selected )based of course
oil their interests) to work on problems or tasks associated with their.par-
ticillar area of interest. This division of labor would provide a means
Wherein the potentials of all members of the Board could be maximized to
the tidiest extent.

\VIiiit are some desirable proediies for initiating such an orgaiii
/Mimi? Before attempting to initiate the organization of an :VIvisory
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Board the Mil, personnel should engage in some pre-planning activities: I)
the personnel should acquire as much knowledge as possible the adults

for which the program is being designed, 2) acquaint themselves with the
resources and facilities of the community ill which the program swill be ex-
pected to operate, :3) make an in-depth stink. of the needs of the adults that
will comprise the target population of the program, 1) find out as much as

possible about the customs, traditions, beliefs, and culture Of the people of
the community, 5) try to identify the people in key positions (th,.. power
structure) in the community, try to identify I locateant. 'il.t' MS(' iucliyicluals

ill the community though not holding status positions, are considered as

key people v their peers and other members of the hexer-income group,
mid 7) try to arraage a series of informal interviews with key poisons ill the
C0111111111litV to use as a "sounding board" in determining the type of pro-
gram that seems to depict the felt needs of the adults in the community.
Following these activities the AM? Nvorkero) might engage in the follow-
ing activities:

I ). During the initiatory stages of the program the ABE
worker(s) HMV not wish to form a permanent Advisory
Board. In this case It IllaV be to begin with a Temporary
Board. This board concerns itself with a specific problenns)
in the area of adult education, after completion of its tasks

the board is discharged.
b). After the Temporary Advisory Hoard has completed its tasks

it might he desirable to him an Advisory Board for specific
subject-matter areas that are deemed to be in the need of
supplementary assistance. During the beginning of the pro-
cess it is suggested that only a few such boards be organized

or attempted. As these few hoards begin to show progress in
performing their tasks, other similar boards IllaV be orga-
nized for other specific subject-matter areas.

c). As the subject-matter boards begin to increase it may be ex-
pedient to organize a coordinating eonnuittee. This com-
mittee does not participate in the decision-making process
relative to curriculum, instruction, administration', super-
vision, etc., rather its function is to indicate those areas in
which they feel that there is a need for the program of adult
education.
The ;eneraj Advisory Hoard, After the other sub- advisory

boards have been selected and progress in their area has
been assured, the time mav be ripe for the formation of a
General Advisory Hoard. Experiences with the other sub-
committees and boards shonld give the ABE personnel some
ideal as to who would make desirable members to use on the
General Advisory Hoard. Needless to saw, the members of
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this Board should come from the many segments of society in
the community. Stich it heterogeneous group 5110111(1 bring a

%%ealth of inhumation and experience to the Ali Program.
ABE worker(s) is cautioned to avoid placing the more

affluent members of the comintinit% on the Board. The rea-
son for this statement should be obvious.

VItat are some guiding principles and policies for Advisor%
Boards? III order to insure the success of ally program it is consid,..,red nec-
essary to establish guidelines and to formulate policies for the governance
of the organization. The following guidelines atalior policies are suggested
for the Advisory Board for AliE.

a). The Advisov (:ounil should help to develop a %vide per-
spective on the problems and needs of the adult.

1)). .11( Advisory (:onintittee %%111, through greater involvement,
help to insure increased public support for adult basic
education.

et. Inter-group and intragroup planning through the Advisi
Committee %%ill insure the success of the program in ARE.

d). Many different types of leadership %%ill emerge (luring the
process of utilizing the Advisory (:onnitittec.

e). ( 'acme! public avareness may be created and developed by
the Committee

1). The Committee %Yin help the AliE staff to develop a more
extensive and comprehensive program it adult education.

g). Since the ABE staff cannot effectively perform all of the es-

sential tasks alone, the Committee may supplement the ef-
forts of the ARE staff.

hi. The Committee will help the .\RE staff to view the problem
front litany angles.
The Committee %Yin insure greater "linkage- and (Impera-
tive effort in developing the program.

j). The system will make continuous evaluation of the program
more effective.

I(). The Committee %rill help the .1BE staff to get closer to the
problem of the adult learner, thereby helping to -bridge the
gap- between the professionals and the lay group.

b. The (:ommittec helps to make the .1BE staff more cognitive
of. and sensitive to. the needs of the adult learner.

lit). The program belongs to the community therefore the com-
munity should have the privilege and the responsibility of as-
sisting and evaluating the program through a selected Advi-
sory Committee.

n I. The functions of the Advisory Committee is advisory rather
than administrative, suggestive. rather than supervisory,
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There are at least three levels of the Advisory Committees. The local

committee views the problem from a local standpoint. That is, this com-

mittee will be primarily concerned with problems and program that arc

within the local community. The State Advisory Committee may he com-

posed of individuals from the several local communities and will he con-

cerned with those problems that affect the State. The National Advisory

Committee will be concerned with problems that permeate each State and

local community. The local Advisory Board is of great importance in that

this Board to a very great extent determines the action and direction of the

State and national Advisory Boards.
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ARGUMENTS FAVORING PUBLIC SUPPORT OF

ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
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CHAPTER THREE

ARGUMENTS FAVORING PUBLIC SUPPORT
OF ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

Provisions for education under the Federal Constitution are implicit
rather than explicit. Also, under the Constitution, education is conceived
as a function of the State. That is, the education of the citizens of a par-
ticular State is to he provided by that State, funded by that State, at the
expense of the taxpayers of the State. The "Founding Fathers", no doubt
sensing a long drawn out controversy over the development of a national
system of education and sensing too the zeal with which each State jeal-
ously guarded its personal liberties and rights, possibly felt that a "grass
roots" approach to the development of education would be the better po-
sition to design programs that will more adequately meet the needs of
people within their State, than would others outside the State. This thesis
was a tenable one when State boundary lines were fairly well fixed. It
might have worked well when communities and States were isolated due
to the lack of adequate systems of transportation and communication. But
with the improvements made in transportation, communications, and tech-
nology, the thesis may no longer be one that is tenable. The fore men-
tioned improvements have changed the concept of the term community. It
might well be said that we now live within a community of States. The
problems affecting any one of the fifty States of the Union have their im-
pact and influence on each of the other States of the Union. What does all
of this imply? Simply this: the local communities comprise the State and
the States comprise the Federal Union. Thus it seems feasible to assume
that the business of education is a Local, State, and National function.

The importance of educated, enlightened adults cannot be over-
emphasized. Educated, enlightened adults are essential to the devel-
opment and preservation of any democratic society. In a democratic so-
ciety the adult citizen pledges allegiance and support to the government.
The government, in return, has an implied reciprocal responsibility of
lending its support to programs that promote the general welfare of those
adults and citizens who have given the government their allegiance and
support. An uneducated unenlightened adult cannot function properly nor
thrive in an ever-changing democratic society. And, a democratic society
cannot grow and flourish if its support is limited to, and dependant upon,
the uneducated and illiterate adult. This is to say that the fate and destiny
of a democratic society and the fate and destiny of individuals living
within that society are interdependent to the extent that the welfare of one
is reflected in the welfare of the other. They rise or fall, advance or decline
together. Impossible one without the other.

Basic Assumptions. The thesis that there should be public support for
adult basic education rests upon the acceptance or the rejection of ten ba-
sic assumptions:

1. A program that promotes the general welfare of the public should



11". the 1"'ut 'tits of 1)111)1k or "tlicr`visu
Intlivithials 01 groups who are directly taxtl for the promotion of
tilt' Prugraill ur activity 511°111'1 skirt' directly i11 the services pro
sided by the program.

:1. The level of society and its institutions are 1111likek to be ahoy' the
(1dtiwat. litcrar,,. 11K1 ilth,llectilid level of Auks in that so,....ictv.

.1. igiloraiwe and illiteracy told to enslave di. puto, of a nation, and,

"no nation can exist half-slave and half-fre at the same time.- It
will become one or the other --either totality free or completely
enslaved.

5. Enlightened, intelligent adults are essential to the existence and
initintenittwe of it democratic soeiety.

6, The educationally deprived child will more than likely result in the
educationally deprived adult.

7. Those programs or activities that aid the grmvtlt and civvviopment
of individuals in the CO1111110116', aid the growth and development of
the commu nity. whateve affects the community, affects the
State and the entire "community of States...

S. lifficials who are to make the decisions determining the destiny of
our government and its people, should be selected 1w well (nullified.
intelligent voters with integrity.

9. Adults need to be taught to be responsible, Nell-supporting citizens.
and, it is through the development of intellectual tukl technical
skills that this may best be accomplished.

10. An academic program, adapted to meet the needs of Younger lear-
ners (pedagogy), is not suited to meet the needs of adult learners
(andragogy).

The ten basic assumptions were selected iu order to develop a rationale
or formulate a frame of reference wherein the problem of public support
for adult basic education could be logically and systematically studied, The
"jury system- was used in the selection of the assumptions, A group of ju-
rors, considered knowledgeable in the area of education and adult basic
education were asked to appraise the assumptions and to give their opin-
ions on the validity of them. No effort was made to have the inrors to rank
the ten assumptions in order of priorities. This was not attempted due to
the fact that many of the selected jurors felt that the priorities for each of
the t...11 assumptions would vary from community to community, and from
State to State, depending upon environmental factors and the situation in
which the assumptions would he considered, Having set forth the basic as-
sumptions on which the validity of this section of the report rests, attempts
were made to suggest some logical arguments favoring public support of
adult basic education that could be considered as being within the frame of
reference of the ten basic assumptions. Attempts were made to exclude
anv suggestion that was not supported lw at least one of the ten selected



basic assumptions. The following arguments are given in favor of public
support of adult basic education:

Arguments Favoring Public Support of Adult Basic Education, Many ar-
gnments could be presented favoring public support of achilt basic edu-
cation but neither time nor space will permit the presentation of all of
the available data supporting the argument. Suffice it then, to present a
few basic observations that appear to lend support to the argument fa-
voring public support for the ARE Program.

I. Programs promoting the general welfare of the people should be
supported by the people. Programs designed to promote the gen-
eral welfare of the people should be shared by all of the people.
And, this sharing of the program should be extended over into the
area of sharing in the support of the program. Programs for pub-
lic welfare should be for the benefit of alI peoph. regardless of
race, vs (or. rived, or age. .And, since such a program is for the
general good of the people, it appears to be the inherent duty and
responsibility of those who share in the services to also share in
the expenditures for those services. Thus, adult basic education
being a program that promotes the general. welfare (in that it
helps both the affluent adult as well as the deprived) deserves the
support of the public. In helping to eliminate illiteracy among
deprived adults, the cultural level of society is raised and the gen-
eral welfare of all of the people is more assured.

2. Individuals or groups who are taxed for the prontotion of a pro-
gram or activity should share directly in the services provided by
the program, Educational programs are designed to enlighten the
people and increase their productivity. In view of this fact, these
adults (both the affluent and deprived) ale taxed in (mkt that
these programs may be developed. The fact is, the adults pay
inure in taxes for support of education than do any other group.
lint, the deprived adult learner, having dropped out of school
during earlv childhood (Inc to various reasons, has not received
the benefits of a program for which he was, and still is, living
taxed, Educational programs designed for children are unsuitable
for adults. Thus, although the public school may be open to
adults, their programs are of such nature as to be of little, if
benefit to them. Too, adults are quite unlikely to return to a
school situation that drove them out in the first place.

3. The academic and cultural level of the adult determines the aca-
demic and cultural level of society and its institutions. Since
adults make the decisions that determine the courses that society
and its institutions will take, it is to the advantage of all people in
a given society to lie seriously concerned with the academic and
intellectual level of all of its adults. In short, the type of society
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that v(' have tti ".1100(11 ill 1110 11)(' of adItS syho 14(. to make up
that sucio% . In tin. %%mills of Hato, -The individual and the State
souletV are one and the saint....

.1. illiterate and uneducated adults deter the educational aspirations
of the suing learner. The illiterate. uneducated adult cannot
sV( as a desirable model or ideal for his counterpart. the voting
learner. The attitude of the under-educated adult is usually re-
fleeted ill the feelings that their offsprings have toward tie11001.
The illiterate, possibly due to So We unpleasant incident while a

youngster in SCI1001. is SnallY on edneatiOn". but -down on
the schools .

5. The education of adults is as important and imperative as the
education of children. TIW adult as the chief "bread-winner" and
decision maker of the family needs far more knowledge and skills
than his offspring.s. The illik.vate duk can be of )ittle assistance
to a Young learner who has surpassed him in aeadellli skills and
knowledge. \o longer can adults presume to take over leadership
of

family simply because of their empiri-
cl/ knowledge. Empirical knowledge is essential, it is true, but

the adult also needs the type of scientific knowledge that is essen-
tial for abundant living ill a complex society.
In the home it is the responsibility of the adult to guide and direct
the experiences of the young learner. An illiterate adult is tillable
to do this effectively. The uneducated adult, depending upon em-
pirical knowledge is likely to look to the past for guidance and
direction. The Young learner, acquiring scientific and cognitive
skills, is likely to be looking to the future. Thus we have an ever
increasing cultural gap between the under-educated adult and
the young learner. Illiterate adults may find themselves ill a

"state of being-. Young learners arc likely to be in a "stage of be-
coing". The adult may feel that he has arrived at his destination
and is finished. The young learner may feel that he is just begin-
ning his intellectual journey.

7. Illiteracy and Ignorance tend to enslave peOple, and the enSlaVed
are less likely io contribute to the cultural growth and the aca-
demic progress of society. Slaver inhibits the progress of both
the enslaver and those that are enslaved. Slaves, often living ill a
state of inertia, are either unwilling or unable to think for them-
selves, consequently they allow others to make decisions for
them. Though they work strenuously and support others, they
must look to the master for plivical support. And, having little or
no freed011 thellISIVeS, they tend to inhibit the freedom of others
who are not exactly slaves, but at the sail e time are not Wholly
free. In a situation like this, the strong is likely to usurp more and
more power until the state becomes entirely enslaved. Or. the
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hardships of slavery become so unbearable that the siaves make a
suicidal attempt to gain freedom. In the words of I tincoln, -A na-
tion cannot exist half-slave and half-lice. It will become one or
the other-. Likewise, a State cannot exist half liter:11c and half il-
literate. In the end the State will become one or the other, either
literate, or illiterate.

8. A democracy can only thrive in an environment in which the
adults aft' intelligent and enlightened through education. Al-
though schools are not the only phi( c or institution where-in one
IllaV educated, learners need many types of formal learning ex-
periences, and the schools seem the logical place to receive this
formal training. ln a dictatorship, the rulers depend 111)011 the ig-
norane of the people i0 maintain their power. In a democracy,
the leaders depend upon the intelligence and the integrity of the
Auk voter to provide 1101AVC process.
The edia.atinilidiv deprived child stands all excellent chance of

becoming an educationally deprived adult. Psychologists suggest
that the first three vears of a child's life are the most fruitful Years
for its mental growth and de\ elopment. The child who gets off to
a good start academically, t(peration Ileadstart) is more than
likely to he well on the way toward academic achievements when
he reaches adulthood. Good schools, providing excellent and
meaningful experiences to the learner (hiring formative Years will
do much to diminish the blight of ignorance and illiteracy that is
so evident in our adult population.

10. The illiterate and ignorant adult may he a liability rather than ;
asset to society, The reasons are these:

a. Ile is a nondependable source of defense. in (lines of war.
Consider the number of adults that had to be deferred in
the draft because of defiiences ill education.

b. Ile is likely to contribute little to the Gross National Prod-
uct (GNP).

c. lie is likely to he a perpetual ward of society by becoming a
perennial recipient of public welfare.

d. They are likely to contribute much to the crime rate and to
lawlessness and are likely to contribute little to the eleva-
tion of acceptable moral and spiritual values of the
community.

e. Due to their promiscuity, or divergent '.ense of moral and
spiritual values, the illiterate adult is likely to be progeni-
tors of a large number of illegitimate offsprings, contrib-
uting greatly to the population explosion that makes public
support of the welfare agency increasingly expensive.

I I. Life is so) complicated and socio-economical problems so complex
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that the uneducated adult may be a menacing danger to himself
and to other in'embers of %outlet\ . The inability of the illiterate
adult to read directions, interpret highway signs, and to follow in-
structions makes association with him dangerous, on the highway,
On the job, in the streets and even in the home. Advances in
science and technology have made literacy and intelligence a
-ninst- in order for the adult to exist, let alone thrice, in a deno-
crutie

12. Programs and activities mutually aid the growth and devel-
opment of individuals and communities. Growth of the individ-
uals within the communities indicates and insures growth of the
community. NVIiatever aids one aids the other. Intelligent, well
educated, productive adults tend to make an itelligent, well
educated, productive community. And adults of this type are
Sii:ely to insist 1111011, :QM( (CS spo-mor itrug,ram, and activities that
will insure children acquiring these qualities as they approach
adulthood. Thus, the welfare of the adult and the child insures the
welfare of the State and the community.

13. Officials who are to make the decisions for government should be
selected luv intelligent citizens. In a democratic society of any ap-
preiable size, the government is likely to be representative rath-
er!' than virtual. Individuals participate in the lawmaking process
through their elected representatives. Since relatively few se-
lected officials make the decisions that determine the destiny of
the government and its people, these officials should be selected
with care and precaution. Only the intellectually fit adult and
those of integrity have the ability, the will, and the courage to
make wise decisions in the selections.

14. Individuals, as adults, need to be taught to accept responsibilities
and to be self-supporting. The financial drains on the public cof-
fers makes this imperative. It is through the development of in-
tellectual and technical skills that this Way hest he accomplished,
Each adult, as a citizen needs to be trained to carry his share of
responsibility for living in a democracy.

15. The school program needs to be adapted to meet the needs of all
individuals. The academic needs of the pupil (pedagogy) are un-
sitable to meet the academic needs of adults (andragogy). The
deprived adult having failed in school as a child needs a second
chance in school as provided by A BE.

16, Education insures academic improninct atul changed behavior.
One of purposes of education is to change the behavior of the in-
dividual. FAIncation then, may improve the self-iage of the lear-
ner, improve self-image results in increased morale, and an in-
crease in morale contributes to) increases hi (plillity alld quantity
of accomplished tasks. Business and industry have discovered that
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morale is the only variable that contributes most to the produc-
tivity of its employees.

17. Educated adults may be more easily involved group tasks and
community activities than the uneducated. Involvement tends to
improve the democratic process 'which insures the success of the
task to be perforinetl.

18, The public schools may have failed the adult during childhood.
The public schools being based upon middle-class values, having
a different set of goals than low-income groups, mar have failed
to reach the basic needs of the adult when he attended school as a
child, flaying been brought up in a different environment and
having been exposed to a different linguistic pakten' from that
used in the public schools, the adult, as a child mav have become
frustrated, discouraged, and disillusioned to the extent that he
dropped out of school. In this case it is the school that has failed
the child rather than the child failing the school. In a situation
like this it seems that the school-the agent of societv-owes the
undereducated achilt a second chalice to become literate.

19. Education for all (that have the potential to acquire it) is in har-
ony with the democratic process. But its stated in a previous
paragraph the educational program suit-t1 for younger learners is
absolutely unsuitable for adult learners. This indicates the need of
au educational program that more fully meets the needs of the
adult learner. Too, the age-gap and the experience-gap between
youth and adult is too great to combine them for instruction in
the same class.

20. A locality in which education receives priority is likely to in-
fluence business and industry to locate there. Business and indus-
try needing an increasing source of intelligent and Nkillful em-
ployees, are more likely to settle in au environment in which the
schools are superior and in which the potential employees have
the intelligence to do a competent job. The training of the un-
skilled by industry, to fit them for the technical tasks that are re-
quired is an expensive item for business and industry. Too, since
the educated adult's earning power is greater than that of the un-
skilled employee they are likely to spend more finance in the lo-
cality, thus insuring more "financial in-take" for business and
industry.

21. Educated and enlightened adults are more likely to be sensitive to
the need of support (financial and otherwise) for public school
education. The tinder-educated possibly having had some un-
pleasant experiences as a child in school, may have dropped Out
of school after having developed an undesirable image of the
school and society. Such individuals are likely to 1w inclined to
support bond issues for the increased improvement of schools.
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The illite -ate, unenlightened :tdult is less likely to seethe need for
public snvort for education.

22. As leistut tends to increase, the progressive community is more
and mole in the need of civic and social organizations for the de-
velopmel t of cultural values and social skills. The under-edu-
cated and the anskilled adult--possibly lacking the leisure, the fi-
nancial resourc..s, or possibly the desire luau not readily engage
in such act ivi'dcs. The uneducated adult may be so busy -making
a living- that he has little time or skill to engage in the business of

23. The educated adult is essential for social and business intercourse.
The uneducated adult lacking the necessary social skills is WI-

likdv to want to spend the time that is essential in acquiring the
skills. And, lacking the technical skills essential for employment,
he is likely to lack the financial security that will allow them to
engage in business int-rcourse to any great extent. Both of these
factors are important to the development of the community and
society.

24. Educated adults increase and improve the cultural outlook of the
community. The stress and strain of modern living, particularly in
large urban areas, makes recreation increasiuglY important. Not
only the children, but the adult as well, needs to engage in such
cultural pursuits as those afforded by CRY Park and Recreation

operas, theatres, etc. The uneducated are
imt likely to see the need for the existence of such facilities and
services.

25. Adults can learn, do learn, and will learn, if given the opportunity
to do so, wider the guidance and direction of a skillful ABE

teacher who is cognitive of, and sensitive to, the many problems
that confront the solder-educated adult. Some adults, having left
school at au earl age without having developed the necessary
skills to insure gainful employment, would eagerly return to the
classroom were suitable programs provided for them, and had
they the right type of personnel to instruct them. Such a program
would improve the lot of the disadvantaged adult and at the same
time raise the standards of living in the community.

26. The child as a learner, cannot acquire enough edocational knowl-

edge and skills to last throughout adulthood. 11,e rapid pace of
change and advances iii science and technology tends to ['take the
knowledge and skills that are being acquired today almost obso-
lete before they can be adequately acquired. These factors tend
to make education a continuous, on-going, never ending process.

Thus, adults need to he helped to understand that education is not
a domain reserved for children or younger learners alone. We live

to learn, it true, but we ifint.aho "learn to and that is an
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experience that ids only with death.
Adutlts uviermine the kind of society in %%inch we will live and the
kind of societv in which we will live will set the tempo for the
advancement or the decline of civilisation. A sia.a.t guided and
directed by literate, intelligent adults is likely to make giant steps
in the march toward progress. On the other hand. illiterate and
ill-trained adults are likely to impede progress. In this situation it
seems that society has at least three alternatives: I1 to provide
sufficient public support to the public schools to the extent that
there will be little or no illiteracy and ignorance found among
adults, 2) to provide puhlic support for adult basic education
thereiy attempting to salvage the vast amount of wasted human
resources resulting from uneducated, under educated, ttnent-
plo%ed and unemployable adults, or 31 society may decide that
after they have provided public support for the Younger !canter.
it has fulfilled its mission to all of its Atizens, including adults. If
the third alternative is chosen, our progress toward the attain-
ment of the ideals of democracy is doomed. As mentioned in a
previous paragraph of this discussion or report, a society cannot
rise above the culturiLl or intellectual level of the adults who de-
termine the fate and the destiny of that society.

The question of the importance of adult basic education and the need of
its support by the public seems to form a continuons cycle that will tend to
curtail society's search for excellence, until the cycle is broken. :kW. it
seems reasonable to suggest that the acquisition of intellectual and techni-
cal skills are the two essential instruments that may provide the "cutting
edge- to break the cycle. The .vole seems to run the following course or
pattern:

I. Intelligent, well educated intuits are essential to the acquisition and
maintenance of freedom. So long as illiteracy among adults remains a
constant variable in the cycle, there is little likelihood of either the
acquisition or the maintenance of freedom. Illiterate and ignorant
mhilts make excellent slaves.

2. Freedom to teach and to learn are essential to the acquisition of
knowledge. It is to the intelligent educated adult that the Young off-
springs must look for guidance. direction, and instruction. If freedom
to teach and to learn are restricted. knowledge is unlikely to flourish.
Knowledge and freedom are interdependentuseless each without
the other. Knowledge without freedom is all but impossible. Free-
dom without knowledge is dangerous.

3. .Acquisition of knowledge is a requisite for the development of a pro-
gressive and productive society.

.1. A progressive, productivo society is essential for the development of
all effective, educational system.
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5. :qtr effective system ot education depends upon extetisi%e support
(finanial and otherNvist.) front the

fi. Extensive public support for schools and fur education depends upon
an intllignt, %Yell educated population of adults.

Thus, hogins again the never-ending cycle: no public support without ati
effective educational sN stein; no effective educational system writout it
progressive, productive society; no progressive productive societ% .Without
the acquisition of knoNvledge; no acquisition ()(' kumvledge %%bout the
freedom to teach and to learn; no freedom to teach and to learn without
intelligent, %yell educated adults; no intelligent. %yell educated adults

eXtVIISiVt` h111)1)011. And SO the CVCIV continues Oil uud 011.
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CHAPTER Mt B

TM; LECAL AND/OR LOCICAL BASIS FOR ADULT
BASIC EDUCATION IN 'HIE PUBLIC SCIIOOI4S

III a totalitarian state the question of the host t% pc of education to pro-
vide for the people is a problem of little or no consequence. In a cumin.%
%%ilea, all of tlie major decisions are made by the rulers or the chief offi-
cials %silo in many instances have th reins of government
a -comp de force- it is felt, bv the rulers :.t least, that universal education
is (pike unnecessary. Such an educational structinv conforms greatly to
Plato's concept of education. Plato believed that only the academic elite
were entitled to an education. The inikary personnel were to he trained
to light to defend the State; the common class were to -be worked" to
support the State; Whereas the academic Class 'the philosopher-kings) were
to rule the state. Ilosvever, in a democratic society -such as America-one
constantly hears such terms as universal education': equalization of educa-
tional opportunity, civil rights, and the Bill of Rights. Such beliefs as these
indicate the imperative need for a literate enlightened populati'm, that k,
if dies. arc going to thrive in a'i ever-clianging democratic society. Thomas
Jefferson, the author of the 1)eclaraion of Independence stated the 'natter
rather pointedly \Own he said in essence: -Those \dm svould be free while
at the same time remaining in ignorance, wish for that Yllich never was
and never will be.-

It seems pertinent to the intent of this discussion to note that ilmost 100
Years alter the Supreme (:our of Nlichigan 1 1872) handed down the deci-
sion authorizing the expenditure of public funds for the operation of sec-
ondary school ims(' above the eighth grade) the federal government has
authorized the expenditure of federal funds for the operation of programs
for adult learners, even above the eighth grade level. Ilosvever, legislation
has not been accompanied by essential appropriation l) 11111(1 the program.
Too, grades oi through grades five still receive priority iu funding,

I)iiring the past two) decades there has been utncb litigation over the
question of the desegregation of the public schools. The litigation has
tended to center around the question of whether pupils could be denied
lw privilege of attending public schools, supported by public taxation, on
the basis of race, color, or creed. Di 'ring the year 1954, the Supreme :no
of the United States decreed that public schools could not infringe iipon
the consitutional rights 01 its pipits by (lensing stein admission's 1)11
basis of race, color and creed. In other words the ( :out held that discrimi
naion--due solely to racehad no place ill the .inericati public school
system. This twenty' Year old controversy is brought to the readers atten-
tion for the sole purpose of citing discriminations against the adult learner
by failure to recognize the adult basic education program as an integral
part of the total public school program. The thesis that we advaiice here is
this: The ;Molt education program has both a legal and logical basis lor
being an integral part of the public school program, 1)iiring this discussion
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we propose to present data that will lend support to both the legal and the
logical basis of the problem.

I. The Legal Basis for Adult Education in the Public Schools
The following theses seem to suggest the let basis for support-

ing adult education at public expense:

Federo/ Legislation. Including the Morrill Act; the Smith-
Hughes Act; the Smith Lever Act; and the Adult Education
Acts of 1964 and 1966 seem to indicate that the federal
government senses the need for, and the legality of public
assistance for adult education.

R. Federal Financial Support. TInnigh the finance appro-
priated by the Federal Government for adult basic educa-
tion is frightfully inadequate, the data indicate that
wherein a few decades ago the Federal Government was
spending merely a few hundred thousand dollars of the pro-
gram, it is now expending millions of dollars on the
program.

C. State Support Financially. Though the number of states
engaging in adult educatiou program appear to he on the
increase, the state funds for the programlike that of the
federal assistance providedis totally inadequate for the
development of a comprehensive program. Few states, if
any, have provided the financial assistance that have been
provided by a small segment of the states: for example, dur-
ing the school 'ear 1956-1957 California appropriated
more than $8,000,000 for adult education; New York ap-
propriated $3,500010; an'' Florida $1,300010. At present,
more than 41 of the 50 states have programs in adult
education.

1). Local Support. Financial support on the local level is

mostly found in larger metropolitan areas. 1)uring 1954,
$79,040,000 was spent for public school adult education in
some seven thousand localities throughout the nation. But,
in manv other localities support is almost always limited to
the ten per cent matching funds demanded by the Federal
Government to supplement the 90 per cent paid through
federal funds.

K. Support of Private Agencies. Another factor that seems to
indicate the legality of making adult education an integral
part of the public school system is the enormous financial
support provided the program by business and industry. It
has been estimated that ninety percent of the major corpo-
rations of the country conducts educational program!: (1)
and that these programs have a number of students equal to
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the total enrollment of all colleges and universities () and
though, the vast number of millions of dollars appropriated
by business and industry alaV be au effort to upgrade per-
sonnel performance that will benefit the company, the fact
that they recognize the importance of education its a busi-
ness asset indicates that adult education could be definitely
it part of the educational system,
Equalization of Educational Opportunity. One of the basic
tenets of American democracy is the principleidealistic
though it HMV he that "an individuals, regardless of race,
color, or creed, have an equal opportunity in .Ainerica to
itdvance to the greatest heights that his potentials will
allow.-

C. Education is a State Function. Although the Constitution of
the Pulsed States makes no direct provision for educational
support (except perhaps hrough the "general welfare
clause") they (lid sense the need of education to the extent
that they delegated to the several states the power to de-
velop programs and make appropriations for the support of
education.

Ii, In the Preamble of the Constitution of the United States,
we find such reasons given for the adoption of the Constitu-
tion as:. . . "to form a more perfect Union; to establish
justice', to provide for the common defense; and to promote
the general welfare," Thus, it appears that the "Founding
Fathers- though not explicitly expressing a legal basis for
the promotion of education, very definitely implicitv im-
plied the legal basis for the promotion of education. For
110W Call a more perfect Union be better achieved than
through the education of the people? How Call justice be
established ill a iuilieu of ignorance and illiteracy? flow
can a group of illiterates adequately defend a country?
(Note the number of rejectees ill 11'orld War I and 11 due to
illiteracy). And finally, how can You better provide for the
general welfare than by promoting the education of its
citizens'

I1 The Logical Basis for Adult Basic Education in the Schools
It has been frequently stated that "what is legal, is oft times not

logical, and, that oftimes what is logical is not legal. The logistics
of making adult education an integral part of the public school
system seems to be as logical as legal, and perhaps more so. The
following points inav be advanced as arguments supporting the
logic of adult education as an integral part of the piddle school
system.
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A. Tli Public Schools Are Based Upon Middle-Clas.s Values.
The piddle schools, for the most part, based upon middle-
class values, and manned 1w teachers from the middle-class
who wish to perpetuate these values in the classroom tend
to create an environment that is nut conducive to the aca-
demic growth and development of the learner from de-
prived areas. Consequent ly, he enters school as a potential
drop-out. A few days in school convinces him that he
should be au drilla/ drop-out. However, after a few days
out in the streets, unemployed, underemployed, or perhaps,
unemployable, he senses a need for some skills that have
sale value on the market of employment. Where does he go
from there? To whom or to what Call he tune At least four
alternatives present themselves in a situation like, which is
more usual than unusual:

(1) he can resort to that type of life wherein there is a
history of repeated crime

(2) he can migrate to the urban areas and join the ranks
of teeming millions on welfare at the expense of the
public

(:3) he can set up a private mendicant society of his
own, wherein like some poverty-stricken areas of
the worldtourist and citizens are confronted (al-
mst on every corner) with supplicants soliciting
ahs

(4) he can enroll in an Adult Basic Education class and
acquire the skills essential for gainful employment,
that is IF and a BIG IF is tended) the school system
has made provisions for learners of his type.

If the deprived adult learner has at least four altera-
tives, the American public has at least two alternatives:

(1) they may allow the illiterate or wild-illiterate adult
to pursue either of the first three alternatives set
forth in the paragraph above

(2) they may deem it more logical and/or feasible to
pursue alternative No. 4, that is, to provide a com-
prehensive prowain of adult education in every
school system of the country at public expense. Or,
better still, to improve tho' system of public educa-
tion' in America to the extent that adult basic educa-
tion (as it is presently known) will be totally
unnecessary.
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B. The Explosion of Knowledge. Research has indicated that
90 per cent of the scientists are living now in the present
decade. This indicates that nine tenths of the scientists, and
an equal percentage of the scientific inventions and knowl-
edge have been produced during the present ten Years. This
ever-increasing explosion of knowledge tends to intensify
the statistics on the increasing number of illiterates in
America. This is to say that illiteracy increases in direct
proportion to the increase and advance of scientific in-
vention, technology, and automation, which all indicate an

"'dusk)" of knowledge.
(:, l'opulation Explosion. There appears to be a significant

degree of correlation between the explosion of knowledge,
the expansion of illiteracy, and the population explosion.
This is to say that as the explosion of knowledge increases,
the amount of illiteracy tends to increase. The increased
use of signs, symbols, and abstractions employed in science

and technology as means of communicating ideas tends to
exclude a vast majority of individuals who possessed the
bare essentials of skills in the And, it seems feasible to
state that as illiteracy increases, there is a tendency toward
increases in reproduction of offsprings.

The rationale for this assumption is: The educationally
and economically deprived, lacking academic or technical
skills, are very likely to be imemploved. Too, they are
likely to be iniengaged in those pursuits that their counter-
partsthe more affluent consider to be conducive to their
development academically. aesthetically, morally, or spiri-
tually. They, having little experiences with the desirable
things of life, as seen through the eves and the experiences
of the affluent; and at the sante time being engrossed with
the more serious problem of providing the bare essentials
necessary for existence (food, clothing, shelter, and secu-
rity to themselves and their siblings and offsprings; they
are quite likely, in their disappointment and disillusion, to
resort to those primitive appetites and activities that result
in the production of a large 111'1111)er of offsprings, resulting
in a population explosion. Thais, the deprived adult learner
seems to be encircled by a vicious cycle that tends to per-
petually enslave him:

h the explosion of knowledge(benefiting and raising
the standards of living of the few )tends to increase
the illiteracy of the many and tlierebv decrease
their standards of living



)) increased illiteracy is accompanied IA increased

population (among the deprived)
(3) increased populations among the illiterates and

semi-illiterates decreases the opportunity for gainful
employment

01 lack of eitiplminent tends to lead to increase in the
crime rate. or gettit,; on the %Ye Ilar( rolls.

I). Tl l'uli Schools Aliodd Be 11(.1(1 Accountule for die 11-
literucy of Adults. Since business and industry are held re-
sponsible for their products produced d sold on the mar-
kt, the public generally, is tending to make more and
more deniands that the public til'11001% accountable
for the products that it places on the market.
Adults Support flu' Schools Through Tu.vition. In order for
the schools to operate. taxes are necessary. Taxes arc lev-
eled on both the literate and the illiterate. Thus. the illiter-
ate being taxed for the support of the schools has an inher-
ent right to attend the public school until he at least has
acquired the minimum essentials necessary for living in a
democratic society. This right to attend the public school
should not be restricted or denied on the basis of age or
poor academic performance.

F. A blend(' l'oulution Induces Business (bul In(histri to
Settle in Shit(' or (.'oiniunit. lien (31 states that ill ti011It

cases industry has undinvrittini expenditures for the tain-
ing of its employees in the amount of $12,000 per student.
Si" t' business and industry are greatly dependent 111)011
t(T1111(110g and technical skills to improve the product and
increase its production, it must look to a literate and skilled
populace for its employees.
.11(iy l'rolenis of Strife timl of Lute and 1)isorder
Center Around Ignonie (111(1 11 litenic1. In many cases,
were one to investigate the chief contenders ill racial strife,
or the chief perpetrators of lawlessness and disorder. one
would likely find that the ignorant and the illiterate would
1)(' the II()St immerous of the group. These are the ones
most likely to be unemployed. under-employed. or down
right unemployable. These arc the ones most likely to be
till rasensitive about infringement on their rights.
l'he increasing .Veed To ul. point needs no com-
ment. The increased number of vehicles on the highways
with complicated highway signs necessitating more techni-
cal skills in reading and interpreting instructions. coupled
with the complicated instnictions that one encounters in



the use of technological tools and equipment makes it dan-
gerous to live with the ignoraic or the illiterate.

I. itomitiory Lines iietieen the Stows. //are .Vo Distinct Lines
of /)colotration, This is kit to ask the qiirstimi: "Vhat does
it profit states like Ness. York, California, \liehig,an, and
others to spend vast slims on the education of its pupils
\slim' the illiterates and the ignorant of other states (who
either don't oxpend su much, or cannot afford as much on
education) can tonic streaming into their states by the hun-
dreds of thousands. thereby diminishing whatever aca-
demic progress that the state has made. This is not to sug-
gest that inhabitants shoilid he restricted to any one given

state. It does suggest however, that educational efficiency
should he given priority in each of the 50 states of the
l'ilion, and that equalization of educational opportunity
would be assiired for all even at the risk of federal support
for education in all of the states. Physicians fighting physi-
cal and mental diseases have long since become sensitive to
problems in their area and have resorted to quarantines to
control the spread of the disease. Educators and officials in
the states have no such tool as quarantine. The ignorant
and the illiterate, within the bounds of reason, can go and
can do \dud they damn please, all under the guise of "1%.
Constitutional- rights. Thus, literacy on the national level
seems to be the only solution.

%VW Fads, The Pupil or the School? Much literature (per-
haps too iiiiich) has been published on why the child fails in
school. And, though a few writers are clevt.loping the cour-
age to. do so, far too little literature has been protItied ask-
ing the searching, fact-finding question: "\1'111 ?N, 110W,

ANI) IN Vt'llAT NIANNE11 I)()ES SCII()()1,
FAI12- This is not to ask the age-old question does

the school fad (or promote) the child? It is but to ask the
straight-forward, soul-searching, fact-finding question:
"\VIIEN, ANI) IN \VIIAT NIANNElt 1)()KS

S( :11()()I, FAIL?" Gould we but coo t. to grip.; with,
and find the answer to, such problems as :ire encoliched in
the previous question, we might make giinit steps iii solving
such pertinent problems as:

ol) \\its- do pupils, drop mit of school as soon as they
pass the age of compulsory attendance?

(2) \VIIY is increased knowledge (iii a land of apparent
plenty) accompanied with increased illiteracy and
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ignorance?
i:1) \Vliv is the need for adult basic education becoming,

more apparent toda despite the increased ex-
penditure of hinds to improve die public schools?

vf' Vliv does there appeal to be a total /0(.1\ of man-
ness of (tic problcin -on the part of officials in in-
stitutions of higher learning--whose job it is to pre-
pare personnel to \mil. in all areas of concern, and
with all types of people, the affluent and the de-
prived? \Vliv do they persist in sending graduates
out into the field who give evidence of tot;!! ((Nu-
arene.ss of the problem of working with deprived

groups?
(5) flo\, in a supposedly democratic society can educa-

tors justify the existence of au educational system,
based upon social structure and class distinction at
the expense of academic performance or racial
identity?

.6) .k.nd finally. \vliv is there an apparent lack of dia-
logue bet\vven personnel in the elementary school;
the secondary school; the colleges: the universities;
the State 1)epartment of Education; the USOE:
business and industry; the parents of pupils in
schools of all levels: and even the nian on the
streets?

\VII() will attempt to develop some consensus as to the ern-
Iral purposes of education in an American democracy? A
synoptic viev of the problem; a cooperative effort in the
identification of the problem; total involvement in estab-
lising priorities, purposes. and/or goals; strengthened
coordinated effort of all personnel, and agencies con-
cerned, should be a positive approach toward he academic
excellence that accompanied the glories of (;reeve during
her "( ;olden Age,- Expensive? (:ert:tinlY s,-;iiiance of pos-
itive success? Perhaps. but it may be worth the try.
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BARRIERS AND BRIDGES TO COMMUNICATIONS IN

ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
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CHAPTER FIVE

BARRIERS AND BRIDGES TO COMMUNICATIONS
The ability to communicate ideas logically is one of the few character-

istics that separates man from the lower animals. Through the interchange
of ideas man can engage in social intercourse. make plans for the future.
review the past experiences of himself and others, establish business rela-

tionships, and engage in a vast number of activities that make living in
groups more profitable. The fact is, without some type or form of commu-
nication, living in groups would be quite difficult if not impossible.
Through the means of C01111111111leatiOnS, man may he made cognizant of
both actual and vicarious experiences. Communications by means of the
printed page allow one to enjoy the thoughts and ideas of the greatest
scholars of the past. Through oral communications one can be made aware
of the thoughts being conveyed by the speaker at present. Other than hu-
man relationships no other area of human endeavor is so important as com-
munications. And, it is greatly through communications that human rela-
tions are enhancedor in some instances curtailed. During the past 1(X)
years, the United States of America has been engaged in more than six
wars. It is suggested that all six of these major conflicts (not counting the
other military skirmishes like the Korean crises and the Vietnam conflict,
in which war was not actually declared) developed due to the inability of
the conflicting parties to gather around the conference table and commu-
nicate. The inability of men to COMMUlifrate with each other makes it even
more difficult for them to live with each other. This is not to suggest that
men fail to communicate because they do not know the definition of the
term used or the language being spoken; many of the world diplomats
speak as many as a dozen different foreign languages and speak them flu-
ently. The difficulty is not in failure to understand what is being saidor
was said. The difficulty stems from non-agreement of what is the intent of
the statement. This is to say that often there is a lack of "meeting of

minds" of the communicator and the communicatee. Other factors also
contribute to the ever-increasing communication-gap. 1) the use of the
same term(s) to mean different things and the use of different terms to
mean the same thingsparticularly is this true in usage of the English lan-
guage; 2) the inability or the unwillingness to try to see the problem from
the other fellow's point of view; 3) the inability Or unwillingness to listen
to opinions that are contrary from those of one's own; .4) the unwillingness

or inability of some people to factualize, that is "find the facts, fuse the
facts, face the facts, and follow the facts, and 5) the unwillingness to admit

that even facts change in the light of new fact-finding evidence.
What is meant by communicating and when am I communicating effec-

tively? A great amount of literature has been written on this question. The
term communication means many things to many people. To some individ-
uals the term means to have a vast reservoir of words that one uses in con-
veying an idea to a listener. To others, the term menu the ability of two or
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111tt. tii talk with each other, both understanding the language
of the other. ()titers hold that one is only communicating effectively when
he is using appropriate language relative to rhytoric and grammar. One of
the chief complaint, that one hear, from teachers in the ghettos is -They
are so) lani-Verbal.- si11111% Ca11110t C01111111111leate With then)... -Their

English is atrocious.- Thus the problem of communications increases or di-
inishes in proportion to the concept that one has of the term. hi this re-

port we accept the meaning of those who conceive of the tern' communi-
cation as the interchange of ideas between two or more individn.ds in
language that both parties can understard regardless of the grammatical
precision of the language. Individuals %u) misrihe to this theory
that the clarity and the logistics of the idea communicated is of infinite
more importance than the language used in its communication. Since the
deprived adult learner is likely to he deficient in the construction of verb
forms and grammatical usage, the latter cotteept of communication %night
be an acceptable thesis for the ABE teacher to list. in communicating with
her pupils. Here the old cliche -Take them %vitere they are and lead them
on to where they ought to be- was never more true. This does not mean
that the teacher will totally neglect the communicative skills of the tear_

tier. It simply means that the teacher is going to be as much concerned
(possibly more concerned) in helping the learner to acquire something
worthwhile to talk about--in a sensible and logical manneras they are in
teaching the pupil "how it should be said'' with possibly nothing worth-
while to say. Naturally the ideal would be to help the pupil to do both:
acquire information providing something worthwhile to say and in addi-
tion to this, to say it with faultless linguistic precision. But, if an alternative
must be use(i. , prefer the practice of helping them to acquire something
to say, even at the expense of exact grammatical usage

Times or /Orms of lifios: The several forms of communia-
tiMIS he listed as follows:

I. Verbal or oral expressions. These may be further divided into:

a. Formal expressior -delivering a public speech or proclam Won,
etc.

h. Informal expressio ---used in conversation and common every-
day discourse.

2. Written expressions--expressions tabulated by means of signs and/or
symbols. These expressions stay be sub-divided
in

a. f:or, nal expression) written speeches, husine letter,, report,.
etc.
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1. Informal expressions friendly letters, notes, etc., casually
written.

:3. Non-verbal expressionsdoes not involve the use of written or
spoken %surds or expressions. These involve

a. haeial expressions--that mav display agreement or disagreement,
pleasure or displeasure, comfort or pain.

1). Bodily gesturesshrugging, the shoulders, turning away from the
speaker, wriii,4ing the hands, bossing Or shaking,
the head, etc.

The deprived learner, though being unable to read the printed page or
even to decipher the terminologies usually associated with those who are
advocates of the "elaborate language", associated with the middle-class,
are (iliac sensitive and acute when it conies to reading facial expressions
and interpreting bodily gestures. The ABE teacher would do well to ac-
quaint herself with the meanings or the intent of the deprived in their use
of non-verbal language. BY the war of example, Jackie Robinson the cele-
bated Black baseball playe was ejected from a game upon one occasion
simply because he spat upon the ground. It seems that Jackie was at the
home plate iii the process of batting,. The pitcher threw the ball to Jackie.
who thought that it was not a strike, allowed the ball to pass him bv. \Viten
the umpire called out "STRIKE-. Jackie looked at hint with astonishment
and simply spat upon the turf. The umpire ininwdiatck threw hint out of
the V,a111e. Jackie, who no (lubt prided himself %won the possession of a
"keen eve- especially in differentiating between a ball and_ a strike,
thought that he was being thrown out of the game due to racial discrimina-
tion--simplv because he was a Black. Perhaps the fact of the matter was
that Jackie did not know that the umpire (who was the member of another
minoity group) considered his act an insult. Some minority groups when
they wish to express extreme disgust, or utter a personal insult, do so by
simply spittoig on the ground at the feet of the intended Vieti111 or the in-
tended vituperation. It is quite possible that Jackie had no intent whatever
of insulting the umpire. Ile simply was ignorant of their non-verbal ex-
pressions. This example is given for the purpose of indicating to the ABE
teacher. who in working with the deprived learner. that unless they are
fully acquainted with the language of this group, they may in-
sult them unintentionally though it may be. Thu., it is highly important
that individuals working with illiterates or semi-illiterates be ever con-
scious of the extreme sensitivity of this group as they attempt to interact
with them.

Ha rri is Cow 'Teachers, especially those in deprived
areas often ask the question:'"Why can't I communicate with theta:'..
"N1.11v do the% persist in remaining, silent when I try to talk to them?" "In
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class, %Oy are tiles so sullen am: silent?" \\its do flies- persist ill using,
their dialects and other forms of broken English?" "\VIts haven't their
former teachers taught them to think and to talk properly ?" "\flit' tlo they
gesticulate so vigorously \\ien speaking tinder entotionalizet1 contlitions?"
Anssyers (0 tlit'S(' (111('StiOlIS are relativls simple to the person of experi-
ence svorkint; ill ghetto areas. 'They realize that mans barriers hinder the
efforts of the tltprived and the affluent to communicate. Among., these are:

I. 11W racial harrier. In many instances customs and traditions decree
that the dill....erent races do not converse freelv. The majoritv race is
taught to look dosyn svith disdain upon the minority group, \dile')
because of its low socio-economic status, is considered to be inferior
to the majority group. The minority group, having been taught bv
adverse treatment that they are inferior, soon begin to feel that they
are indeed inferior, and evidence this fact in their attempt at linguis-
tic intercourse with the majority. III many situations the minority
member is taught to refrain front looking his superior in the face
when being addressed by him.

3. Social stains. Social status has a great impact upon the creation of
barriers betweeil the different groups. The low-income group, being
the vivtims of a -restricted language-, are at a disadvantage when
attempting to read or listen to the language used 1w the affluent.

3. Economic status. Though they often deny it, or perhaps do it unin-
tentionally, society does not consider it desirable or advisable to talk
with the deprived freely. In conversation a vertical rather than a
horizontal relationship exists between the affluent and the deprived,
The affluent talks to, rather than with his subordinates and inferiors.
A different tone of voice used in a different manner is used in ad-
dressing individuals of different social classes. The deprived sense this
and feel the differentiation most keenly. Sonic persons think that
those from low-incoine groups simply do not deserve the courtesy ex-
tended to others. Consider the difference made bv a teacher or a po-
liceman when addressing a member of the richer class as compared
with his command given to the lower-income individual.

. Cullum! ditergcnce. The term cultural divergence is used here in
preference to the more popular term -culturally deprived,- The rea-
son should be obvious. 'There simply aren't anv individuals or groups
who are deprived. All individuals have beliefs, values, customs and
traditions, hopes and fears, loves and hates, tools and artifacts, and
other things that go to comprise what anthropologists call culture.
However, if their etiltu ; is different from the majority they are
called culturally deprived. and efforts to communicate with them are
curtailed,

5. Past experiences--The past experiences to which Ow learner has been
exposed have great impact von his present behay-
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ior. This statement is trite s.liether or not the expe-
Eagle(' has been actual or vicarious. Ilmvever, if
the experience has been pleasant and profitable
the learner is likely to want to repeat the experi-
ence. It it has been painful and unpleasant, he is

likely to avoid it. Sonic of the past experiences that
affect the learner are

a. Group experiencesthose that he has experienced within the
group or between his group and another.

b. family experiences fancily relationships and experiences that
have t ken place wide parents, siblinos, and
other relatives

c. Peer experiencesthose experiences to which he has been exposed
as a member of his group. lit' is likely to
adopt their customs, beliefs, values, etc.

d. Individual experiences the experiences that he has been exposed
to as an individual usually have their ori-
gin in, or evolve his experiences
with the three fore mentioned groups.

Such factors its beliefs, values, hate, biases, bigotry, or even love are not
irate or inborn. Rather they are the outcome of experiences that the per-
son has had as the member of a group or as an intlividnal.

Bridges to Communications; Although there are many barriers to com-
munications there appear to be many more brid!lys than barriers. And the
possibilities for the building of better bridges are even greater. The prob-
lem seems to be that of involving more individuals in the bridge-building
process and the critical task of influencitiv more people to make use of the
bridges in their efforts to communicate with other more effectively. Some
of the factors or bridges that tend to facilitate communications are:

I. The people centered conceptto care about people and what hap-
pens to people.

2. Knowledge of, and respect for, the communicate(' regardless of class
or race.

3. Recognition and appreciation of the contributions of other individ-

uals and groups.
4. Recognition of the cultural divergencies among and between

groups.
5. Knowledge of the person or group with whom von would

communicate.
6, Similiarities in past and present experiences the church, the

schools, social organizations, business organizations, family life, etc.
7. An open-minded approach to discussions and conveyance of ideas.
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S. Etc' nal vigilance against biases, bigotr%, and prejtalice.
9, (greatert er appeal to the behavioral sciences in solving social problem..

10. Mort, factualization in the perennial search for
I I. Ntur,, extensive us,. of the scientific mow(' in poident_sniving,
12. .1 more comprehensive concept of the meaning of the 4'1111

(1)1111111110(V.

13. l'st, of more effort to understand and accept the cultural differences
in others.

14. Acceptance of sub-standard English as a tool for informal communi-
cations and the use of English as a second language fur use in formal
situations.

15. (;reater (*or( understand the linguistic of the deprived.

1(i. Creater attention to differences in %vritten and oral or spoke!!
English.

17. \lore interest anti effort in understanding non-verbal languages of
the deprived.

18. (:mmiitiniating with the deptvcd on their 01, linguistic leci.
19. Basing, communications on the experiences of the learner,
20. more simplified use of linguistics in conversing with the deprived.
21. Exercising more care in interpreting the meanings and nitclits of the

communicator.
22. Try to avoid as much as possible) the possibility of ambiguity in the

communicative process,
23. Make a more intensi. study of tlw meaning of the term

communication.
24. More intensive study of the mav problems that beset human kind

in the al ea of linnian relations.
1)evelopment of a horizontal rather than a vertical approach in con-
versing with the deprived.

It is suggested that these txventv-five planks proposed for the construc-
tion of a bridge should do much to facilitate the communicative process
between and among different groups and individuakpartictilarlY in the
domain of the deprived.

Communication as an art, a science, and a skill that permeates a sector
of man's relationships with his fellows. It affects every facet of human en-
deavor. NVitlimit conintimications business would be impossible; social
relationships would be diminished; and living %Odin! groups would be all
but impossible. Communication helps to dissiminate new and discovered
knowledge; it promotes the development of human relations; it assists in
the change and development of more desirable attitudes: it helps in the
discussion of problems that result iu peaceful solutions, it helps to elimi-
nate the need for strife that leads to war; it serves as a source of con.
solution to those who are distressed and disconsolate; and it helps to break
clown the barriers of misunderstanding that impede man's progress iu de-
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veloinni4 a better environment in %%Iiie II to live mt of the activities in

which muu engages HMV illipl'OVed ur handicapped by cunuuuui
Catkin. No problems that involve more than one individual Can be etIC-
tiVnIV %,olved vitlunit communications. Teaching inn! learning, (as a pro-
cess) woult1 be non-existent without communications of sonic kind --verbal

Or non-verbal. Vit limit the aid of communication the thoughts of the great
scholars of the past and present would he a "lust chord- in the great chain
of thought and events that has led man out into the sunlight of reason and

intelligence. It spearheaded the "Golden Age- of Greece.. it resulted in the

grandeur that was Borate's; it created the international might of the British
Empire: it nouished the cherished seeds of "Liberty. Equality, and Free-

vIiich comprise the cherished ideals of America. And, the lack of it.
has caused the disintegration of empires, civilizations. families. and other
institutions hi() numerous to mention. It causet1 the downfall of the empire
of Attila the I Itin; of ( ;clighis Khan: of the Third Hsieh under !Mier; and

the Faist government under Mussolini. Through the a: Of effective C0111-

11111111CatiOnS must things arc possible. (:oiltrmvise, without it. almost noth-

ing is possible that is desirable.
In addition to non-verbal communication. Mall uses at least tour other

means of conversing vitli his fellows: I) reading,. 2) vriting, :31 speaking,

and 4) listening, It appears that schools (at least) have placed more epha-
sis and importance upon the acquisition of skills that are involved in read -
ing and Writing than they have in skills dealing with speaking and listen-
ing. Generally, those whose vocal and auditory organs are unimpaired do
the most of their communicating through the media of Speaking Mill listen -

lu If this is true -and it seems to be so then it seems that schools s would
place more emphasis upon the tleveloinnent of skills in speaking and lis-
tening. 'rids is not to say that skills in reatliiu and writing are iiiiimportant,
but it dots suggest. that skills in oral language expression is of more impor-
tance. In the ABI.: class the teacher would do well to spend more time and

effort in teaching the pupil to express himself clearly, coherently, and con-
cisely. Clarity, coherence. and conciseness will (10 much to augment his
ability to listen more effectively. Ile should be taught to (as lie listens) be
on the alert fur key words and key sentences, Ile should 1w taught to read
the newspaper and current news with 111011' be

to we and understand that in the new. story there are also "key
paragraphs- -the essence of the story is usually found in tlw first para-
graph of the story. With these facts in mind he nlav not be able to read the
story as it appears in the news article. but will he able to discos, the article

intelligently with others who have rcatl the Saint' article. or even give oth-
ers- -who may not have read the article-all accttratt aCt'01111t Of the story

as it appeared in the written report. .11)01(1 clichi, states that "\Ve learn to
(10 by doing." This indicates that we learn to speak or converse through
speaking and we lean to listen through listening, and we learn

to think through analyzing what we have hearth Yritten, and spoken.
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN

ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
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CHAPTER SIX

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN ABE
I. .What is meant by the term curriculum? This is a very important ques-

tion, for the meaning that different educators give to the term deter-
mines in a great manner how they view, study; and attempt to de-
velop the curriculum. Some educators view the curriculum merely as
a selected course of study; others view it as a series or sequence of
courses prescribed by the school for the learner; still others view it as
those planned learning experiences provided the learner under the di-
rection of the school; and still others view it as the total learning ex-
periences of the learner in his environment, whether under the direc-
tion of the school or not. This comprehensive concepts of the term
curriculum implies that more agencies and institutions than the school
contribute to the learning experiences of the pupil; that the learning
environment extends far beyond the four walls of the schoolroom;
that relevant subject-matter may be found, studied, and acquired out-
side the school as well as in the classroom. Thus it may be seen that
the concept that one accepts as a definition of curriculum will have
great implications for him not only as a potential curriculum worker
but also as an educator. One who holds that the curriculum functions
only within the classroom, under the direction of the school, is likely
to look with disdain upon those learning experiences that occur with-
out the walls of the school. Likewise, one who looks upon the text-
book as the main source of curriculum content is likely to look ask-
ance at supplementary materials that may be acquired through a
study of current literature and events.

The Importance of Curriculum Study and Revision. Years ago,
when life was relatively simple, when few changes were apparent in
technology, science and industry, when the home provided all of the
basal training necessary for gainful employment, and when the only
formal training essential was a cusory knowledge of the 3-R's, curricu-
lum change and development was quite a simple matter. The fact is,
those who even considered change were looked upon with suspicion
and disgust. However, the Renaissance in science and letters de-
stroyed the former mental apathy. The scientific method quickening
the minds of men with its "critical inquiry" stimulated advances in
many fields. Scientific inventions began to replace old fashioned tools
and machinery and as these diminished there became a noticeable de-
crease in the demand for unskilled labor. Automation and technology
made revolutionary changes in "the world of work". The invention of
printing made books and literature that were here-to-fore unattain-
able to the masses available to the many and at economical cost. In-
creased leisure, caused by the advance in technology and automation
gave men more time to think through some of the persistent problems
that beset them. As knowledge began to increase and spread from the
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(lasses tO the IllaSSS, it beeilliir eVidelit that the 11011I'

(1" I") 1)1114(1. St."1. as the sole agency or institution for providing
its offsprings with the lit'l'eSSIO skills essential fur living in a scientific
world, and in an ever-changing democracy. It has been said that 90
per cent of the invi ti91,.olis in the world since the dawn of civilization
have occured during the present decade. Awl, it has been suggested
that the present scientific krluwltdge that We are trying to transmit to
our Young learners will he obsolete within another decade. Factors

like these should indicate the imperative need of continuously revis-
ing the curriculum,

III a previous paragraph it was stiggvsted that different educators
defined the term curriculum in different manners and thus were likel%

to vies' curriculum) dcvel°I."1" im contrasting `vays. In attcmPti"g
to develop a rationale for curriculum developnient individuals or

groups are (inite likely to view the tasks from one of three vantage

points:

1. "rrienhnn Development As A problem
B. (..lirrieidlini De.4.,10111,21it As A process

( :lirrie11111111 l)eVel0pIllelit AS A 1)10(Illt.

A. Curriculum INT clopment :IN :I Problem: This group will be probably

in the majority. They probably will contribute less to the task, con-
sequently they will gain even less from the experience. They consider the
task as one that is formidable, quite unpleasant, too technical a task to be

tackled by ordinary teachers; so, the\ would prefer that an expert he

called in to tell than not only what to do Ina to actually do the job for
them. Teachers in this group consider the task of curriculum development

as one that lies outside their center of interest.
B. Curriculum /)crehipttieni As Process: This group is likely to be in

the initioritvAnd, though one is not likely to find the finished product (the
completed curriculum) as perfect and as scholarly as the one that the
former group had the expet(s) to prepare for them, one is likely to find a

grim!) of teachers who lu've grown immensely as a result of having gone
through the man\ experiences essential in developing a euriculmn. The
group that considers curriculum development as a process is likely to grow

in academic statue in such areas as I ) more extensive knowledge of the en-

vironment in which he works: 2) more information on the people he will
teach and attempt to work with: :3) more insights into the customs, mores,
value systems, beliefs, hopes, fears etc. of the community: .1) improved

skills in human relations; 5) a more comprehensive concept of the entire
spectrum of the educational system in which he will work; (i) the estab-
lishment of better parent-teacher relationship,: 7) improved faculty mo-

rale within the system; 8) and improved school-conminnit relationships.

Thus the teacher in the Ii Croup is likely to make hotter use of the device
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or the lirriultun in %%Bich she has been engaged in developing than the
teachers in (Troup A who were merely receptors, rather than participators.
in the descluimient of the task. tuay be stated here that the process in
this case is of more importance than the product. The process helps to de-
velo the teacher.

C. Curriculum Development As A Product: Needless to say the manner
ill which the curriculum worker goes about the task of developing Or sc-
entng a uricultini depends to a great extent upon the desired purposes
and outcomes. If the purpose is to merely acquire an outline or bulletin
that one Iliav use as a curriculum guide, the easiest which to do this
is the manner ill which Grunt) A viewed the problem. 'That is, secure au
expert to write the curriculum materials, and then be filitihell with the
task. In a situation like this perhaps neither teacher nor pupils will be as-

sisted in academic growth. But, they can say in the least, that we do have a
curriculum for onr school. Of course in a situation like this the document is
unlikely to be used anyway., that is, until a visitor from the State Depart
ment of Education, or some accrediting agency visits the school and asks to
see the curriculum design.

Those who VIM the curriculum as a product may be considered as a
cross between Group . who considered curriculum development as a
problem, and Croup 13 who considered the task as a process. 1Vhcrcas
Group A favored the hiring of an expert to perform the task, and Croup B
(with administrative help and technical assistance from selected consul-
tants) performed the task themselves, (Troup C selected segments of the
activities of butt] Groups A alai B. This is to say, that they felt that experts
should be called in to guide the thinking, planning, and decision-making of
the activity. In addition to this they selected a group of teachers on the
faculty (referred to as "The (:onunittee On Curriculum 1)evelopment-) to
perform the task of writing the curriculum. 'rims it may be seen that a mi-
nority report or production was in the making, Only outside experts. and a
moan segment of the local staff were employed in the curricula venture.
This may indicate that only a small segment of the faculty and students
were benefitted hi\ the academic task of curriculum development. The
"Let (;eorge do it thesis- simply will not work in effective curriculum
development.
II. Essenthil Elents In Curriculum 1)(.0°inwlt: Several approaches

can made to ciirriutilmn development and many approaches have
been attempted with varvinv degrees of success. Some ,,pproaches
have involved the inclusion of curriculum experts at the expense and
exclusion of the instructional staff, whose job it is to implement the
curriculum. Some educators have made the program a "hodge-
podge- process wherein courses are added here and l'u're as a result
of popular demand and as a inattil of attempting to "keep up with
the Ineses.- Others have made the program a "scissors and paste
affair in which new cloth is attempted to he combined with 01(1, worn
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out fabrics, Or, "new wine is attempted to he put into old bottles"
which 011 anv case leaves curriculum development as a process to be

one that is frightfully lacking in effectiveness. Final;Y, there are those
who approach the task from a logical, scientific point of view. Before
engaging in the task of actually revising the ciiricidimi the group at-
tempts to come to grips with such questions or problems as these: 1 1

\\lid do we, as a group, mean by the 1C1111 COIT1C11111111? 2) What revi-
sions are needed in our present curriculum? 3) Why are these revi-

sions necessary? 4) Whose job is it to determine the necessary revi-
sions? 5) Vhat are the basic needs of pupils in our school? (i) flow
may these needs best determined? 7) \VII° should be involved in the
process of determining needs? 8) Are their priorities or level of needs,
and if so, how nuts. these best he determined? 9) How much knowl-
edge do we possess on the environment, the corniminitY, the people,
and the situational complexes within which the curriculum will be
implemented? 10) What are the inherent beliefs and value patterns Of

the school-community? I I What is the attitude of the populace to-
ward ehange? 12) \Vila( type of leadership is evident ii' Ow commu-
nity and within the school? These and other ipiestions and problems

seem to indicate a need of knowledge of the essential elements in VW

1'1(11111W development. 13) TO what extent. if ans., are our courses of
study relevant to the needs of our pupils and the needs of society? 14)
Are there other agencies in the conmintlitv that may make valid and
valuable contributions to the academic growth of our !muds. and dare
we have the courage to suggest that these contributions and/or expe-
riences be given credit on the pupil's records though, or although, the

experiences were not acquired s4 ithin the four walls of the classroom?

1.4) I)oes the public school have a monopoly on the training, aca-
demic development, and the expected success of the learner? 151 If
the answer is in the affirmative tamd hopefully it will not be) then

does not this Mph that the public school and its system likewise have

a monopoly on the responsibility for the failure of hundreds of thou-
sands of pupils who are forced to attend school by the sheer force of

the Achim{ attendance law? I(i) If other agencies, institutions, and or-
ganizations-serving the public- are held accountable for the prod-

nets that they place upon the market. should not the piddle schools
(created, founded, and funded by the public) be held accountable for
the productsthe pupils-that they place upon the market as finished
products? 17) By what formula or logistics have we arrived at the con-
clusion that sixteen Carnegie Units, or four Years of intensive study

were necessary for each pupil in high school or college for completion
of requirements for graduation -considering the established

that "all pupils are unique in that they arc definitely different."? 18)

To what extent are our "expressional beliefs" (those to which we
merely give lip-service) in harmony with our "operational beliefs-
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111.1t all' indicated by our behavior)? 19) Ilm% much. if any.
should our ppd., our pupil's parents. and the total cominimitv be in-
volved in the process of curriculum development? 201 Filially, do we
11;ie the leadership, follo%vship, fellowship, tenitit%" and
0,cry essotial element teessars to du the job:,

(t)nestious such as those mentioned in the previous paragraph scent to in-
dicate a group that is. in the outset, coining to grips with till' critical task
of 001161011g the many varied and interrelated problems that involve the
process of ciirritilum development. Stich it group. considering such ques-
tions, are quite likely to Maki' a (IIStilII olles,
and mere SY \I VII)NIS of l'Ii()I31.1.:\IS. Such incidences as these may in.
cheat(' .siimpiotis of problems, rather than the problem per se. s:itleiwt of
symptoms of problems are em.ouclied in such statements or questions as: I)
NVliv don't our children like to go to school? 21 NVIiv is there so much evi-
denc of deficiencies in reading? 3) NVI,. are appropriations for the ad-
vancemnt of education so frequently turned dmvii by the general public?
1) N1'11% is there such a lack of parental support and oartiripation in PTA
Nlectings? 5) 11'11% is there' evidence of increased crime and lit%vlessnss ill
the public schools, despite the increased expenditure of hinds to augment
the wrvic,,,, of the public schools' ("1 win; art. (lit' (1,priveti ituSe in the
ghetto areas) up on education, and (ton on the schools? 7) NVIty do teah-
ers, the 'Parvenues-. who just recently emerged front the gliettoni exhibit
such gross intolerance of others, those who are still enmeshed in the gigan-
tic grips of tits. ghetto? 8) NVItv can't they, like we (the newly arrived) pull
themselves tip by their mvti bootstraps? The questions could go on and on,
but the crux of the matter is this: these are merely symptoms of problems.
The real pioblems can be confronted in the questions suggested in a

former paragraph of this chapter. What thrii, are the 1'551'lltial eleueih of
CI 1111(1111111 development? NVliat "ear-marks- distinguish the (111.6(111mi,
developer from his counterpart. the -Youlcl-lie-eclueittor, and curriculum
worker?

The following elements seem to he essential to the effectiveness of ally
curriculum design:

NVhat are the basic beliefs of the school, the com-
munity, and those svith the most influence in the 111111%116(0

\\ilia are their Vall1C-patterns',' Ilow consistent are their beliefs
and behaviors? I Io%s does what they -say that they Believe" coin-
cide with \drat they actually do? Questions such as these indicate
that the pivotal point of departure in any program of curriculum
development are the beliefs, values, attitudes and customs of the
people..
i'urpose.v: The second essential dollen.. seems to be that ol estab-
lishing purposes ancl the setting of goals. Nctlless to say, the pt'-
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poses should emanate or e%olve from the basic philosophy. lhe
set of criteria should character the establishment of

purposes; I1 the purposes 5110111(1 be stated in simple, lear-cut
language that is easil% understood; 2! the purposes should take

.a., o. .ear-int() consideration the expt.riences and the potenti I II I

tiers; 31 there 5110111(1 be both l0ngra11i4e and short-range purposes

aii(l/or goals; t1 there 5110111(1 be extensive involvement ill the
goal-setting (process. That is, the pupils 5111)111(1 be involved in the
setting of goals and purposes. 5) .1, far as pOSS111(', the 1)1111)S('S
5110111(1 be stated 111 1/C111(001'111 tl'I'llIS; 101(1 (n the plimoscs 5110111(1

lie ss'ithin the possibility of at.10,,,,,,1.11t by the learner.
(:011(111: Silt(II pliiinsOlphiCal Ilik(1 been (10(11.111ili(111,

and the purposes and goals established, the next sequential step
seems to be that of determining the content that will be used in
ordcr to achic,,, the stated that wcri, ,,t forth at tilt, bc..

ginning of the academic .-enture. Just here, it should be pointe(1
out 'hat subject-matter Of' 111i1V MOTS(' 1110IV than that

that is vithin the textbook, or an other book as to that matter.
Subject-matter or content inav he c0nceive(1 as all of the experi-
ences that the learner acquires in his total environment. no 'nat-
ter whether the learning is acquired under formal or informal cir-
cumstances. Fact is, in many cases the subject-matter acquire(1
under informal circumstances may be more meaningful and rele-
vant than many of those that are 1)1.0\1(1(11 mitler formal
situations.

1). Alciliods, lateriais. .1 Even as the content Mid
OVOI( from the stated purposes of the (111.6(111nm. the

materials, and media stem from the selected content.
Realizing that each 1)111)11 is different in attitude, aptitude, and
abilities, and that different piipils learn in different manners and
at differing rates of speed, the effective ARE teacher Will seek to
make herself the master of man\ methods, Methods that succee(1
extraor(linaril well \yid' One group of learners may be absolutely
ineffective and inadvisable \Yid' another group. even thong)) they
be equally intelligent and academir. The intent of this discussion
is not to give a review of the many methods that have proven to
be effective. Bather. the purpose is to stress the inportance and
the relationships between methods. materials, and media. with
the other esy 'Hal elements of the curriculum (philosophy. pur-
poses, and content).

I. .11ciltorts: Ill considering. and selecting methods to Ilse in the
learning activity, the instructor Would do well to consider
such factors as: II the academic potential of the pupils; 2)
what are the purposes of this particular learning experience?
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3) IlOW HIM till' purposes of the learning experience be hest
achieved? 1) how heterogenuons or homogentions is the group
that he will he working with in terms of interests, needs, aca-
deic potential, and oxperiential backgrounds? 5) to %vim( ex-
tent, if any, are present methods effective in meeting the
needs (academic, cintional, psychological, physical, and so-
cial) in meeting the needs of Inv pupils? 61 considering the sit-
uational complex, just how far will the community allow me
to go, (and in the light of this yery realistic milieu) how far
dare the teacher go in the use of methodsthoug effective in
meeting pupils needsare foreign, and undesired by the com-
munity? 7) what iethod(s) can best be used in dealing with
problems of a controversial nature? and 8) how av content
and methods be brought into closer proximity, the one with
the other? These questions have, for the most parteoneerned
themselves with the problem of aeadeiic performance. f low
ever, in the consideration of methods it is the intent of this dis-
course to point out OW methods as such, involve much lin
than the limited area of academic performance and perusa.
In referring to methods we are suggesting a more
prehensive concept of the term and possibly a more svi ,1

or "holi<ic- view. Of the process, To be brutally frank
we 11C110011 WHIMS, we refer to more than the academie
procedures associated with the achievement of selee'-d sub-
ject-matter. Rather we refer to the many 'ways of doing
things" that are associated with the achievement of the many
purposes involved in the educational process, And what are
these? The following questions may serve as overtures or en-
trees to the problenns): 11 what arc some desirable methods to
use in developing positie human relationships in the ABE
Program? 2) what is the importance of group dynamics in cur-
riculum Ocelopment? 3) !lo and why should the learer(s)
be involved in methods that propose to advance the progress
of the learner? -1) NVhat method may he utilized in the in-
creased use of community resources and agencies in the AUK
Program? 5) Ilow may pupil involvement better enhance the
program of "pupil progress" in ARE? 6) flow and why, should
methodology in teaching adults vary from those used it) teach-
ing Younger learners? 7) What methods may In. used to in-
crease "working relationships" between the ARP, staff and
UHT within the public schools? 8) %Ilia( methods may be used
to make the general public more aware of the ABE Program,
its problems, purposes and practices? 9) What methods may
be -sed to a, .10' cooperative effort (on the local, State, and
National leveti4lhe decrease, or elimination of illiteracy in
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all of the States of the Union? 10) what method(s) may he em-
ployed to assure more strict accountability of the adult learner
who returns to school fur a "second chance"? and finally 11
and this is a crucial one. What methods(s are being used or,
ought to he used hi the assessment and evaluation of the ARK

Program?
2. Materials: Nletliods depend upon the stated purposes and the

materials to he used depend upon the methods selected to
achieve the stated purposes. Approximately a decade ago. the
selection of materials was a relatively silople matter. There
was such a limited amount of material that was suitable for
the adult learner. When funds became available for the pur-
chase of materials for ABP. II KI' cunlpauie> M4'1111)41 to
solve the problem by merely ripping the covers off of materi-
als and hooks prepared for children and printing another
cover with the picture of an adult on the cover. Ilowever, the
content of the book or bulletin remained the .same. It has
taken almost a decade for the publishers to "catch up" with
the demand for current literature and materials in ABi that is
suitable fur the adult learner. Presently. there is such a vol-
uminous amount of material on the market that is suitable for
the adult learner that the selection of materials W' comprise
a complex task fur the ABE teacher. hi the selection of appro-
priate materials for the adult learner the following questions
should he asked: I) Is the material "adult- centered", do is, is
it centered about the' interests and needs of the adult learner?
2) Is the language style written in a Milliner that HMV appeal
to adults? 3) Are the materials geared to meet the needs of
adult learners in Inv particular group? 4) are the materials
both available and accessible, that is, do we have adequate
funds to acquire the materials? 5) Are the materials minable
for the proposed methods selected for the course? 6) What are
the possibilities of improvisations of materials in the event
there is a lack of funds to acquire the desired materkfs? 7) To
what extent, if any, HMV local agencies and institutions be
used in the acquisition of needed materials and supplies? 8,
What are the possibilities of "teacher-made" and "pupil
made- inatcria!s as an alternative for lack of tidequate funds
for materials? 9) What are the sources of free and/or in-
expensive materials, and how can this source be maximized?
And finally 10) flow can selection of materials 'He bes! in-

tegrated with stated purposes: selected content', and adopted
methods?

3. Media: In considering media (the !MIMIC!' in which the con-
tent, subject-matter. or instruction is to be coiive e I to the
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(11 likh to think ()I Midi() t isnals in tile 1(11'111 Id

11a111\1'ill'e: tap-l'lolliers; cassette pla\ oVel'ilead

tons; 1 41141-tape plat el's; and it vast arra of
equipment that is on the market for the specific purpose of
lailitating the teaching and learning process. Let us hasten to
state that it is not the intent of the I()11()\% nig statement to I Iis-
eteolit the Ilse Id tl'11111)1(1gil'ill as all ill'tiVC

111'.'llia in itt,trutlion, 11)I' Illass uu tliu is here, and it
appears to he heft' to ,tat. ItAvever, it stliti..tstd that Ow
"hank% art," it,,ottatt,t1 %%Rh "\tiolti.Ant,tha" i, tposive to tilt,

e \tent that consideration of its acquisition (I)\ the average lo-
al s\ stem, is futile, it not foolish.
Though mass media may tlo much to facilitate the teitliiiii4
and learning process one should remeniher that wass media

',place the effective teacher in the classroom.can ot.yt,.
Illiough mass media can seldom be used as it substitute for the
oficti(, tcacher (1,issrumn. the cacetive tvaclicr may.

(t) takk' Midi',' tit Slit,A4: !,4 ttc:txN

Fur (ample. at ,hit, may be I tilpe_recurder. for shy

IIIIISt kC(.1) Wind a iiSt (it Vadi 1)111)I1

aS tliCV idea, and l'Illf,age in till'
I11): at ()flier Hines sile IllaV III:elle(' unto a piece of
audio-ideo equipment in that as she gives out verbal informa-
tion that helps the learner to gain a mental picture of \\ hat
She is discussing, she at the same time gives a visual picture of
what she is trVilll; t1) l'1)11VC\ to tile 'earlier. Slit' does this
thrott(411 facial xprt.ssions; Ilse of the eyes; various gestures
and stances. etc. And. at other times she mitt he likt ned unto a
conputer for she must keep in her "IliCl/MIN batik" it vast

storehouse of information that she hits garnered from the sev-
eral disciplines to sittisf\ the need, of her pupils.

hils. despite the fact that 10\Y-income areas may be unable to
ponlia, ow mon, hankvan, (,ottai

. to a \yell de-
veloped VE Program. the\ might (I() much to limit the tlefi-
ienv ht hiring the t \ pc of teacher \vlio not only mitt, kit in
mail\ . man\ instances ser\ es as this type of equipment.

I',. 1...vicicd (in icopric.v: ()))( of the chief porposes of the teaching-
larning process is to cliant.r the behavior of the learner. If, alter

scrics ()I Iciiniing thou' 'canter ht.hit,,, in ow aim,
manner an he did prior to the course, the learnimt cpwien wit\
he said to have keen ineffecti\ e. There appear to he changes in al
least three areas that could ream,' I I \ It.); cpected of the
and prrhaps of the teacher: 1SK Ski//s; and
k rum. lc( lw.s.
I. Atiiitides. \Vilal attitudes in the learner should he changed. al-
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term or developed.?
a. 1)oes the learner evidence the willingness to withhold

judgement until all available facts arc in?
b. I)oes he show respect for the rights and opinions of others?
c. L. Does lie show wohngne, to change his opinion, in the

light of new fact-finding evidence?
d. 1)ocs he reakle that such things as theories and principles

are vers. impersonal. That is to say facts and truth stand
upon their own merits rather than how he feek about it.

e. In the words of Kipling. can he "Walk with crowds and
keep his virtue, or talk with kin* and not lose the common
touch?"

I. Can be honestly accept himself as a person of worth and
dignity? It is only by doing this that he can accept his fel-
lows as such.

.). Desired Skills. After the completion of the course of stuck it
seems reasonable to expect that sonic of the following skills
wiJi have been developed to a limited degree at least):
a. Skills in the area of human-relations. How to "get along.

with people even those who are different in class, race. re-
ligion from that of one's own class, race, or religion.

b. Skills in locating and using factual data and being able to
differentiate these data from mere -here-sm.- or
propaganda.

c. Skill in the acquisition. organization. anazation and dis-
semination of pertinent data essential to effective living in
a democratic society.

d. Skills in the use of the problem-solving methods and the
application of this method to problem-solving in the prac-
tical affairs of everyday living.

c. Skill in communication and the interchange of ideas with
others.

:3. knowledgc to He Acquired mu! /)ere/oped. During the process
of curriculum development sonic of the following knowlcdges
shookd be acquired and developed:
a. A knowledge of the different types of curriculum design

that mays be used in the process of curriculum
development.

b. A knowledge of some of the technical terms that are fre-
quently used in curriculum development. This should facil-
itate the interchange oil ideas in the process.

c. .' knowledge of the importance of "group dynamics- in
the curriculum development process.

(I. A knowledg,e of the techniques. tools, avid trends in cur-
riulum development.

c. Knowle rejil the many critical tasks that confront the cur-(k
. i
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riculuni %vorker and the development of some "kii(Av-limv"
in approaching the completion of the tasks.

al. kumvledge of the attitudes and skills that are essential to
the effective de% elopinent of a curriculum.

c, knowledge of the 'work, the environment, the customs.

MOWN, ill which the curriculum is expected to
l) used.

I. Knowledge of the importance of the democratic process as
the group engages in curriculum development and/or
revision.

g. Kiimv ledge of the fact that curriculum development and

revision continuously remain in a state of flux: as scientific
and sociological changes become more evident. curriculum
work becomes more complex and imperative.

h. A "speaking acquaintance" Of the characteristics of the
Ctirrictilitti, its meaning, importance, alai how it

operates to the advantage or to the disadvantage of the
curriculum worker.

111. Curriculum 1)crelopiticiii As .1 l'roces; Critical 'rusks: It has been sug-
gested that curriculum development should be evolutionark rather
than revolutionary. This statement indicates that the curriculum
should co/re out of the total experiences of the people as the% en-
gage in the everyday affairs of living; as they attempt to tackle the

private and public problems that persistently beset them; as they seek
new answers to 01(1 problems; and as they try to find solutions that
will really work in their own sitnanOnal complex or locality. (:urricu-
lum development 'even as the democratic process) may he one that is
slower that, its counterpart tipe revolutionary process however. the
effectiveness of the "evolutionary process" tends to offset the rapid
change of that that is associated with revolutionary change. Ands
though the product of curriculum tltwelopment idle curriculum itself)
is of utmost importance, it suggested in this report that the curricu-
lum procc.v.e is of most importance. As stated previously. it is through

the process that the personnel grows.
Many critical tasks confront the curriculum worker as he sets about

his job of working with his associates to develop a functional curriti-
lum that is designee) ct the needs of learners in his specific area.
Neither tune nor space will permit the bill discussion of these critical
tasks. Suffice it to say 'hat the tasks are mentioned for the purpose of
pointing out that the curriculum committee should take these tasks
into serious account in developing the proposed curriculum:
., Identificution of l'ro/rim): It has been stated with a great

devree of defensibility that "once the problem has been identi-
fied. the solution is more than half assured". 111 attempting to
'detail% the problem the curriculum committee 5110111(1 be con-
cerned with such questions as: 1) what app.., rs to he the deli-
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ciencies of the present curricula offering s as they relate to the
needs of our pupils? 2) What are the apparent needs of our pu-
pils, ill view of their performance academically, and in view of
thefr behavior its they engage in activities of the community? 3)
\\*hat curricula prescriptions need changes, deletions, Or in-
novative inclusions to make the program more relevant and ef-
fective? 4) What arc the present strengths and weaknesses of our
program?

13, Establishing Gnats: The second critical task in the process of de-
veloping the curriculum seems to be that of setting forth, or the
establishment of goals. Needless to say, the goals and/or purposes
should be both long-ranged and short-ranged, However, in the
(me of the ABE learner it seems twedlid to state that the de-
prived adult learner is more sensitire to the importance of imme-
diate needs, Over those that are long-ranged, or to be achieved in
the future.

C. Involving Personnel In the Process: The third crucial task in the
developmeml A the "Tas1:-,- vieeucs to he that of itwolventetA of
the personnel in the development of the product. The feasibility
of this thesis is based upon the acceptance of the following
assumpt ions:
I. Those that are to be affected by the decision should have a

share in the making of the decision.
2. 'Those that are involved in the process are most likely to expe-

rience gr :)wth, as a result of involvement in the process.
3. The experiences and knowledges of the many (in numerous in-

stances) exceeds those of the limited few, even despite the ad-
vanced experience and knowledge of this selected and limited
few.

4. Inclusion and involvement of the masses has well as those of
tl'e classes) may insure a more 'holostic' or synoptic view-
than the view(s) advarced by the classes, or the more affluent.

5. Involvement of the masses may more effectively utilize the
human resources of the community which is so conducive to
curricuhun construction and development.

I). Organization and Operation of the Pivigrai; Naturall, the orga-
nization and operation of the program will depend upon many
factors. Chief among these are 1) the established purposes of the
program; 2) the potential and extent of the personnel available
for work within the program: 3) the wants and needs of the
people le- whom the program was designed; 4) the funds avail-
able for the establishment and development of the program; 5)
the professional assistance that may be obtained on a State and
national level; and 6) the amount and quality of leadet ship that is
available on the local, State, and national level.
I. Organization of the Program: Leadership, fellowship, and fel-



lowship are the key words in this phase of the program. Lead
ership is important in that it helps to identify problems., estab-
lish goals and develop machinery for the achievement of
goals. Followship is important in that it lends support to wise
leadership in the venture. Just here it should be stressed that
fellowship should include individuals of many social. eco-
nomic, and academic classes.

Fellowship is important in that it is that essential element of
human relations that insures the success. In far too lupiy in-
stances particularly as it relates to the development of pro-
grams for the deprivedthere appears to be au abvsu al ab-
sence of fellowship in the promotion Of the program. And, in
far too 1111111V Cases there may he a visual absence of individ-
uals (for %slum' the program was suppose(Ilv designed) on the
governing or the decision - making board. Again, this stresses
the feasibility of involving those in the decision-making pro-
cess who will be most affected by the decisions.

2. Ope 0f. the Proprm: Operation of the program will de-
pend to a very great extent upon the type of leadership that
has been selected to man the program (administrators and su-
pervisors, as well as auxiliary personnel that II laV (10 Mild' to
augment the effectiveness of the program). As stated before
the program should be "people-oriented" rather than program
oriented. Idealistically the program would he flexible to the
extent that it made provisions for the individual needs of the
learner regardless of academic potential, time schedule, or
curriida requirements.

E, Dere/oping Group 1)ynamie: Group dynamics comprise an in-
tegral part of the curriculum development program. The devel-
opment of the "we; "iis"., and our concept is of immense im-
portane to the success of the process. Needless to say such
relationshids as group dynamics don't just chance to happen.
They must be developed and the developmental process entails
many factors: I ) What are the existing social, academic, and emo-
tional relationships between and among the various groups con-
cerned'? ) What is the status of the faculty- morale within the
school? 3) What is the status of pupil- teacher relationships within
the school? 4) flow well do teachers and faculty get along? 5)
What relationships exist between the instructional staff and the
administrative and supervisory staff'. And Ilow healthy arc
school and community relationships?

IV. Scrowl 'how of knw /edge Are Essetlifill: A mere cursory acquaint-
ance with the knowledge available in a specific field or discipline is
no assurance as an instructor in that field, Fact is, in order to lw suc-

cessful as an instructor in MIN' given field one must have fundamental
skills and functional knowledge in mans' fields. Today,_ one hears
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much about the practice of specialization in a specific. field. This is all
well and good, however, in order to he a specialist in a given field one
must have acquired cognitive and affective knowledges and skills in
many fields. Over a decade ago, the Educational Policies Commission
suggested that beim attempting specialization in a given area that
the potential teacher should be exposed to at least six Years of formal
training in college or university. During the six years of college train-
ing it was supposed that the pupil would develop a broad background
in many fields as a result of being exposed to many disciplines in the
academic arena. The thesis set forth by the Commission suggesting a
broad general education for each individual intending to enter the
teaching professionis by no means a novel idea. It may be remem-
bered liv a few historians that centuries ago, the Greeks suggested
training and perfection in at least four areas before one could vomit
himself as being an educated person. These were I) physical devel-
opment., 2) academic acuity and efficiency: 3) aesthetic appreciation
and development., and 4) a recognition and concern for things spiri-
tual. Thus, it seems feasible to state dtat the teacher who knows
English, and nothing else, may know how to say Whitt she knows with
Mita...cable precision. But if, she knows only lime to communicate,
but knows not what to communicate (a knowledge of other disciplines
as economics, social studies, mathematics, natural science, etc.) she
will have little to discuss but the rules and regulations of grammar,
which can he very dull as a subject of interesting discourse.
The intent of the previous statement was not to suggest that teachers
of English should not he proficient in their field, Rather it was sug-
gested that the potential teacher of English could become inure
proficient in her instructional program if she had something to really
talk about, other than constructions, noun declensions, adverbial
clauses, and a score of other (so-called essentials) ineticolom things
that are so irrevelaut to the busy World of Work-. 'Ow same holds
true of experts in other Fields. The math experts, who knows non-
ing but math, consequently talks nothing but math can be as dull as
the Football star who (though being the center of attraction on a Sat-
urday afternoon) can be quite iminipres:sive if his total remarks or oh
serrations arc restricted to -hidden-ball plays-, "the delayed buck-.
'Vide- end sweeps ", and offensive and defensive maneuvers.

1Vhat then, are some of the knowledge,' that the potential teacher
needs to consider in approaching the critical tasks of curriculum
development?
I. know /edge of flu' Community. The importance of this knowledge

cannot bl
a. What is the environment like
b. Is the ominunih, isolated, prow, nial, or is it t.sposed to the

vast ribbons of highways that indict "new idea;~" easily acces-
sible to the community?
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c. \ \'h at are the natural resources of the community? 1)o they
seem destined to the fulfillment of the mere basic needs, or,
call they reasonably aspire to the accomplishment of more al-
truistic needs?

(I. \\lug have been the past experiences (and more important)
\vim( are the present experiences with problems that tend to
beset Ale community?

Knot, !edgy of flu 1....rperiences: The effective ARE teacher
will s, ek to acquaint with the varied experiences of the
pupils in her class. Only through a knowledge of the oupirs expe-
riences can their potentials be hilly discovered and utilized. The
adult learner .11 many cases, more mature in age at least, and
sometimes in experience, can be a valuable asset to the teacher in
the teaching-learning process.

Some Factors Thai De'te'rmine Curriculum ('omet& Many '..wtors deter-
Mint' What comprises curriculum content. Sonic of the factors are I) the
philosophical beli,,fs of the people in the community; 2) the social experi-
ences of the people; 3) the ice ,omial status Of the community; 4) the
presence or lack of abundant natural resources and 5) the %%AI and determi-

nation of parents and leaders to provide the best type of education for
their offsprings as possible. In addition to these factors there are many or-
ganizations (public and private) that have extensive influence upon the

content and constructions of the curriculum. And in a few instances some
of these organizations do not have the best interest of the school at heart.
Through the means of mass media these self-centered organizations are
able to spread a wide array of propaganda that is detrimental to the
school. It is not the intent of this reoort to attempt to point out the
agencies and organizations that use the schools to their own selfish advan-
tages. Rather a list is given of some agencies that have great effect upon
curriculum construction and what is happening in the public schools.
Some of the larger organizations that exert great influence upon the public
and consequently influence the program in the pnblie schools are such or-
ganizations as trade associations; National Association of Nlanufactuers
(N. \11); American Nledical Association (AMA); the 1.,abor Unions; Parent
Teachers Associations (PTA) Chambers of Commerce; and others too nu-
merous to mention. Though for the most part influential organizations feel
that they are working in the general interest of the public it is quite pos-
sible that at times the special interest of the organization may conflict with
the general welfare of the people. Smith. Stanley, and Shes suggest that
"The issue of special interests versus the general welfare becomes a matter
of grave concerti. Factors like these do much to increase the problems of
the iirriuluin maker."
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TECHNIQUES, TOOLS, AND TRENDS IN

ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
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CII1PTER SEVEN

SOME SUCCESTED TOOLS, TECHNIQUES .1N I)
TRENDS FOR I.FAIININC IN AIRILT

BASIC E1)UC.1TION

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Nla IlV factors liavc had great impact upon education in general and the
disadvantaged adult in particular. During World 11'iir I, World 1Var II,
and other subsequent NVil,S ill %Vili il this country IlaS !Well ent;at((l. file
public has I curuc concerned %Cid' the status 01 literacy, pa-
tiularly as it elak., to adults. ()titer factors have also tended to pi-point
the problem: I) the launching, of Sputnik by a rival country ,cereal years
ago, which caused increased concern for better instruction in stienet. and
mathematics: ) automation in stit.nce and industr, N1 hill! FesIlited in the
illiterate and seini-literate being displace(' Iron! jobs which formerly re-
quired onIN unskilled labor; :31 the rapid expansion of knowledge with its
ittrt.itsett tie') ucis for technical skills mitt lilt' Tl rxl1.nsive knowledge; and
finally, the population explosion, inakint!, it more difficult for even the lit-
erate to secure employment. Culp led with tlit.se factors is the fact that

thutngh the public schools have failed these ikltiltsmanv of tht.in either
dropped out ur were forced out of our public schoolstite imbli schools
anti the institutions of higher It.arning appear to be doing too little for far
too many of the disadvantaged adults. The problem tends to become wore

crucial when one considers the fact that, for the most part, many of these
adults due to lack of sal,.able skillsare either unemployed. under-em-
ployed, or unemployable. (:otitlitions such as these give cause for the need
for investiwition of the pmble.

Phis study will be limited to an investigation and identification of se-
lected problems in adult basic education that appear to permeate the field;
a shyly of the tools and techniques that are being used in the ittleupt to
solve the problems: and a stink- of sonic of the promising practices iist.d in
the held that tend to suggest definite trends in the area of adult basi
education.

The N liter feels that a better understanding of 501111. tools, techniipies
and trends for improving learning ill adult basic education is needed.

It was tile purpose of this stud to suggest some tools, techniques and
trends for improving learning in adult basic education. .Speciticall%, I

identify some of the persistent problems confronting the disadvantaged
hilt; 21 to identify and investigatt. some 01 the tools and techniques that

are being used in solNing problems that particiilarly relate to dis-
adNantaged adults., and, :11 to make all ill-depth Stink' of 1110(1(111 trends ill
adult basic education. In short. the intent of this illNeqigilti011 is to find
answers or solutions to problems like these: 11'hat are the persisting pro!,
leans confronting adult 1, sic education? 11'hat tools and techniques are
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being kneel to SOM. the 1)11)1/1(.111S? lu %%hilt direetI011 dues cuhilt basic (4111-

Cahill! appeal' to be licaded:' to be the future of adult basic
education ill .111lieil?...

'I'houias Jefferson, 01 It of the co-authors of the 'Declaration of lial(pen-
dence," has stated that, "Those \dm would be free \slide set remaining in
ignorance, hope for that which never was and never \Yin be-. It is sug-

gested in this report that ; te education of the mit.sses in a totalitarian state
does not pose a serious problem. Ina country \vitere decisions are made by
the re\S' to affect till' llIV, edua atiuu uray he (1(..-t'll11111aSill'll. lilt, ill it

country \divre major decisions are Made by the many, the need 1.01. rdaua
lion becouaes (Witt' apparent. The !wit) census or the united states listed
the following data on the literacy level of adults in the State of Tetilwssee:
approximately six hundred sixty-six thousand four hundred alai two adults
(twenty -five %ears of age or older) had less than a high school education.
however, the ago level was dropped to sixtc...ii Years of ag,, or older. the
present age level for the adult bask. education i)rograni, it seems feasible
to reason that the number of f. actisualiv it irr Tettrie.+st ss.ould
more than doable, or 'These data should indicate the lissi)or
Liner of this study.

Though the State Department of Education, assisted lis institutions of
higher learning, has made great stint's in tackling the problem :11 illiteracy

"d"lts. "l1)1)")""lately fifteen thousand to tsvent% thousand adults
are recruited aminalls too less- adults are reached to signilicantls reduce
the great reservoir of illiteracy to be found in the state. Thus, considering
the small number of illiterates that are recruited, its compared svith the
vast number that ought to he in the prugrani, it ma\ be reasoned that Ten-
nessee, like most other states in the Yukon. has barely touched the surface
in reclaiming the underedlicated adult.

METHODS ANI) PRO(:I.:1)UliES USED FOR
DATA

Data ilor this ,411(1 \\ ere obtained Irons a careful and extemiye am..
illation of books, periodicals, ieseitull papers, and other related materials
on this topic. The informati on gathered %vas analvfed, organized and
recorded.

ANALYSIS OF DATA

DefiHtion of Terms Used

In order to facilitate the communication of ideas in this studs., certain
t..rnis have been defined and \Yin be used as defined for the intent of this
studs.:

1)iswIrtinitiged Adult: )1w -to the lack of a more appropriate term, dis-
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advantaged adult in this report is considered to he any individual sixteen
Years of age or older having a functionally literacy les el below the eighth

grade.
Bi-/lgu/isot: For th, pow of this study. the term bilingualism, is

defined as the practice of allowing the disadvantaged adult to use his (Avit
vernacular, dialect. or st vle.of writing and sneaking. and using English as a
second language. This practice, it is suggested, will serve to make the dis-
advantaged adult more cointortable during attempts to communicate %%Ali
others %silo use middle-class English.

The Interdisciplinary Approach: Interdi,ciplinatv approach as used in
this stink indicates an instructional program that makes appeut to several
disciplines, and each of the disciplines are es,,(1 interitetivelv in the at-
tempt to develop solutions to a given pruhletu. This is to say. that CaCti of

site dtsc ipline, will present is. (Mitts(' front in tackling a given problem as

("Inlmre(1 `kith the lindtklis-il)li"ary ctppruac It.
.111ii-rliiplinary Approach: The multi-disciplinary approach is

snie%vinit similiar tct the it,fteidisc0i,A4t.1* deprINICtii 1:At'S ap-
peals to several distiwt disciplines. II(Avever. it differs from the interAlis-
eiPlinary approach its il'al there Inav he less videHee of interaction be-
tween the several disciplines and less of an effort to develop a united front

lit attacking problems.
Elaborate Language: Elaboi,(i, Liriguag,e is that speech or ianglage usu-

ally found in the home inn! the school where middle-class values tend to
dominate the langiniv,. The el, rate language style is incre likely to be
'Omni in more affluent environinent

liestrieted Language: liestrict,..d langnage'is more likely to he foinid in
deprived or depressed areas, and is characterized by monosyllables. In-
complete sentences and the lack of auxiliary or "helping verbs- are (pith.
apparent. 1)epr'ved persons, being the victims of au elabor,,te language.

are likely to find themselves at a decided disadvantage when Irving to ex-

press themselves in school
Tool: For the purpose of this stink, the terin "tool- is defined as an in-

strument or apparatus used in performing an operation necessary in the

practice of a vocation or potession. Thus, a scholar's tools may he his

books, research. etc.
reclitinine.v: In this techniques is defined 's the manner in which a

tool is used, or the manner in Which technical details are treated.
Trend: In this study, the term "trend- is used to indicate a prevailing

tendency or inclination, the direction in which a given program may be
heading. or a current style or preference.

Significant Problems in the Area
of Adult Education

I .iterattire in the field has been read and reviewed to develop a frame ()I
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referent( fur the stial%.
1.,..jev, of tin hem indicates that a olutonn, amount of jitcratone

has been written on the disadvantaged adult. The rapid im.rease in the

increased interest lila% he attributed to the vigorous national effort to abut._

ish these social and academic ills. Frank Reissman states that, -especially
since 1963. the Congress has launched attacks on many of these social ills
III the form of legislation and financial assistane.- It appears that ever
since Frank Reissman coined the term (about 1964) "culturally deprived,"
it has captured the attention of more and more individuals in the area of
education. Among some of the bilk that have been passed in an effort ;()
alleviate the problem are: The Elementary and Secondar% Education Act
of 1965, The Civil Rights Act of 1964, -The National 1)efense Act of 194,
The Economic Opportunity .1ct of 1964. The Vocational Act of 1963, Tlw
Mental Retardation Facilities Act of 1963, and the Adult Education Act of
1964 and 1966. and many others. Reissman also states that "during the
year 196(i, more than three billion dollars flowed front the United States
Treasury to the Office of Education.- Billions more have been appro-
priated sine"." that time. \hat conditions have resulted in this increased
spending for culturally deprived? There appears to be three main answers
to the (1etion; 1) the problem of social inequities in America that is re-
su:Ling in so much disharmony among the races and between the races: 2)
the increased urbanization and machination of our life today that is put-
g such a strain on the traditional concept of the individual rights and

dignity of man, and 3) we are becoming more and more aware of an omi-
nous schism in our society. The rich are getting richer and the poor are
getting poorer. These and other factors contributed to the interest in the
problem, however, John F. KelliWdV and his siwessor, Lyndon Johnson,
possibly did more to spur national interest and support in the problem
than did anv other factor or individual.

A review of the literature and the nature of the problem, suggested that
at least four types of literature shold be reviewed and presented in the
study: 1) literabire on some of the persistent problems in adult education;
2) literature 0)11 some of the tools or mechanisms that are being used to
solve problems in adult education; 3) literature on some innovative tech-
niques by which the tools av be better used; and 4) the study of sonic of
the trends in adult education that may provide sonic insights. develop
some guidelines, or provide 501110. projections for adult education programs
of the h tllre. It is suggested in this report that the tom phases of the inves-
tigation- 1w problem, the tools. the techniques, and the trendsare so in-
terrelated and interwoven that it is difficult t,, consider the one without
ids.) considering the other three. For example, one would not normally dis-
cuss tools ,or even produce tools) if there were not some existing problem
or condition necessitating the use of a given tool. By the same token, it
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would be rather meaningless h) try to talk about techniques if there were
no tools by- which the teeliniyies would be exercised. .1nd, normally- there
%You Id be no trends if the techniques were not sufficiently successful to
wait tilt the list' (It tremls. Thus, a holistic or synoptic view will be tit ilize(I
in the investigation of the problem.

After reading and reviewing nitich material in the field of adult basic
education, the following, problems appeared to be rather persistent and
perennial. No effort has been made to rank the problems in order of in-
tensity. 'HOS was to the fact that a given II laV I 'Oa!
in one ',Ceti Oil Of the Stith', perhaps non existent ill another Set.'ti011 of

_the Stith'.

The following problems seemed to be sufficiently persistent and per-
tinent to warrant their perusal and investigation:

I. ViielliplMinent, Went, and possibly, uuenlplovubility
of the under- educated
Silh-standard housing that 1)1014114 steins born the 101'elnelitiOnell
problem.

3. IAA of public awarenes. Of the eXte,lt and ilitellsiVent'ss 01. the

1. The indisputable fact that adult basic education, for the most part,
is not accepted as an integral part of the public school system.

.5. l)eficiencies of the disadvantaged athilt in essential acadt and
vocational skills.

6. Better trained, and an increasing number Of adult basic education
teachers to work in existing and potential adult basic edncation
programs.

7. liecrintliwilt, retention and accountability (il and for the "hard-
core- cases that are, am1 ought to be, ill an adult basic CO mAtion
class and/or program.

8. Improvement and Milo% at ions in in-service and pre-service training
pn)granis for adult basic education teachers and other personnel.

9. The need of innv concepts and more comprehensive approaches to
the task of curriculum development in adult basic education.
1)eveloping tools, techniyies and strategies for surmounting the lin-
gnistie barriers that tend to segregate the culturally deprived from
their 11101'e attlueut l'01111telartS, the Illitilik-clasS

In order to identify. Several significant problems in the area of adult ba-
sic education, the investigator read a voluminous amount of research mate
rial. The literature read and reviewed indicated to the writer that the ten
problems listed in the above paragraph could be logically (1(4140(41 as per-
sistent problems for perusal in a project of this nature aml kind,

liesearell seems to incli(Ate that no single variable or factor can be at-
tibuted to the vicious cycle it% which the deprived adult finds himself
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grossed. Some social scientists stiggt.st that empl()%111110 is the chief factor
contributing to the conditions ()I the deprived. I loxvever, ill-depth investi-
gation suggests that the problem is confronted 11% it galaxy ()I factors. For

c"iii1)1(, I.c of c"i1)1° "wilt is aficctrd 11% tilt' status 1)1 educational
training, and vice versa. %'illioitt proper employment, one cannot acquire
adequate housing: xvithout 111)11Si lig, OH iS 1111likl% to Ila V (lit'
proper ithitosphere for slid% ittid the acquisition of educational skills that
are so necessary in this technological age, .klso, it housing conditions are
illa,le(Illate, the .tutus of desirable family living is unite likelV to he laek-
ilig. Ill .hurt, 1101)r elliplOVIllellt Weans illatleylate 11011Si lig aid edlleatiOle,
iuude(luute education Means poor emplovillellt; poor enttil <I'turnt recent.
III 1111(leSirable 111111Nillg; iutde.irul,le 11(111Silig results in a NOE environment

for study and the development of a 1101('NOIlle falllift life. the tAt'le
Finis its lOlIrSt' oil and oil f011l gellerati011 to generation through infinity.

.%1 one time (hiring the history of this country, the labor market Yas be-
set with the prohlent (II immigrants coming into the country and floodint!,
the Illa L I posy, the number of immigrants has been reduced to a mere
trickle. The present problem of tinemploN'ilient seems to stein front the
fact that teeming, millions of unskilled, intemploed adults %%Alt large 111111-

diNplited by the alltontutiun Of farm laborart. (*Migrating 1E0111 the
rural. amt migrating to the large urban areas. Frederick SllaV states that,
"about the Year 19(0, approximately sixtv-txvo percent ()I' all Americans
xvcre concentrated iu tvo-Iiiindr.,(1 and txvelve 'standard metropolitan
areilS . (Ile large Urban areas become over - populated \Yid' unskilled la-
burets front the rural.. tilt' skilled and semi-skilled enployees tend to move
()tit to.the suburban areas. The migration of the more affluent to the subur-
ban areaS has resulted in a depletion of the public schools for the culturally
deprived. This is lint to say that as the 1110re affIllelit 11111Ve out Of the
neighborhood, the school systt'ti alloxed to run .1oxvii and livonie
kti)xvii more and more as (ht' "ghetto school' l)an l)otson, professor of
Educational Sociology at Nexy York l'iliversitv, has pointed out the fact of
this dilemma. ititati.,.es" he declares, "lead an 'antispetic of life:
nice families, segregated into nice homes, it%VilV from the pollution of both
industry and the heterogenvons masses of the inner-city, and are likely to
leave behind them a delapl(lated. depriVed area that is likely to be quite
undesirable for human clevel(pment.- Conant. in his Shims and Suburbs,
supports I)otsoh iu his viexs oil the problem. Conant belies that -the
very nattire of the comintinitx determines what goes on ill the school," ;Ind
this is probablY more tact than fition. According to Conant, the neighbo-
hood in dticli these migrants Mack., Porto Iiicans, etc. settle are ()Heil
eliaracteri/ed by bad homing, high population density, and a lack of pri-
vac.., that engenders poor academic performance in schools. Not infre-
quently. the community lacks trained leadership. Crime rates are high and
condition. are ripe for juvenile delinquency. Cultural reslirces are 111111-

patterns are (h.-oriented. According to Votaress, "as the



Shit,, are moving out, the Blacks alt' moving in." and this tenets to reio-
force the tleveliviient of the shims. .1ccording to this author, eighteen
Million eight_hm,dred seveas...one {;larks nosy live outside the formerls
(-:onfederate States, The Negro, as a group, though having spent more than
three hundred Years in a tloininant American ultilre, still finds himself at a
decided disads.aotai4e syheo compared ,rill', his counterpart, the ss.hitt, tor

migrant from Europe. John 1)011aiti, in referring to the problem of the Eu-
ropean immigrant, wrote:

-They calm, hert, under the spur of ambition and with the iu-
tcutiumm take every adValitill4e of A111(.11(1111 01)1)0/11111itieti

they kimw ..inerica
of rapid rise in economic position and social status, and their
anticipations arc ogailizet1 around this conception. ()lice here,
there are no categorical barriers put in their way and they arc
able to continue their determined flight for social
advancement."

11%dral document,. this thesis in many sections of American
1)ilemitta. The thesis is further reinforced by %Varner, Lloyd. ilaviin4hurst
and Lott) in their book, lio lie tliteutctr.-' These authors state that
tla, theory of the melting pot does not work for the Negro. These authors
do not suggest that the schools cannot help the Negro iii his struggle for

advalicvnicntthcv poignantly !mint out how this can I done --lint t11"
a15( I/01 It out that the Negro cannot be helped in the saint, manner as
other immigrants, because the problems are vastly different. Glazer also
tends tti support the thesis b% stating that ()ther minority group in our
nation has problems comparable in ,verity to those of the Nego."

in the matter of rand'y income, it seem, that the \egro is at a decided
disadvantage. Nlichaci Ilarrington observes:

"The decline of aspiration among shim dwellers partly reflects
a sophisticated of society; for the colored minorities
there is less opportunity today than there existed for the ,Shit,
population of the older ethnic shims, and the lieY shini people
know this. The poverty of their myth reflects the poverty of
their ileY reality."

Table Thirteen, page sixty series. of the fitireati of (:ensiis, United States
1)epartinent of (:onmierce, 1958, suggests that there is a wide gap in the
income of Blacks %Owl, compared with that of whites. For example, if' we
compare; all-families %%ien, the famiry head conyleted only eight years of
schooling, the median family income is four thousand four hundred and
eighty -seven dollars for whites, and three thousand one hundred and sixty-
seven for nom - whites. Non-white median family income is thus seen to be
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appoxiately. sevent% percent ()I white famil% income. If we include, or
compare, only families where the head has completed.high school. the gap
still remains; median family income for whites is five thousand seven loom-
tired and forty-two (kat; for non..viiiti.,, it is three thousand nine him_

dred and twenty -nin dollars; about sixtveigt percent of white hind% in-
coe. tlowiplovnet data also indicates similar disproportion,.
Act (tilling to the National Urban League, FMCS

wale since have been as high. Also, for
IllIt'111)101'111('Ill rate for !flack males seems to be even higher than that L.
Mack females. Nlatin 1)entsch, in discussing tlw poor academic perfor-
mance of lower income No grit children, notes that "such children do not
expect 'future e%vails for present acti%

One of the basic factors frequently cited as the cause of increased mink
illiteracy is the ipoverished environment that the ildult experience(' as at
child, liecent investigations bv Jerome liinner, have focused on stimu-
lation in the pre-school child's phsical and social environment as a im,:-
sible determinant of intellectual achievement. (:viithia 1)eutsch and \ten(
John have studied Ncg,ro white children on file edge of a large shun
area in Ne% York. These investigators found that concept formation, audi-
tory and visual discrimination, language actinisition, and intelligence quo-
tient scores related to such .factors as race, social class, nursery school, and
father's presence or absence from the home. One of the elements common
to all of these factors, they reason, is the social and plvsical stimulus depri-
vation or enrichment concomitant to the child's status on each of these di-
mensions. Nlinor of the resealches associate(' with the study of the effects
ul early environmental factors npon child deelopment have suggested
that environmental intervention might inciease ahievement of hil-
dren from deprived areas. This thesis was supported by 11ontessori and
Fowler. 12mvIer suggested that "of twenty -five children who lear11o.q1 to
read before the age of three, seventvt%vo percent had definitely enjoyed a
great deal of unusually earl% stimulation." There was no evidence of a
child reading early where stimulation was absent.

It has been suggested by many individuals that attendance in nursery
school by the child has positive effects iion the development of his ilea.
(Iconic achievement. However, the iere placing, of a child in a nursery
school does not guarantee a rise in the intellectual ability of the child. This
is to say that, in general, a substantial increase in intelligence quotient can-
not be expected from nursery school attendance unless the (1111(1 hats cow
from an environment whic is mousnallv static and unstimulating, i.e., an
orphanage. This may be seen loon! a conparifii of data om I lead Start.
(:Iiildren from deprived areas enrolled in !lead Start to show a de-

cided improvement or ono in intellectotal ability whet compared with the
more affluent or diddle- class people. This may be (low to tl:e fact that the
deprived child ranks so low in achievenio to due to his unusually low envi-
ronmentthat there is greater opportnnit% ma' possibility for gyo%vtli than
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would be the ease of the affluent child. The environmental conditions that
!lead Start attempts to provide for the child has been available to the af-
fluent child even before he entered !lead Start or nursery school.

Not only does the environment in which the adult spent his early Years
of development affect the adult, the moral and spiritual values that he has
accumulated as a result of living there seems to have as much effect upon
him as the physical environment. A comparison of %vliat members of the
middle-class value. and what those of the lower -class value. may give some
insight into the problem. According to James E. Heald, the following con-
trast exists:

Alembers of the iniddle-class value:
1. Civic and comninnits. responsibility.

( lea 11,oess and neatness.
:1. I' :dal Mimi as a potential for solving social problems.
.1. Education as a preparation period for adulthood.
5. Com! manners.
(i. Honest% in all things.
7. Initiative.
8. Loyalty.

Slarital fidelity.
10. liesponsibility to (hutch.
11. Responsibility to family.
1 Self-reliance.
13. Sexual moriditv.
14. Twill.

Members of the lower -class value:
1. Honesty when friends or neighbors are involved.
2. Responsibility what friends or neighbors are involved.
:3. Loyalty when friends or neighbors arc involved.

Nlembers of the lower-class:
1. Overlook or condone stealing and dishonesty.
2. Are less restrained in arts of agression.
:3. Are less restrained in sexual activity.
1. View juvenile delimpiencv as normal behavior.
5. reel little compulsion to stay in school.

Though the middle-class seem to espouse a much higher level of moral
and spiritual values. especially %Own compared with the lower-class, the
question of whether they are merely giving "lip service" to these values is
one that could cause much discussion and debate.

Time nor space will allow the full discussion of all the many problems
that beset the disadvantaged_ Thus, the writer will merely list some
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led to 111)1( lus progress Or even lack ()I it its he rroeeds through various
states of the course.

1. Printed otrios Despite the ellectiveness of leaching machines,
audio visual equipment. and ()d. t% pes of mass media, the printed page
still remains one of the chief tools of instruction. Too, inan% ()I the systems
that are less affluent than others Inay find it financially difficult to secure
the iie.re expensive t% pes of learning or teaching tools. In acklition to the
rgular textbook argil other supplementary books, the teacher max find it
convenient to itsc other printed inittcrials, such as:

a. The hesyspaper, popular magazines, comic strips, newspaper ads, etc.
b. I landbids distributed bs nierclnints, cuuuucrcial inlvertisenients, etc.
c. posters, rood imps, church aninsimeements, cooking reci-

pes. etc.
(I. Labels on purchased goods, printed ads on the television. calendars,

etc.

In the Ilse of printed materials, a word of caution seems expedient for
the teacher of deprived learners. The print should be sufficiently large to
accommodate the evesiight of the learner. Though simple in com-
prehensive difficulty, the printed material should he sufficiently mature to
maintain the interest of the adult. The material should, as far as possible,
be based (poll the previous experiences of the learner. This is to say that
the reader should be able to eadil% associate hiluself and his experiences
%%Ali the materials being read.
. I of rs.r.r(r(4 persons awl materials: Ill Mali instances the leacher

overlooks a vast amount of resource materials easily available in her own
"backyard,- so to speak. In the public schools we have many instances of
the pupils struggling through a description of the "Great Mississippi

its recorded on the printed page of the text. and Yet it allows the
child to progress through the (ourse without ever getting a natural %less. of..
the sion river that but a less- feet from his door. Resource people,
with experienes similar to those of the loarne, can in many instances be
more effective in reaching the learner than the teacher. This initv be (hie
to the similitrit% ul lingnistic patterns.

.11ric projectors. films, atul Many tvpes 0)1 films and slides are
available to the Ault basic ediicatimeteitcher for use ill the teaching-learn-
lug 111.0(1'1.. Iloweyer. just an% type of film will not suffice. The film
should fit within the needs. nature and ptiposc of the learning exercise
that is hing presented.

Some Suggested Techniques for
Problem Solution

The techniques to be used in adult basic education sill be greatly deter-
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Mined 1)% tile 1%11(' and ileti%clics, of the tools that have heel' developed
for solution of problems in the 'HMS, till' %%ill he irinn-
vented b% thy tool and its purpose, and the tool will he nisrilied Is thy
problem for %%inch It %% as designed. This is ttI sus that prohlem, tool, and
tot1110qm, have all inseparable -raison ti ctn., that is, thy% are
inseparahly.

hi the basic of literature read and revies%vil. relative to problems ill
adult basic education the problems anti the tools seem tti imhcat(' the ti ;t
sibilit% uI tilt' 10110Willit

Tilt' effectiveness of the tool to be 11st'll is greatly determined b% the in-
genuity and thy potential of the user. The etlicioncv 01 tilt' t()01 is Oltt'll
deternliued 1)% tilt' aleciivimess ut the technique b% which the tool is used.
This is to sad, tools and technitpies an. interdependent. One without the
other is nut totally slIt't'ss1.111. 111 111111V illStallt-t's, the writer has observed.

equipment or tools in the classrooms gathering (lust simply because the
teacher could not did not knov orvould not -.did 1101 Ilil%t. tilt' 111)-
tiVati(111- to use it. 111 tis..11 1)t .11V1' 111'4'411CW,, the ,'titer noted jut intieniults

teacher haying the -kno%%--Illo%v" but lacking, the essential tools or equip-
ment, struggling through it teaching-learning, process %Yitli a lair (lgrec ut
success. Of course, in kith instaiwes the pupils suffereven though the in-
genious teacher %vas able, to improvise soffit. ()I the. ovvileil equipment elm
to the lack ut both tools ahel

III the use ut 1)11)grillifilled materials, teuchin nun blues, audio yisuul
aids. Ville() tap(' t`tilli1)111C11t, and ()tiler teacher Who is nil
t1101)1114111%. with the machinery, its Methods and 1)1111)0sCS.
010111(1 to ii(gplire these skills and techniques thron6 anti
pre-service training sessions. Since there is a vast am)init ut instructional
equipment on the market, and since the hinds lot etplipment is usually in-
iulequate, the teacher should care in St'll'&111114 (11111)11100 101'

the program. Many pieces of (gplipment, though appealing to the eve, are
quite ineffective in producing the desired results in the classroom.

In the Ilse ut printed materials, the imagination and ingenuity of the
teacher is inestimable. Such tasks as compiling shipping lists, writing
-thank-Yoe notes to persons who have visited the class, writing in-
vitations to intlivithials to make a presentation before the class, composing,
the class ne%%-spaper, %vritiiii.!, unfinished stories and allow the pupils to in-
ish them, dra%ving a !nap of thy city, identifying various landmarks of the
tits from the map, etc. These and other types of activities and techniques
may be used to the process 1.01

the depri%ed learner. The writer has soeti au ingenious teacher who %%Ionc
the name of each 1)1101 on a lour b% six card to he used as a name plate to
be placed on the desk of ea(-11 pupil Metter still, pupil to write
Iris or her maim on the tank The cards were shuffled and various pupils
were asked to place the name plate of each pupil on the proper (lesk in
which the pupils ul the class were sitting. Thus, the pupils are motivated to
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111)t (Mk 'Valli (1) %% Fill' and to F1'll)14111te !KWIC in print, blIf also
flit' 11111It'S of their felioss- students. Spl'tial lass, like birthdays, Io InIass
lEaSkr. .111'iSfIlli1S, pl'OVille excellent op-
portunities for the pupils to \\lite and exchange notes and cards.

Perli.ms one of the most of fectist. techniques and incidentally, one that
is most neglected in the classroom is the technique of de.cloi)ing positive
attitudes and desirably human relationships \Odin' the group. If each pu-
pil, through group (I\ ninnies, interpersonal relations, anti teacher-pupil in-
teraction, can deVelty the essential (lenient, of 101110111 relationships. the
develoimient of other techniques may lie greatly simplified. But. if the ele-
ment of positive human relationships is lacking. the need for developing
other techniques max be unnecessary, for, more likely, the pupils will not
be there anyway,

Some Recent Trends in Adult Education

Soule pm etiologists have suggested the thesis that when one engages in
an activity or experience that is successful, satisfying, pleasant. and profit-
able. one is likely to repeat the activity or the experience. Thus. through a

study of the techniques, tactics and strategies employed in adult education.
One is likely to find definite trends. This statement is based upon the as-
sumption that individuals are likely to abandon techniques and strategies
that are ineffective. ()ti the other 'IMO, one ix likl'IV to adhere to those
techniques or strategies that produce the desired results. Thus by studying
the techniques used in the more successful programs in adult basic educa-
tion. one is likely to discover certain trends or patti.rns that are often emu-
lated by others in the field.

Time nor space will permit, nor will the purpose of this report merit,
the submittal of the vast number trends that are evident in adult educa-
tion. Suffice it then, to submit a few trends that seem to be noticeable and
(Hi-going. in sonic selected areas in adult education.

I. There appears to be definite trends in curriculum development,
the prinyii)le of reality and thy philosophy of i)raginatistii- that

ss hich works (or succeedsi is trite adult educators are scekint.; to adopt the
curriculum to lit the characteristics of the learner. rather than the other
syas around ilf to fit the learner to the curriculum. In Order to di)
this. however. several procedures have been used.

a. . more intense and in-depth study of the neetl, of the learner.
b. More effort On the part of the teacher to acquire more informa-

tion on the experiences that the learner has had.
t'. Ntakint.; the learning experiences of the potential learner the cen-

tral learning. core ()I the instruction for the learner.
d. ',Actually consider the learner as a unique individual with certain
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indiidual dillerene(,, and as such, construct a program for him in the

light of this thesis.
(. Humanize the instruction to the xt(.11 that pupil and tezlr

boo, feel (bat they an. 11,141., I ow same !cam.
lieeent trend, seem to indicate the disirabilits of developing a program

that nearly (onfornis to the daily schedule of the adult learner and his po-

tential. Traditionally, particularly in the public sthools, the litrnr must
make adjustments to an almost inflexible schedule that states specifically

what he is to du, "1"11 tittle ,lm 'yin he all nved hi hits to it, and What
standards of auhievelinits he will hae ue Oshed alter he has doli it. 'rhos,

the task of learning activity is liAd andiur the Of

time for the operation is et and tl standard that he is to ittIii%( is also

fixed. Mind von, I)()%%ever, all of this is in operation despite the fact that

traditional edtwittors readily subs(rib to the principle of "individual dif-
ferences. The new trend in i)rograni planning seems to be xitriztlil in at
least three phases of the program: I) variability in the subjt-inattr to be

acquired; 1 variability in the titia limit in v Inch the subjtt-matter is to
be acquired and :3) variability in the standards to be expected al. the end of

the to auliiiir,7,earning process.
There is evidence that there is it trend toward change in the many sub-

ject-matter areas of adult (.(111(ittioll.

it. Subject-matter is mor. rele%ant to real life experiences of the
adult,

b. Iu lillgIliStil. CleV(101)111(`Ili, the vernucetlur Of the Atilt is accepted
ill OW classroom, and the practice of using English as it "second language

is espoused,

C. lit inathemati(s, tlw problems are selected from real life situations
of the learners, and the solutions are based upon tlw it(ttial potential ()I the

learner.
(I. In the area of scienc, real life problems, as they are evident in thy

(otinnunitv, are studied and investigated rather than studying problems
junta; in the textbook) that may refer to some rcinote state or area that
have no relationship xiiitteer to the problems of tlw particular system
that is conducting the studs..

e. In the social sciences, the problems selected for investigation are
based upon the crucial problems zt(tuitIlv existing in the (ontintinitv. Prob-
I( ins of a social and civic nature onprise the core of the (tirritiltim ill the

area of social ,deuces. This is to say that the core Of the social studies pro-

gram is the problem: I) 'hat are our problems? 2) I I()%v do We indentifY

probleins--11()%v do We differentiate problems from mere symptoms of
problems? :3) %Vila( are some suggested solutions for our problems? 4) Ill) \'

111ilV we hest organize to affect the suggested solutions?
f. The problems of health -iii the local 4.oininunit%- are rapidly be-

(otiting the center Of interest for the development of a health program in
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,houl system, be that system adult education or that of the
tratlitional public school.

(:onirary to the trends in modern education in tilt` 1)11blil' schools. in
which "Falticational Parks- the practice IA which larg). ittinthers of pu-
pils are brought under the administration and supervision Of a sitgle com-
plex-art. suggested, the trend in adult basic education seems to veer to-
ward the desirability of the local community l .iter in adult basic
eduation. This thesis seems to be defensible when one realizes that the
depri%ed ilthilt learner- being more proyencal than his counterpart, the
more :Ifiltietit learner. would rather attend schoolif indeed hr may he en-
ticed to (to so- than to attend a "center" far removed from his own neigh-
borhood center. 110 Mattel' the -Central center for adult basic
eel tea t ion I.-

CONCLUSIONS

The data in this study. "Sonic Suirgested Tools. Techniopies and Trends
for Improving I.rtruiuti in ;Willi Basic Education.- warrant the following
conclusions:

I. Soine Problems that .1flect Adults

.A. underemploYment and tinemplovability of the
adult learner.

li. Sub-standard housing.
(:. 1 .ack of public awareness of the extent aitil intensiveness of the

problem.
I). .Adult ('ducal ion is not generally accepted as au integral part of

the public school system.
E. Deficiencies of the disadvantaged zulult a(.ademic alai voca-

tional skills.
I'. Lack of trained teachers for teaching adults.
C. Lack of curriculum suited to the needs of the adult learner.
II. Linguistic barriers that tend to s(.gregate the culturally t1(-

prived from their more affluent counterparts. the middle-class
learner.

11. Some Suggested Tools for Improving Adult Learning

.N. Progratition.q.1 learning materials.
14. Teaching machines-11100e projectors, films, slides, et('.
(:. tapes.

1). Printed materials:

I. Newspapers
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2. \lagatines
(:mili strips

I. \t'wspapt'r ads
5. Handbills
(i. (:oininerciiil advertisements
7. Billboards
8. Posters
9. 'IOW' Maps

10. ,.111110111WellIVIIIN

I I. (:coking recipes
12. Label, on purchased good,
13. Calendars

liesotiree persons and materials.

III. Some Suggested Techniques or Activities for Students for Improve-
ment of Learning

A. Use programmed materials and teaching machine, alter thor-
oughly familiarizing oneself %%Ali the operation through pre-
service or in-service workshops.

B. Compile shopping lists fruit) newspapers and magazines.
(:. 1Vrite -thank-yon- notes and invitations.
I). (:01111)0se a class newspape with comic strips, if desired.
E. Make handbills to he used possibly as recruitment aidsthis

would include billboards, posters, church announcements, etc.
F. 1)rov it inap of the city, identifying various landmarks of the

city
C. W'ritc stiidents' names On cardboard and shuffle before asking

student to select own
II. Study cooking recipes in dealing with fractions and also to

build a "household- v(wabillary.
I. (. m. the calendar not wily to learn about special days, but for

learning numerals as well and how to purchase and send cards
on special days.

J. Resource persons seem to lw invaluable when discussing topics
of interest for the ,a kilt learner.

I. Income tax consultant
2. 111Slirallee personnel
:3. Social security representative
I. Food stamp supervisor. awl other,

1)eveloping positive attitudes and dc,,irtible relationships
within the group through dynamics. interpersonal relations and
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pupil-teacher interaction is most significant for gootl adult
learning.

IV. Some Trends iu .1dult liasic Education

.1. \lore and more, appeals are hying made to the research people
in suggesting problem solutions in the field.
A more sYsteinatic approach is being made to improve instruc-
tion though pre-sevice antl in-service programs.

(:. Caviller concern is evident in the ,Ifort to develop "linkage"
and coordinated effort ()I' local. state, federal and private
agoicics.

I). ii ever incre,:,ing interest of higher etloation in the adult
cdn, proi4rinn.

E. An increasing number of professional conferences (in the local,
state and regional level.

F. Soo IC rather Start I i;1$4 efforts of the wore progressive organiza-
tions and institutions of higher learning in attempting to de-
velop projections, and to pre - determine what is in the future in
adult education. For example, the University of \litYland,
through its project"Iiiiiik Tank," is conducting conferences (HI
a national scale attenpting to foresee svltat still be happening
to adult education in an almost unimaginable 55.0)1.1(1 in ten or
t5.1,110, cars iron, no",..

C.. "...lyre appears to be developing a changed concept of the term
"adult hiic education.- Instead of restricting the term to mean
developing competencies in mere reading, vriting and
arithmetic, many sYstenis are considering other ittivtis and
experiences as ho.ie to education,
An attempt to develop teachers. system. and personnel \5.1i()
are -people centered- rather than being merely "subjectmat-
ter entered.-

I. l'ersonnel who have tlevt i(ped a -holistic- or a "symptie"
slew of the whole Tet-iini of problems in deprived areas,

J. The development of sensitivity t'' the need for more in-
volvement of the tleprived at the "decision making- level. This
is to say that: "Those who are to he alleCtt'd I A. the (I(TiS1011,
1110111(1 share in the making of the deision."
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ADMINISTRATION (MANAGEMENT) AND SUPERVISION IN

ADULT BASIC EDUCATION



cif:Ur:It FICIIT
ANI) SIL'I'ElIVISI()N IN li lc:

is an administrator? %%I t I(.oes he do when he rall fulfills his

fluictium? NVIiat (lim's III' 'lc"' 0) i"1"1"atcly lwriurili 1115 crit-
ial tasks..., and experience iloes ill' need? \VItat is his admin-
'strati". i),,havini. %11m he find, himself It the crossroad, 0l contruversv,

or in the vane% of indecision lioitids of Education; Trustees ()I' (:olleges
and l'itiversities; and I)irectors of large corporations are continuously con-
fronted %vith questions such its these when they face the crucial task of se-
lecting an a(Iministrator. Some. approach the task from various points of
vice. \taii variable, ciao. the ul election; \yhat is the academic

potential of the administrator? From vhat school did he matriculate'
%%limn due, 11e kiiuw. and ,,,,110 knix, him? %xi 10 recommended him for
the position? To what social and civic 01.,4allizati011s dues 11(.1)(1011,4? \vhat
is his wife like. and how will she lit ii Ito the social spectrum of our %vives?
mat is. 110". %,i11 0111 wire, accept his Wirt? Au 01. these (itastinii.,. ger-

mane as they may seem to be, fail to reach the real crux of the problem.
The type of questions that 5110111(1 re( eive prioritv in the ,tulle and selec-
tion of the appointee are questions such as: 1 I \\ilia is his adininktrative
behavior when confronted with a problem that involves a monientuotts (le-
cision? \Vhat is his emotional equilibrium when confronted with a crisis? It
has been said that .vou cannot all% determine what a 110111 or a %vomit!' is;
what they belie(; or what they will do; until they are faced with a crisis.
\VIiitt characteristics does he possess that are conducive to success as an
administrative officer? That is, is he consistent in his relationships with his
associates both business and social? 1)oes he operate on principles that are
itc,..eptable ill respectful business practices? Does he delegate authority in
the decision-making process, vet maintain respol,sibilitv .if the venture
fails? Questions such as these seek answers to the "istiess" of the adminis-
trator rather than the "olightness", or %%hat he ought to be, ( I )

The "is". and the "ought" dichotomy is one that is normallv as separated
front each other as the East is from the %Vest, Yet, before any discernible
ingress can be inade in the development of competence ill school adminis-
tration. efforts and progress must be made toward bringing the "isness"
and the "oughtness" of administrative behavior within closer proximity,
the one with the other. \VIiitt one does, and what one ought to do as an
administrator initv comprise two far different areas of concerns. Time nor
space will allow the persuit of the things that the administrator ought to
do, A voluminous amount of literature perhaps far too muchhas been
written and spoken about what the school administrator ought to (lo, lint
the chief concern ()I' this presentation involves the inescapable (puestions:
1) %%ilia is he doing? 2) \'Ititt is the isws of his administrative behavior as
compared with the "ought-ness" of his behavior? Questions such as these
give rise to additional statements that should further pin-point the essen-
tial elements and behaviors of the school administrator:



I. Ile has a proloond philosoph% 01 Education that is close harmony
with an acceptable philosophy of Lite.

3. lie bases his decisions upon principles, rather than upon
personalities.

3. Ile involves those that are affected bx the results 'II the -decision-
making process.

.1. Ile seeks to help the gcoup to identify their goals an I purposes, and
through cooperative action of the group, helps them to achieve their
goals.

5. Ile is definitely a leader, 1,W he realizes that leadership shuttles back-
and-forth among and between the various members of the group.

6. Ile is always willing to submerge his personal desires or interests in
the interest of the group.

7. Ile realizes that personalities, circumstances, and situations alter
eases and/or procedures.

8. Ile has the courage to exercise "Empathy-. Ile dares to try to put
himself in the "Other Fellow's Place.''

What all administrator actually does or how he behaves depends to a
great extent upon his philosophy or set of beliefs, Of course there are at
least two sets of beliefs that may be used by an administrator: 11 ex-

pressional beliefs-those beliefs that an individual merely says that he be-
lieves, and 2) operational beliefs. These beliefs can be more easily identi-
fied than expressional beliefs. Operational beliefs can be observed through
what one does. Thus in attempting to make a thorough study of adminis-
trative behavior one needs to consider hiw nearly expressional bt liefs eou-
fornm to operational beliefs. Oilier variables also affect the administrative
behavior of the administrator: I i how does he view himself and his posi-
tion? 2) Ilow do his superior officers view hint and his job? 3) how do fel-
low administrators view him and the job of administration? !low he views
himself, his job, and how others view him will have far-reaching effects
upon the behavior of the administrator.

Types of Administrators. There are at least four types of administrators
and their behavior patterns are distinctive enough to form a definite pat-
tern in the area of administration.

a. '/'he A This type of administrator is easily identified, Ile is a
dictator. lie makes all or most of the decisions and expects subordinates to
follow then) to the letter. Ills interest is primarily in self rather than in the
interest of the group. One thing however. seems to escape the attention of
the casual. observer, The autocrat, though appearing to be hard, cruel,
vengeful, and unrelentlexs when dealing with subordinates. is often found
to be the most svchopant, submissive, and cringing person in the world
%viten confronted by his superiors, or those in positions of power that ex-
ceed his own limited power,

b. Thr 1)riormi. This is a rare type of bird, who like the bald-headed
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eagle of America, may soon become extinct. We are likely to hear more
and read more about this type of individual than we are to actually see him
in action. The democratic administrator is the direct opposite of his
counterpart the autocrat. Ile believes in, and subscribes to the importance
of the deisin-making process. But, he involves each member of the group
in the process of 'Hakim; the decisions. Ile does this because he feels that
those who are to be affected by the decision have a right to share in mak-
ing the decision. This implied light to share in making the decision carries
with it implied need to share in the responsibility of perfecting the deci-
sion. The democratic leader has security. Ile is sure of himself. Ile realizes
that leadership often shuttles back and forth from member to member. Ile
realizes that no one individual is the leader in all things. lie is a staunch
believer in the democratic process. And though the democratic process
stay be one that is slow, he believes that the combined thinking of the
group may exceed the thinking, of the few. Ile helps the group to identify
their problems; establish their goals; and helps them to develop machinery
for the achievement of group goals. Ile II laV be accused by his critics as
being a officiator, or au indecisive individual, but he holds steadfast in his
belief in the effectiveness of the democratic process.

3. The Plutocrat. The plutocratic administrator, iu manv instances, re-
sembles the autocratic leader. In administrative behavior both are likely to
be dictatorial. But here the difference becomes apparent. The autocratic
administratorin many cases having emerged from the "lower ranks of so-
ciety" perhaps through a "coup de force" is to rely upon physical
force and military might to maintain his position of power. On the other
hand, the plutocrat, usually a person of noble birth; having had the bene-
fits of training in the best schools; and having been taughtfrom birth
that he is better than all individuals in the lower social class, is likely to
assume a dictatorial role based solely upon socio-economic affluence.
Thus, he may assume a -patenialistic" or "Father knows best" role in his
dealing with the ignorant and illiterate underlings whose chief "raison d'
etre" is to support him and his cohorts in their positions of power and
affluence.

4. The Diplomat. This type of administrator is known by many names
and titles: The Laissez Faire Administrator; The (so-called) democratic ad-
ministrator; the Nlachaivellian adminisb atm.; the "opportunist' "; and, the
"I)anin Nice (:w" tvpe of administrator. The crux of the matter is the fact
that the Diplocatic Leader actually does not know what he is doing, or
even, what he should be attempting to do. lle actually thinks that he is
providing "democratic leadership" but he is actually providing disastrious
leadership. Ills philosophy scans to he this: 1) identify the crowd (those
with the most influence; 2) identify their wants, (to hell with their basic
needs); :3) proceed to try to fulfill their wants (vet at the same time attimpt
to show than that wants and needs anti this will not be difficult)are the
same; 5) Find out in which direction the crowd is headed. run and get
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ahead of the crowd, and then proclaim to all: "I :1\1 YOUR LEADER.-
Recent Derr hynts in Educational Administration. Though adminis-

tration per se has been around for thousands and thousands of years, educa-
tional administration. as a science, is relativek new In fact less than
twenty Years ago t 19.17) met at Endicott New York to form the National
Conference of Professors of Educational Administration t N( PEA). Since
that time much progress has been made in the field. During that time
many approaches were made in an effort to fully understand and describe
the function of edurational administration. Some scholars have suggested
that a generd concept of educational administration could be gained
through a study of other types of administration, i.e. administration as used
in the array, in business and industry, in the hospitals and in large corpora-
tions. Though the study of administration as exercised in other fields, may
serve as a model, it should be pointed out that the administrator in a large
plant or factory may be primarily interested in the production of a large
number of effective tools or machines to place on the market, the educa-
tional administrator IllaV be chiefly concerned with the development of
minds and the changing of behavior of individuals. lit short, it scents to be
far easier to administer and supervise organizations whose function it is to
produce inanimate things or objects than it is to administer and supervise
an institution whose function it is to develop personalities. 1f educational
administration and supervision is different front that found in the armed
forces and in big business, there is even a greater contrast between the
educational administration found in the public schools and that found iu
the administration and supervision of adult basic education. And why is
this true? The answer seems obvious, The administrator and supervisor,
working with components who are older; in maw,. eases slower but more
experienced; who are more fixed in their was therefore more difficult to
change; whose philosophy of life centers around the todays rather than the
tomorrows, will need a far different type of a program than the type pro-
vided his younger counterpart. Thus the need of a different type of pro -
grant evidences the need of a different type of an administrator.

What Type. of Administrator al Supervisor is Needed for the Program.
In Vol. 1 of this series, page 26, it was suggested the type of a teacher
needed for learners in the adult basic education program, Administrators
and supervisors will need all of the characteristics of the AI3E teacher, and
then some .

1. Administrators and supervisors who are ever sensitive to adtinnE-
trative behavior. That is they are more ccuteenied with the "is'' than
with the -ought-.

2. Individuals who subscribe to a basic philosophy of Life and of edu
cation and who adhere to a set of guiding principles that it is tjnite
possible to pre-determine their behavior even when confronted by
the unanticipated.
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Individuals %vim are experts in Imolai' illations and who use the
group process to its fullest extent.

1. Individuals %vim realize that leadership shuttles hack and forth be-
tween and among groups, and readily encourages this process.

5. Individuals who eau communicate with subordinates
who use the horizontal appruachthat is talking on the same level
rather than the 1.1.1..ai approach- -that is "talking down" to
subordinates.

individuals who are expert in helping the group to identify its prob-
lems and in the setting of goals to eleininate the problem.

7. Individuals who are thoroughly cognizant of the potentials of the
"decision- Making process and seeks to involve as mans. individuals
in the process as are concerned with the decision.

8. Individuals who are people-centered rather than program- centered;
and individuals who tackling the critical tasks of administration
make the problem-solving approach to the solution of the task.

9. Individuals who know educational administration and supervision
and who in their administrative behavior consider administration as
a science rather than as an art.

10. Individuals who are skillful in the communication of ideas both oral
and written and utilizes these to the utmost in his relationships with
subordinates and superiors.

The Iiclutionship Boeen Theory owl Prutier. Formerly, it was thought
Icy many educators at least that theory had no important place in educa-
tion. Many administrators, playing the rule "by ear- were often heard to
say: ''I don't believe in all of this theoretical jargon... "I believe in the
practical and the pragmatic". Lately however, scholars, using the scientific
approach have suggested the importance of developing theory as a guide-
line for the practices that are to predetermine the administrative behavior
of the executive. Griffiths (25) has suggested at least five factors that may
account for the antitheoretical bias of the average educational adminis-
trator: I) arina/ism, 11 widespread belief that all that is necessary to im-
prove administration is to collect facts. Though facts are important, the
major question is how interrelated are the collected facts to the solution of
the problem? 2) An Overwhelming Amount of Respect fin. Authority. Edu-
cational administrators are too prone to accept the opinions of experts in
the field rather than daring to conduct research into the field of those
things that are alreadx taken for granted. (:onsider Copernicus. venture in
the field of science 3) Fear ()I' theory. Administrators do not actually ex-
press a fear of theory rather then tend to couch their fears within such
statements as 'theory is too difficult '', or -theory is impractical": or -theo-
ries are so unstably". (25). .1cconling to Coladarci and Getzels (13) state-
ments like these are merely a ruse to discredit theories. Dewey (4) lends
support to Coladarci and Get zels by stating ''Theory is in the end . . . the
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most practical of all things because it widens the range of attention beyond
merely purposes and desires, ) A fourth factor that inhibits the study of
administration is the hick of professionill language. Griffiths (5) states that
there is a lack of consistency in the use of terms to describe common
events; and that the same words (democracy, authority, integration, etc.)
are used to describe a wide variety of events or acts. 5) .\ lath factor that
curtails the study of administration is -et/folio/ad identification with per-
sonal rictus. Griffiths (25) states that a person may become so emotionally
engrossed with a point of view as to make his viewpoint personal. And to
attack the person's view is to attack the person as an individual.

Sumr guiding principh that should determine administrative behation
Ilow does an administrator behave when confronted by a (Taka task or
faced with a errxd issue? Ilow ought the administrator behave under such
circumstances? Craff (6) and Street suggest that individuals preparing to
assume the role of the administrator should be as much concerned with the
question of "how the administrator ought to behave- as they are with the
actual behavior of the administrator. Frequently how an administrator be-
!mires awl how he ought to behave represent two distinct patterns of be-
havior. How administrators actually behave represents their operational
beliefs and tends to formulate the basis of their administrative theory. flow
administrators ought to behaveor say that they behave represent mere
expressional beliefs which tend to formulate their philosophy of adminis-
tration. Campbell, corbally, and lianisever indicate that more than one
variable conditions the behavior of the administrator. These writers sug-
gest that understandings (concepts; influelie values; values affect basic be-
liefs; and basic beliefs operational beliefsdetermine behavior. Since op-
erational beliefs and expressional beliefs are often polarized, it seems
important to suggest some basic principles of administration that tend to
bring the two systems of beliefs into closer proximity. This is to say that
operational beliefs and expressional beliefs should be in closer harmony
with each other, Such an arrangement might tend to develop reasonable
agreement between theory and practice in the behavior of the
administrator.

The following principles are set forth as suggestions for improving ad-
ministrative behavior of the potential administrator.

I. The administrator seeks to be consistent in his relations with, and at-
titude toward, associates, superiors, and subordinates.

2. As tar as possible the administrator seeks to involve all in the deci-
sion-making process that are likely to be affected by the decision.

3. The administrator does not necessarily make all of the decisions for
the group. Pallier, he assumes responsibility for assuring that the de-
cision-making process is made an integral part of the group process.

4. Ile is aware of the potential of group processes and utilizes these to
the fullest extent possible.
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The administrator seeks to bast administrative action and behavior
on principles that art. iu conformance With acceptablo
theory and practice.

fi. The administiator realites that there should never he authority %%idi-
om corresponding resonsiilit and that there can never he respn-
sibility vithont corresponding ;iitliorit-.

7. The zidininistrator realizes that circumstances and situations alter
eases. lie further realizes that as soon as he enters a situation the situ-
ation is never the saint..

8. lir administrator realizes that leadership is an evershilling process
or thing,. This is to sa that leadership often .brittle. back and forth
among various member, ol the !;rout) attording to tht.n. potentials.
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APPENI)IX A
Tilt: UTILIZATION 01: THE
CONINIUNITY HU:SOURCES

l'r(pared for:
Alabama State Universit%

Luther II. Black
Dicector of Basic Education

State Department of Education
Little Rock, .rkansas

It Basic Education
The Utilization of the (:oniiiiimity Resources

The colionoill% applied terminal expressio,1--conominity resources
seems to be too broad in scope to be pirated (AY!' to an educational (peril-
thin. Thus, it becomes necessary to re-examine the traditional usage, in or-
der to emerge with a more widerstanding function for adult basic educa-
tion application. The examination process permits Bisecting the use of the
statemeot into three dioieusional elements:

I. (1 col I h material resource .,.

2. The community human resources.
:3. The community culture and non-tuilture resources.

Rehire embarking too far into the educational level o' coiniminity utili-
zation it appears that a workable definition should be established which
will govo, the involved fum..tions, in this educational setting. the socio-
logical definition is being employed rather than a geographical dcinition,
flo%Yrver. each may perform an interplaving role in a programming pro-

cess. Thus. a community is a .group of people living in a given area, having
common cultural backgrounds and iiiteest directed toward a given center.

The ( :mmunity Material Resources;
Material resource may be subdivide.] into two areas: (I) school build-

ings. and ;2) industrial plant sites.
School Buildings.: The educational tran+ition and the school consoli-

dation process have made available many school buildings that can be uti-
lized for adult educational 'centers. The reactivation of these facilities
cookt provide many (lav programs for adults. The public school system is
gradually rocognizing education as a life-long journey and this will encour-
age the use of the regular school plant for adults as well as for children.
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luring the late afternoous and evenings, all enriched educational program.
can be uniquely designed to serve the academic, social, economic and ca-
reer thirst of its many adult citizens.

The plan to yatisiv this educational need should be apprOaChed differ-
oak from previous programs. In the past, the vomit; learner did not par-
ticipate to a large extent in the growth-contents which were developed to
enhance their lives. The reasons for limited involvement were cited as
being: (1) Young-learners' experiences were not mature enough to in-

fluence major educational decisions, and () social and cultural devel-
opment not broad enough to determine curriculum impact on the prob-
lems. A truly good program for the atlidts must be prescriptioned with the
mink learner playing a fifty-fifty role in the educational decision process.

Industrial Plants: In order for adult basic education to fully utilize the
industrial plant site for a learning environment, a traditional conceptional
departure is !wetted in our frame of reference. We have been somewhat
programmed to think that instruction and learning can take place onlin a
school building. If adult education is to use the component aspects of the
community in an educational setting to the maximum, this attitudal think-
ing will, need ituulifYing. Certain academic vocational and career needs
can he fulfilled by carrying the instructional program to the working area
of the adults or plant site. The industrial plant educational personnel su-
pervisor and the local-educational supervisor plan and arrange a schedule
which will provide both work and educational experiences for the adult in
day and !veiling programs. The developed use of the plant site idea is
viewed by the writer as a new opportunity reservoir for adult education
and education of all levels.

The Community Human Resources:
It is reasonable to think that American education emphasis will take a

philosophical shift in some of its objectives. Education counts for a shift
which was made in the middle and late -10's whet; the concept moved from
a teacher or subject centered school to a child centered activity.'

Judgement seems to indicate that standards will lessen and a more hu-
man-centered education Will be the major oucern of education. This,
however, will probably be inure visable in the adult education program
than in the common high schools, but the thrust in the adult objectives will
create some change in the secondary education process.

The emerging of the human objectivity will create a utilization demand
for greater involvement of inure human resources from the community.
This resource Inas be classified into two types: (I ) the study of those who
have already made a contribution to the community, and (2 those persons
who are presently carving nut history in the community.

To know your contributors seems to be a worthwhile goal for any learn-
ing situation. To know the citizens of the community who have been the
health leaders, professional, political, social and economic strength, cer-
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tainly i)rovides relevant needs to adults and applicable to many daily
needs. It %volikl 1,ppear to be a challenge to study the history maker of
today rather than to refer to resources %d0) cannot associate with the
present l'011111ifiitV.

In order lo utili/e the human resources that have (liscovert.(1, two)

other ingrethei ti.s are necessary. They arr: ( I visitation, and (2) invitation.
A 11..oad experience and expanded knowledge of understanding can he
achieved through visitation. The of areas arc to() many to numer-
ate however, we are citing only a few: (I 1 the governor's office, (2) the
superintendent of schools. (3) the mayor of Your (.6., (1) county judge, (5)
.lief of police, ((i) the banks, (7) the principal of schools, and (8) recreation

conter. mentioned visits 5110)111(1 be %Yell planned by teacher and class

and placed in the instructional calendar. The invitation which provides for
the use of community human resource should be a part of the regular
teaching plan. l'he resource visitor should he informed as to the informa-
tion desired and pertinent to the classes' needs. Adult students should take
an active role in selecting and announcing the icsourCe person. Students
whenever possible could be given permission to ask opiestioi).i. iitiliza
hull of many of mi community leaders to discuss problems with ilk. adults
win) art. i)) attending class (0(11(1 servo as a gap britlger ho' better 00 hilt
and youth understanding' with public () Is.

Stich Ilse of hwl,,ul IVSMIRTS IllitV hav great merit in promoting human
relationship especially. with the law enforcement officers %Olene it appears
to have a wide gap betxvcen theinseiv,,s and many of the lay 1'11111X.

The Cool/mono/ Non .%/(itcri(i/ Cuiftt fin(1 .11(iferhil Culture iirsolirees;
There is little r,)(iiii for separating the culture from the community. The

culture make-up is a part of the lit«)1 the community. At this point, it
nay be well to indicate what is included when %ve say culture Or the defi-
nition. In this discussion, culture is the sum total knowledge. habits, cus-
tom traits and beliefs that an individual gets 1)% being a member of society.

Some aspects of thr non matorial culture seems to provide relevant
learning and adds zest to a(111'; :is.truction. They are. I ) the familiar
hymns of a ('oniiri6., (2) the 'ai..toric development of the oninionth,
which 5110)111(1 include: th. county site. the school district. the first church
and the early settlers, 131 the understanding of the many ceremonies, spe-
cial holidays, ,1, patriotic (imitations and famous stateint alts. awl ()) fun-
tion of social groups such a:, (:liaber (:(miniere. Lions Club and
Jaycees.

Ildfrriul Ctaltire: Ilavint4 appreciation and kii()%vleolge for the tl ings
that help up a coniniiiiiitv is the first lint' of defense for heig a func-
tional citizen. anodicr important area which could he utilized in the
coitimittlitt (.01111)1ex is the historic artilat.ts and the surminding national
resources. The kind of resources available. the titiantitv, how i»a% they be
used, possible market and plant locations for po(Inetion purposes.

The more the citizens ki)()%v about their resources, the %vav they are used
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and plowed back into society, the greater the community investment will
become. It IllitV be well iir lilt' adult educator to bear in iin(I that the
instructional root in the natural culture and community have a reciprocal
influence 111)011 each other. Each inav promote good will in the community
mid mill% the culture and non culture ties.

Conclusion:
It adult ba.,ic relncatiuu will utilize the in its proper pro

spective, it may become an expanded reservoir for knowledge gathering
and educationa: I)eveloping a well designed plan to iltiliZe
t'011111111111(V IllitV undercover lieW experitnental approaches for initiating
ways of teaming. The culture and non cultural materials could serve as au
instructional 1116 for the teaching process.

'Ellis utilization approach of the community has labored to anakze
discuss the coniiminity in threefold:

!. The community national resources.
2. The conninitv human resources,
3. The community culture and non culture resourtys.

It is hoped that this kind of thinking will cause others to view the co-
unity as a composition of element rather than a single variable.

Gnettnn. M. I.. frac/ling in Tlie Serif/Wary Sciii)ol. Prentice-Ilan. Inc., N..w Y irk. 1942.
11.
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APPENDIX B

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT IN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

by

1)onnie Dutton, Ph.D.
Professor and I)irector

Adult Fdtication
NIemphis State University

1Ieinphis, 'Tennessee

Change is inevitable! It is no longer a question of %vbether change will
occur in modern day society but a matter of the direction of change
planned versus onplanned change. Adult basic. education (A13E) is predi-
cated on the belief that planned educational change can be beneficial to
adults with less than an eighth grade education. The medium for accom-
plishing this planned change is a program; therefore, program devel-
opment in ABE is the process through which a plan is formulated, imple-
mented, and evaluated to effect change in the behavior of educationally
disadvantaged adults:

1. Change in what they laow.
2. Change in what they understand.
:3. Change in what they feel.
4. Change in what they do.

There is no way one could delve into the many aspects that would be
involved in a program development process for ABE in the short length of
this paper. However, an attempt will be made to present sonic of the basic
considerations to which attention must be given. It will not he a narrow
prescriptive approach because many problems arise, and the solutions to
these are often tinfilue to a particular setting. With a change in location
and/or cliontele, the same problems may necessitate different answers.
This makes it impossible to establish a series of concrete solutions that will
answer any questions, regardless of the situation. Ilowever, there are cer-
tain principles of program development which, when properly applied,
will enable one to find the solutions to these problems. These will be exam-
ined in the remainder of this paper.

ABE personnel should answer four fundamental questions in attempting
to fin-mulate, implement, and evaluate an educational program for educa-
tionally disadvantaged adults. These are as follows:

I. What should be the objectives of the ABE program?
2. What educational experiences shots, I one provide in order to achieve
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Chest' objectives.'
:3. ilos. Can these educational eperienees be organized to he most

effective?
1. 110% (.00, um` dett,rod I it. the objectives have heel, attained?.

%%at Should He the Objectixt.s
of the Program

NVIlift Is a Program ohiciive? It is all aim or change Ow 'wilily-
jor of a learner %iolin, a specific content area. Objective, are neee,ar; to

provide a soma' basis for selecting appropriate content, materials, and
techniques for efficient instruction. It is also impossible to evaluate effec-
ItiVel without stated Objectives,

'hi. 1(111,1111(1yr ul this piipor is based (in Halpli %V. Tsh.r, iimir Principles of Curriculum
tool luAtrucfum ,Cluatto: The I. iusersilt tii ChicaUp PrtNs,19.49,.

What is the source of appropriate objectives' It would appear that there
is no single source of information that is adequate for wise and om-
prehensive decisions about the objectives of the .1131`; program. \\*Idle
there are probably other,;, three mauves are:

1. Study of the learner himself,
2. Analysis of contemporary lift'.
3. Recommendations of subject-matter specialists.

Studs. of the Learner
A study of the ABE learner would seek to identify his needs and inter-

ests, This is important because if the program deals with matters that are
of importance to the adults, he is more likely to actively participate in
them: and, consequently, he will !.arii by what he does.

Analysis of Contemporary Life
While this is not to argue against tradition completely, it appeal's twee!,

sary to accept the fact that life is extremely complex and continuously
changing, Therefore, it follows that the AB E program should be oriented
toward the things that are important today and not waste the adult's time
learning things of importance fifty years ago but are no longer relevant,

Another valid argument for examining the problems of contemporary
society is that the adult is more likely to learn when he can recognize the

similarity between evors day life experiences and the educational experi-
ences he is encountering.
Recommendations from
Subject-Matter Specialists

This appears to be the source most often used in education since most
textbooks are written by specialists, Subject-matter specialists arc input.-
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tailt S011reeS of objectives: Vet, t(H) Often, they tleVise their Ohitq'tiVes Oh the
aSs111101011 that t'Vt'rV011e 1S ;40111;4 to be a specialist in that particular sui)-

ject-matter area. liather, they should ask themselves, 'AVIlitt can niv sub-
ject contribute to the education of people \vim) arr not going to b special-
ists in this field of endeavor?

Selecting Ite lc\ ant ()1)jecti es
A, ABI, personae) analyze the afortunentionet1 source of objectives, no

think it long, list of them will be tIceloped. It. then. becomes necessary to
select from the "multitude.' of objecti,.es those that are most important
awl readily attainable. The best method for (toting this would he to subject
the long list of o)1,1,,,..tki, to two philosopliv of education and psy
chology of learning.

The educational philosophy of the AliF, prot,;fli,,,, as stated by its person -
net, contain the valtics that are considered most important The Ob-
jectives selected should reflect those values.

Likewise, what is known about psychology of learning would .restrict
:lie list of attainable objectives. For example, basic attitudes anti person-
ality are extremely difficult to nualik., especially in the., short period of
time the adult is exposed to the program. The objectives selected shout(' be
realistic; i.e. attainable by the clientele.

Stating of Objectives
Ntlicli has been V ritten about behavioral objectives in recemt years in

chitlins.; the pros and eons. liovever. it would seem reasonithle to assume
that from the viewpoint Of the pro :rant. tho inportant thing is what hip-
pens to the adult student. How is he expected to change? 11'hat nev be-

havior should he be able to exemplify having gone through the program?
(:onsequentlY, correctly stated objectives should identify. as a minium'''.
the folloviiig things:

I. The learner.
2. The behavioral change desired.
:3. The enntent area in which the behavior is to transpire.

This differs from the traditional approach in that the emphasis is placed on
the learner and the desired changes its his behavior. rather than on what
volt as au instructor intend to do.

Selecting 1,earning Everictices
%im! a learning, experience? It is the situation provided ill the educa-

tional environment to which au adult can react. Learning takes plact,
through the active participation of the adult student. liemember! Ite
learns Iwst liv what he does, not IA \Omit the teacher does.

I ,cariiing is a personal, The important thing is what happens to the adult
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learner. nut the teacher. %Vital must the adult experience in order to
change his behavior? This is far different trout deciding on methods, Nleth-
ods are important. but before adequate decisions can be made on methods.
one must decide on what the adult learner must experience it order to
change. The essential means of an education. then. are the experiences
provided that enables the learner to become an active participant. not just
being exposed to information.

.1t this point. the objectives have already been established: therefore.
the criteria tor selecting the learning experiences have also been estab-
lished. The program must that provide for learning experiences that will
citable the learner to practice the kind of behaviors that are implied in the
stated objectives.

Organizing Learning Experiences
In order for educational experiences to produce a cumulative effect,

they must Ire organized so as to reinforce each other. This organization
should revolve around three criteria; cola Minty. sentience. and integration.

Continuity means that over a period of time there arc sufficient op-
portunities for practicing desired skills. One exposure niav not suffice,

Sequence goes one step beyond continuity. Something can recur again
and again at the saute level without progressive development. Therefore. it
is essential that each skill build on the preceding one and go more broadly
and deeply into the matters involved,

Integration refers to the developing of skills so that they do not become
isolated lists of behavior. but provides the opportunity fu; the learner to
see the application of what is being taught in litany areas.

Evaluating the Program
The fourth phase of program development should be that of providing

for evaluation. And the evaluation should be in line with the stated objec-
tives. flow well did the adult learners achieve the behavioral changes that
Were implied in the objectives? It should be a continuous process. not
something isolated at the end of the program cycle.

Summary

\lost of the emphasis in this paper has been placed on the establishment
of appropriate objectives. This is necessary since the objectives selected
provide the base for selecting everything that follows: e.g., materials, tech-
niques, evaluation procedures. etc.

Program development should be viewed as a continuous process. As ob-
jectives are determined. learning experiences are provided, materials tried,
results :Ippraised, inadetinacies identified, and improvements indicated,
there should be replanning, redevelopment, and reappraisal. In this kind of
continuing cycle. it is possible for the program to he continuously im-
proved over the Years.
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APPENDIX C

SERVICES OF ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

George NV. Core, Jr.
President Emeritus,

Florida .1. and NI. University,
'Tallahassee, l'Ia.

I :duration is a continuous process of learning and adjustment. It is age-

less and adaptable to all ages and classes. The most effective educational
procedures are based upon serving the needs of the learner imine(liately
and ultimately.

The .1nierican system of formal education is so organized that the pro-
gram for early education stresses the materials needed by children for sur-
vival, the program for adolescents provides for life preparation, the pro-
gram for early adulthood prepares for a vocation or the making of a living.
1liat we are now calling .1thilt Education is a never ending process and is
geared to making a life. There are objectives for this program, such
as refresher courses, intioduction of newer knowledge, preparation for a
change of vocation, acquaintance with the mass of newer and evolving
knowledge and fiuoallc the recycling of the learner for each new .ige thrust.

( :it:11910Y, there is much emphasis on the relevancy of education. In
adult education such emphasis is basic. There is no "captive audience".
Participants in adult education attend because of their desire to get certain
definite facts, information and skills for which they have a felt iice(1.

Unless the adult education teacher can retain the interest of the learner.
his efforts are unproductive. The philosophy of education for the adult
teacher is not didactic Ina rather heuristic where the aini is to cultivate in
the learner a moment of discovery of self or ',titers, or of things. It aims at
fostering intellerttial habits rather than the mastery of a specific control or

(hir automated society is causing constant diange in the skills and social
habits of adults. Newer technical skills are displacing %Yorke; s who are not
retrained to utilize the newer skills. At times the acutimulated knowledge
and successes of the past linty become obstacles and deterrents to progress.
Newer outlets are needed. In addition to newer approaches to work, there
are newer needs for the worth% and intelligent uses of the new leisure.
Most adults are not well oriented to the uses of leisure time. Foy have
mans; hobbies or intere,,ts for cultural or physical activities that may serve

to recreate them for the newer ways of living. So many iiev interests are
now available if only the individual is able to appreciate and appropriate

them.
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The new technolot;v of adult learning is well expressed by N1111(1)1111 S.

Knowles in his volume entitled, "The Modern Practice Of Adult Educa-
tion". It is not pedagogy it is lather andragogy. \lost educators are ori-
ented toward pedagog!, which means specifically the art and science of
teaching children. The basic concept is that the purpose of education is the
transmission of knowledge, adult educators know that they cannot
teach adults as children traditionally have been taught. Today, adult-
educators are developing, a distinctive theory of adult learning.

According to Knowles, this new technology is being given a new name,
-andragogy". This term is applied to the art and science of helping adult;
learn. The emphases are based upon self-conception, experience, readiness
to learn, immediate application of learning to problem solving. In this new
orientation, the adult education teacher is not an authoritarian director
but a fellow learner who shares with the group, gives directions and serves

an interpreter. Learning is active and not static. Each learner' shares iu
the program and makes use of what knowledge or skills he can use.

Adult Basic Education programs make use of individualized instruction
of subject matter selected for its interest and immediate utility to the stu-
dents. The teacher's role is that of diagnostician, prescriber mid leader.
Real problems are presented and worked out. classes arc organized along
Lion- traditional lines and marry of the more successful ones are organized as
lei riling laboratories.

There is no limit to the number of people who serve as adult educators
irrespective of their recognit.ed status or profession. Any persons or groups
that have some responsibility for helping adults to learn, he they clergy-
men, editors, social workers, professional organizations. clubs, PTA'S and
the like, are adult educators. Their mission is to operate activities for ma-
hire men and %vowel' which vogender enthusiastic. response. Individuals
should be motivated to set goals for themselves. The need to be able to
function successfully in today's world is very important whether it is recre-
ational, econmic, social or political. Obsolescence is ever a threat to Yes-
terdav'N goal,. now to use what one has !valued in preparing to adjust to
newer and involving situations is the task. A new appreciation of motiva-
tion is needed. As we growwe keep on growing up and out, Self reliance,
toleration, originality, broad interests and growing awareness are ever
goals to be pursued.

There are no wink's. Pass-fail is not a part of the program. All proceed
at their own rate. What they can use they accept. Each learner is on his
own as each participates and learns,

Adult Basic Education evolved from the literacy and Americanization
programs of the I9(10's. Emphasis was placed upon learning to master the
task of communication. It stressed a core of concepts and information. It
included health, cdncation, consumer education. social service. science,
civic and personal- social cimicepts. The immediate needs and atti-
tude changes were regarded as vital.
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The ABE program today ;tssiiiiies that iiiii(11 of the information which
has been learned in the first SCVell %TM'S of 11.111111 has been forgotten and
that which is important and useful has been retained. The program stresses
adult needs and responsibilities. It is assumed that learning that is relevant
to adults Call be learned ill a shorter period than the six Years now assigned
to elementary education.

-For mans Years educators have been saving that classrooms should be
laboratories for learning and that much of the learning should take place in
all individualized situation. In some few elementary schools, the learning
laboratory concept is applied. But it is reported as the principle approach
to skills and information inlniction in the best ABE. programs in Florida,
New York, Georgia, and other states according to the state supervisors of
adult basic education. If such an approach works with such school systenis'
second attempts then perhaps it would work on the first attempt in the
upper elementary grades."

Adult education provides not only a chance to prepare for tomorrow
but more importantly a chance to prepare for today. Especially important
in such a program is viable information on consumer education. flow to
protect one's self in the midst of inflation, rising taxes, medical bills and
housing is vitally important.

The \\line Ilouse Conference on Aging in 197 I pointed up many op-
portunities which the educational programs should be concerned with.
The Declaration of the Aging Bights trillY is a bill of rights for all adults.
Adult educators must ever reniiiid themselves that the average person does
not lose his ability to memorize or his capacity to think as he grows older.
Dr. James E. Birren, much honored psychologist, has made many studies
dealing with the aged and has reported that the average person need not
expect a typical deterioration of mental functioning in his later rears. The
expectation is that given good health and freedom from cerebral vascular
disease and senile dementia, individuals can expect mental competence to
remain al: a high level beyond the age of SO.

The challenge of adult education may well be stated as of prince impor-
tance to 'oday. Society cannot wait for the next generation to solve the
problem. The future rests with the intelligence, skills and good will of
those who are now the voters and the determiners of our desti.,v. Adult
education can help qualify those who control the ballot today. As we im-
prove these adults, we improve society now and for the future.

Life today is complex. difficult and ever changing. There is room for
new data and a new attitude toward old data. Adult education is not a pan-
aCCil for all that ails adults but it can set the stage and create a climate in
which the adult can feel at home or capable of making needed adjustments
as they arrive. It is valuable for their mental health as well as for giving
them the tools needed for successful

Adult education wails many things to many people. ABE is addressed
to the core essence of life and living here and now. It is versatile. It is
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geared to today. All learning is its field. It is a needed key to open the door
to a richer and fuller life.

The extension of the life span for the average American has forced per-
sons interested in physical health to place emphasis on the diseases and
medical problems of the older citizens on a par with problems of the very
young, thus GERIATRICS is finding a place besides PEDIATRICS. Adult
education, likewise, is now coming into its own as a major field of study.
Today, many colleges and graduate schools an offering courses in pho..es
of adult education and are granting both master's and doctor's degrees for
research in the area.

The federal government has manifested great interest in the field as the
United States Office of Education has made many grants to encourage
higher educational institutions to offer courses and to conduct slimmer in-
stitutes for the education of prospective adult education teachers.

Alabama State University, at Montgomery, is one of the institutions in
the forefrOut of pioneering in a dynamic program of Adult Basic Educa-
tion. Its 1971 summer institute stressed developing management skills in
ABE personnel, crucial problems in consumer education, vital issues in
health and nutrition, identifying and using community resources and
agencies and inter-personal relations. Nlore than 1(X) participants drawn
from various states were in attendance, A staff of consultants representing
the office of HEW, the State Department of Education, the Southern Re-
gional Education Board and other specialists conducted the Institute,

The enthusiasm of these workshops has become contagious and the good
news of continuing education is being spread nationwide.

A LEAD ARTICLE in the !March, 1972, issue of CHANCING TIMES is
entitled "Now More Grownups arc Going Back to School". It gives as rea-
sons that they are seeking new ideas, new skills, new horizons and some-
times just new friends and fun.
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APPENDIX I)

COMMENTS ON ADULT EDUCATION TRAINING

Staff Development
mid Sacred Cows;

by

Easks

Communication and Education Services, Inc.

a»d

Charles E. Kozo II
Southern Regional Education Board

Now is the time to kill a number of sacred cows. Nlost of them are called
tradition.

Relevant and economic staff development activities in adult education
require that von look at the available resources in different ways. Respon-
sibilities must be shared among institutions and individuals. What all con-
cerned with this activity should look for are the best methodolov,ies fur
meeting training needs. There is no one method, individual, or institution
that can be used in all instances. Over reliance on one form has jaded too
many staff development efforts, forcing higher educational institutions, for
example, to assume too much of the burden.

Reliance on one form of staff development exclusively is unsystematic
and often costly, for the staff needs change as the progress grows and as
program patterns become fixed. The responsibility and the focus of a flex-
ible staff de-vi-N opulent are better determined when responsibilities are
shared among a variety of different gonips. The keys to successful pro-
grams in staff development are:

. . Availability to personnel within proximity to their work;
. Availability of participants to devote strength and time to the

program;
. . Availability of adequate training resources for the program.

A macro-approach to the problem is to have definite program goals tied to

staff development, while at the sinne time the coordinator of a successful
staff' development program can never be satisfied; he always asks of him-

self and of his staff the questions: "would another training method serve

the staff needs better?" or -should I have had a different information base

or different strategies in reaching IIIV decisions?" Ile will inevitably look
to goals, resources, and strategies.
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Strategies For Using licsourves
Ilea. is %due the departure from tradition occurs. Taking a iie from

industrial and government training programs. it is best to consider the
short term objectives oi a training program, rather than extended efforts.
\Vali this approach, one or tsvo needs or problems, can he handled
through, a training session, the basis of a one -day, two -day or (wen
two -week workshop. These short term experiences should be the basis for
stimulating persons to go on for more intensive examination and greater
personal growth centered activities.

Bearing in mind the limited amount of time persons have for their own
professional devehymetit, the administrator of a staff development po-
gram can characterize the available forms according to the needs, skill
level and time constraints of the potential participants, A typical typology
of training forms might lie:

(a) short in-service seminarvery practical with one or two subject
areas based on the immediate needs of the training group;

di) two-week institutebroader in scope, five to six areas of concentra-
tion with an emphasis On developing administrative skills:

(c) credit coursesa general orientation to a body of knowledge related
to the field;

hch non-credit coursesdesigned to provide needed skills in improve-
ment of present practices, or to learn skills not related to formal in-
structional practices; and

(e) degree programsdesigned to develop a high level of expertise in a

specific field.

This tvpolog,v makes credit courses and degree programs only one of a
number of alternative routes which the coordinator of staff development
activities can take.

By using this rather egalitarian approach. the coordinator can also vary
the types of staff involved in the training programs. \Then meeting staff
needs are paramount, institutional restraints on the direction to be taken
can be loosened. The crucial question becomes which people would be
best at this type of session, and the answer could range front a successful
student to a school superintendent to a state department of ialministrator
to a professional teacher to a janitor and even a higher education faculty
meniber.

The third advantage to this approach is that staff members can partici-
pate in training pri)grams regardless of their certified educational level. :\
paraprofessional and an accredited teacher with similar training needs
could set in on the same workshop or seminar. Although their ultimate staff
development directions inav be different and one might move at a more
rapid pace. at some point their needs are the saute and economy would
dictate that they be trained at the same time.
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The final asset of lre aking tradition is that questions of capability and
time allocation can now he asked. 'when tradition rules, the college profes-
sor teaches, the state department of education staff adinistrates, and the
teachers listen. 11'hen needs and economy are foremost, that Order is not
relevant. Questions about the most useful way to exploit higher educa-
tional talent (and this includes graduate students) can now he asked. ,A sec-
ond question to be directed to state department of education personnel
concerning their ability to both analyze staff and program strengths and
weaknesses and conduct short training sessions to deal with them. A third
type of question conk! be directed to local teachers and coordinators with
long experience in the field and challenge them to act as trainers in their
home areas,

Conclusion
%'hat this approach allows is questim IS to precede structure. The coor-

dinator of staff development activities is not bound to do things in a fixed
pattern. but can experiment with a variety of forms, with a limited amount
of time available and with the variety of resources within reach. Ile sees
the nerd for continuous training for his staff and is capable of analyzing
what their skill levels are anal fitting the training to them rather than ask-
ing the staff to bend into a pre-established structure, There is often an ad-
ministrator tendency to es:e1 u. from freedom." Slotting staff into the
structure of credit courses, the structure of degree programs, the structure
of two or three long in-service meetings a Year is unexamined loyalty.
Playing the role of manipulator is challenging creativity.
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.11)111.:\ 1.:

J. Deothit Malone.
Supervisor of histroti.m

Stunner Count% Public Schools

SOME PROBLEMS WHICH A NEW SUPERVISOR FACES

ANTICIPATED OR NOT ANTICIPATED

So ou'rr a iit.v snpervi.or! :111 require(' courses have been complete,l,
flit Stith. I)ivision of Teacher (:ertification issued you a supervisor's cer-
tificate. %Olt have expertise in all subject ,urns, V011 have rapport with the
pm\ ers that be and there's nothing but "smooth sailing and sucess" ahead
its you graciously antiontice to roue staff, "1.10 Your supervisor."

use to rescue x-on from future shock by mentioning ()niy a kw of
the tlittictiltit.s which one might encounter before IR, or she reaches the
supeivisory utopia.

The route k \inch the supervisor rt.itlicd tht. position tlt.tt.rniiiies to a
great extent the kind of problems which he may face. If he is promoted
from the ranks, Of nt.t.ssitv he roust (1100Se Ills \VORIS \ett and guard
against ally behavior that on1(1 be mistaken for asstitiptions Of superiority.

If a supervisor is brought from the outside, cart. most he taken to see

that feelings of antagonism, striion, distrust. or that he is out to make a

ilium. for himself. are avoitletl.
Then, there are prevalent prohlt.nis irrespt.tivt. of the ntannt.r which

one is promoted.
If staff members get the implication that tht. supervisor leek that he

own, the program. that he'll never make mistakes hecanse ht. is ut.v, or
that he needs no suggestions from the stall, it di% ision ism the irmgrani is
inevitable.

Full support of a program might be hampered if the nov supervisor fails
to It.t the ()Ht.' and more expericlit.d supervisors know that he intends
make use of their experit.nee and knowledge.

Problems are certain to appear if the new supervisor attempts to judge
Iris predecessor. the program, or the staff. Instead. some Of the first and
most important things to do would be to put the stall at ease. look for the
good qualities, act euttiatt. the 1)ositive, and retrain trout drastic ititinctliate
changes.

"Listt.ii inure and talk I.ess" is sound advice for any iltAv 1)"." who is
euting super\ ision and lacks inlormation about the ioh. -1Vild" state-
ments made on the basis of lack of information places the new supervisor
in a nio.t unfavorable position.III.J.. too. if the neophYtr supervisor talks
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most of the time, he stand.s less chance of becoming familiar with the

program.
It is yen easy indeed for the over anxious beginner to attellipt to tell his

staff which problems are important, or to build °P a caste systcui in the.
hiults --either or both is sheer disaster.

So tar, sou haven't experienced any of these problems? ers. good' Rut
there's more to come Yet. For example, has vow personality changed as a
result of Your proinot:Oil? Have vour responsibilities interfered with vont.
relaxed manner and your friendships? ()r has hurriedness and restlessness
'woo to appear if VOla actions? Are s nu careful about the type of State-
ments that You make, or oh) volt carelessly make statements which could be
easily misunderstood if taken out of context?

\ile, state, (and I agree with him whole heartedly) that in posi-

tions of official leadership have found themselves in difficulty in the past
because they have operated on the basis of false assumptions abort the lla-
m. of human beings, human groups. communication and learning,. Sonic
of these false assumptions are:

Falsc: APImintineut °I a status Position gives one leadership.

Leadership Is earned and does not conic automatically with title.
(2) False: Communication jolloy,, ti-it org,anization chart or the picture

of someone's wishes. Tine: l'illess supervisors recognize that decisions are
made in informal situations, and unless thee' discover the real channels of
communication, chances are they will he ineffective

(:3) False: Loyalty is to persons rather than ideas. True concept of
loyalty that rc wires that a person must agree with the official leader on all
issues leads to disruptions of the group.

t4) False: Staff members should adjust to the official leader. True: Lead-
ership is bestowed by a group 111)011 an individual who is sensitive to the
feelings of its members.

(5) False: Feelings are not important. True: t'illess a supervisor at-
tempts constantly to place himself hi the other person's position and to see
how action looks from there, his leadership is in jeopardy.

((it False: A(iiiiitiistrati(iii is derision making. True: It is only when 511
pevisors begin to discover that sharing decisions i, a more effective way
to release the powe of a group that they see a different function for the
leader.

7) False: The status-quo can be maintained. True: %%lien a supervisor
tries to keep the prog,rai as it is and disregard the tact that people change
day by day, he is attempting the impossible,

(8) False: People can t, told what their problems are. True: People
most w..n.eve there is a real problem before they are willing to give their
full energy to a project.

False: People grow by being told, True: Whet, they want help on a
problem, and when they clis solution by reading or by talking with
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of their choosing, the% learn.
10' False: l'eople can be forced to 1)0' 11(11111(.1'iltit'. True: l)einocrac%

cannot he achieycd itt a Stall 1)% autocratic Securing stall participa-
tion is a gradual process in %%Inch the official leader continue, to otter to
share decisions he has the atithorit% to) make.

In Mal". s"telis. the II('V sliPerVisiff is given the re,ponSibility of many
programs without proper orientation for either. anti unless a detailed
shedule of activities is Set up, frustration might be the end results.

It becomes a problem. too, when a voting supervisor is evaluated or
jutlget1 1)% the standards which were set 1W the predecessor. This problem
becomes more acute it the retired supervisor resides in till' Saint' city is

both hitter about n161'111(90 and ctiticul of eretything all(' l'VelN1)0(1%..
VIICSS Cart' is taken, 1)(41111(' %vill go to either one or the ()thet extremes

socia11%. Some feel that since on have been promoted alt social tics must
In' severed: others, at the opposite extreme. make it a point to let John (),
plumb: know that th,. are oil first name basis with the new supervisor.

ther extreme can be disgusting to say the least.
"fie new siperVisur is (111StalitIV 11V fellow officials to de-

terine vlicther lie is a threat academically, performance wise, and every
otlier%vise. It there is the feeling that one's position on the "ivory tower is
threatened by exhibited efficiency of till' Ilt`%1' slipurVisOrthat's

In a recently integrated school system or community, a supervisor
night anticipate problems from the opposite ethnic group- this antiipa-
tion olt1 well be false. One of the things that you tIon't expect, but ont
thing that yoll l'11(111111t(T. SOIlletillCS, is a problem from 011('S own ethnic
group vith the origin, of course, being jealousy.

I'')r till' nut whorl' to get certain information
or siply how to prepar reports can 1W(1)Mt a mmr"e great
frustratiod. It is assumed that the begiimilt; supervisor knows, and because
this is the assumption, pitle %Yin prevent the asking of questions. The re-
milts -genuine conflict.

Unless all 1('V supervisors knetw %lv they vere chosen to be a super-
visor in the first place, the% might well he like the persons mentioned here:

.. former heroin addict, a resilient 01 Ilarlcnt, testified that he becaine
an addict "in order to shut lily nose to the smell of mine in the hallways: to
stint any eves to the garbage tinder loot; and to shut in% cars to the police
sirens in the street." lint a high school senior from a privileged home in
\esteliester (:ounty says he uses the stuff for three reasons: "Because its
then.; because I like it and because it's a good way to tell the older gener-
ation to go to heir- 1ud a college junior in a %%nnen college says she
lakes her weekend "trips'. in order i 11 lt onk. to escape the boredom and
irrelevance of college life, lint also to discover owl) real saline,

The, 110.%1' suuperyisor IIII1St know that assistance in the development of
more effective learning situations for the harmer is his primary ['Inchon,
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and the measure of his sneers, he, a, the worthwhile change he is able to

effect.
lindly the wgiiiiiing supervisor faces the problem of evaluating him-

self. This nerd for evalnation is both personal and professional. how can
the supervisor judge himself'? According to an authority, two phases, at
least, should be examined carefully and constantly: I I ( AV clues he man-
age his activities? \\ilia are the r.sults he achieves?

The following questions might serve as a checklist in the management of

( I) DO I ,et ilp a schedule of activities for each week? for each clay?
(2) Am I flexible in ury schechrle WithOlit becoming disturbed?
(3) I)o I get upset when Inv plans don't go as I hoped?
(4) I)o I check off the things I've accoiuplishetL
51 Do I get qui' feelings Intt?
(6) Am I able to take criticism?
(7) Am I able to put myself in the other person's position?
(8) Ani I making a sincere effort to leAli more about the staff?
(9) I)o I consult those who will he affected by au action before I take

it?
(10; Do I live up to commitments?
Undoulitliv, unless the beginning supervisor knows that any adminis-

trator faces dilemma occasionally, unless he knows what a teacher really is,
and unless he follows some leadership code, the entire process of super-
vision will be an unsolvable problem.

The Administrator's Dilemma

II he's friendly with the office personnel, he's a politician.
If he keeps to himself, he's a snob,

If be makes decisions quickly, he's arbitrary.
If he doesn't have au immediate answer, he can't make up his mind.

If he works on a day to day basis, he lacks foresight.
If he has long - range plans, he's a daydreamer.

If his name appears in the newspapers, he's a publicity hound.
If no one has ever heard of him, he's a nonentity.

If he requests a large appropriation, he is against economy.
If he doesn't ask for more money, he's a timid soul (or stark mad).

If he tries to eliminate red tape, he has no regard for the system.
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If he insists on going through channels, he's a bureaucrat.

If he steaks the language of education, he's a cliche expert.
If he doesn't use jargon, he's illiterate.

If he writes for the educational journals, lit's neglecting his work.
If he has never written au article, he hasn't had a thought of his own for

twenty years.

If he is late for work in the morning, he's taking advantage of his position.
If he gets to the office on time, he's an eager beaver.

If the Office is running smoothly, he is a dictator.
If the office is a ines.s, he's a poor administrator.

If he holds weekly staff meetings, he's in desperate need of ideas.
If he doesn't hold weekly staff meetings, he doesn't appreciate the value of

teamwork,

If he spends a lot of time with the Board, he's a back skipper.
If he's never with the Board, he's on his way out.

If he goes to conventions, he's on the gravy train.
If he never makes a trip, he's not important.

If he tries to do all the work himself, he doesn't trust anybody.
If he delegates as much as possible, he's lazy.

If he takes a briefcase home, he's trying to impress the Board.
If he leaves the office without any homework, he has a sinecure.

If he enjoys reading this description, he's facetious.
If he doesn't think it's clever, he's entitled to his own opinion.

The Poem of Administration

"Ile bath no enemies, von say?
NIv friend, Your boast is poor
Ile who bath mingled in the pray
Of duty, that the brave knows
Must have made foes, if he has none,
Small is the work that he has done.
1k bath hit no traitor on the hip
Ile bath cast no cup from denttired lip,

bath never turned a wrong to right.
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lit bath been a coward in the fight."

What Is a Teacher ?

lietYvet.ii the innocence of infancy and the dignity of maturity. out chil-
dren fall under the influence (il a group (il people called teachers.

Teachers come in assorted sizes, weights, and olors. They ha..e various
interests, hobbies, religions, and beliefs; lint they share one creed: to hill)
each child to reach the highest possible degree of personal dev,hyment.

The teacher is a composite. A teacher must have the energy of a har-
nessed volcano. the efficiency of an adding machine, the memory of an ele-
phant, the understanding of a psychiatrist, the yvisdoin of Solomon, the
tenacity of a spider, the patience of a turtle trying to cross the fret4vav in
rush-hour traffic, the decisiveness of a general, the diplomacy of au am-
bassador, and the finaiwial w.iiinen to) a \Vali Street wizard. She must re-
member always that slit. teaches by word, but mostiv 4W precept.

.1 Wilting. may possess beauty or grade, or skill; but mostly she must pos-
sess love --a deep abiding love of, and respect for, children individually and
en masse. She must love your little girl who has the sung of a bird, the
mjiwal of a pig, the stubborness of a mule, the antics of a monkey, the spry-
ness of a grasshopper, the curosity of a cat, the slyness of a fox, and the
Mysterious mind of a %Yuman.

She must also cherish your little boy %vim is inconsiderate, bothersome,
an intruding kindle of noise with the appetite of a horse, the digestion of a
sword swallowe, the energy of an atom bomb, the lungs of a dictator, the
imagination of Paul liluiyau, the shyness of a violet, the audacity of a steel
trap, and the enthusiasm of a fire cracker.

A teacher must teach many things; reading, arithmetic, spelling, geogra-
phy, tousle. art, health. She must also nianag,e during her six and one-half
hours to teach manners and morals to childrcii whose parents have de-
spaired of the 'ask during their seventeen and one-half hours.

A teacher !mist possess many abilities. She must not mind explaining for
the last time the intricacies of two-place multiplication to. the Yvhole class,
then explaining it again to our child wluu YY asn't listening. She must learn
to judge between encouraging and punishing a child. She must sense what
decisions to make and which must be made by the child. She must be a
steadfast person without being inflexible, sympathetic without being
maudlin; loving without possessing. She must live in childhood without be-
coming childish; to enjoy its great joys. satisfactions, its genuine delights,
while understanding its griefs, irritations, embarrassments, and
harassments.

A teacher must, each year, send thirty children to another teacher
proudly, lovingly, sadly -.and await thirty. more with ready wet, love and
eagerness. She must do all this while worrying about how to pay the utility
bills. % hat to have for sipper, whether her baby has the chickenpox, if her



Icss("1 1)1"s "111 "all 11. s"1""1s1)1 5 1"1"1rcnu'nts. 1"'". \Irs. Smith "ill
take the lo%.er grade, on Johnii%'s report card, %viler(' to get the extra
moue% tor summer school and %via) took the dime front Susie's purse. For
this you pit% her more than the garbage man, hilt less than the garage me-
chanic., more than the grocer% clerk, hilt less than the postman: more than
the tlitch-digger, but less than the bucker. The most amazing thing about a

teacher is that she %volildn't trade jobs %vitt' an% one she kno%vs. Slie likes to
teach!

Leadership Code for A Supervisor

I. I aill t teacher er of teachers. I trV to live tip to the stitialards 11(.1(1 by
all good teachers,
As a teacher, I am a leader. Leadership is necessary. A leaderless
society is anarchy and chaos. It is not morally reprehensible for me

to set 11" st'll "I) as a leader Or to accept `vith pride the Icadvrship
that has been entrusted to me.
\l first responsibility is to the Create(' the SCI1001

wive. I 11111'4 Call% out the ViSill'S of this community.
\1y second respnnsihilitv is to the tea( /WI'S With 111()111 I SeVe. I out
their leader. I lost help dim to stand oo dit,or own rct,t, I am obit_

g,itted to lead them. I ,tin not an armchair referee or a special ser-
viceman subject to call.
NIY basic procedure for leadership is persuasion rather than
coercion.

(i. I am an expert on stipervision, not it boss. It is my competency that
entitles me to leadership.

7, I recognize, hovever, that there arc degrees of competency and.
hence, a hierarchy of leadership. I resign illy leadership Ylienever I
meet persons more competent than I to lead. This includes citizens,
parents, board of (lineation members, superintendents, principals,
teachers. ass children.

8. 1 have faith in reason its a means of solint.; problems.
I accept I lebritic-Chistian values.

Ill. I believe i the infinite Vit I I IC Of Mil I I The fact that I all, a

visor does not mean that I am a superior being. I am nothing more
than it specialist among specialists. \Iv skill lies in teaching teachers.
The teacher's skill lies in teaching children. Who can say one is
mone significant than the other?

do von're a ile%% sipervisor! 111 required courses have been completed,
ou hold a siipervisor's certificate. on have expertise and rapport. Now

that oli are itvare of some problems. anticipated or not anticipated,
vhicli might arise, von should be prtpitied for the soinediat rough sailing
and success ahead its our stall accepts volt as their friend and supervisor.
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APPENDIX I.'

THE ROLE OF GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING
IN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

BY Atheal Pierce, Phi).
Associate Professor of Education

Alabama State University
Nlontgonierv, Alabama

Guidance is an organized body of services developed and designed to
assist persons in the improvement and planning of one's social, emotional,
vocational and educatiemal needs. Improvement means remediation ther-
apy and problem solving. Planning means preventing serious difficulties.

Guidance consists of series of basic services. Thew services are:

I. A careful study of the individual
2. informational service
3. Cuunscling

a. Academic
b. Vocational
c. Personal
(I. Social

1. Placement and follow-up
5. Coordination of the home, school and community influence
(i. Assisting the school staff
7. Special services

a. Research
b. Evaluation

In anv effort to examine more profoundly the role of Guidance and
Counseling in Adult Basic Education, it necessary to review the purposes

of guidance.
Purposes:

I Guidance helps to uncover, develops and utilize human talent
capacity.
Guidance provides for the individualization of education.

3. Guidance helps persons to seek self-fulfillment to societal and cul-
tural purpose.

.4. Guidance contributes to the extension and effective utilizations of
individual freedom.

Adidts like adolescents are hued with new and varied situations each
day. In fact, the challenge of the 70's indicates that adults will perpetually
be faced with conflicts that require professional guidance and counseling
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to help them meet the demands. The problems Of society causing conflict
arc:

1. Urbanization
2. Equality for inorities
3. Economic segregation
4. liking wealth incomes
5. Poverty disparities of distribution
6. Pollution of the environment
7. Narrining, opportunities for loss skilled workers to earn

wages
M. (:ogestion and iconvenience of urban transportation
9. Substandard housing conditions

to. Groyyth of crime
11. D1SWIR between cities and the suburbs

12. Iigration front rural community to larger cities
13. Political breakdowns
14. Dissatisfaction with institutional zirrangeents--especially in

education
15. Severe budget strains at state and local levels for dealing with the

ills of our times

Imperatives in Adult Education
It appears to this writer that when the imperative of adult education are

fully clarified, guidance will be its a better position to help meet the weds
of individuals seeking Basic Adult Education.

What imperative?
1. A national perception of adult education is needed.
2. A coherent curriculum is needed to provide sequential

development.
:3. Better trained personnel is needed.
4. College and universities need to expand their research facilities.
5. There is a need for better leadership.
6. More fmtds ate needed fur research and program development.

Planning Adult Activities

In planning adult activities one must keep in mind the purpose and to
what extent it is being used in a learning procedure.

In planning, one must first realize that the most important aspect is the
persons fur whom we are planning the activity for. Our next step is to in-
sure that it will be a teaming situation so that the person may gain great
benefits from the experience.

Six basic steps should be used as a guide upon which to build:

1. Identify a common interest or need of those who will participate.



2. 1)e%-elop topics.

3 Sl t2ioals for the !call 'hit; activik.
I. l'i's0111Ves

.1. Select appropriate educational trelmitines and siiktechnitines.
ft ()Wine each session and the %itri, as responsibilities to he carried

out.

PriiiPit's fin. "4"n1"11". (.11."(ing a IiinraltiC
;ire:

I. Principles pertaining to the general socio-ps% chological coalitions
for effective formal instruction.

:3,

A balance iiimt he maintained hetk eon the %alinilt, tpf,..s of socio_

ps% Ch 01 git'il I illt t'l'i t I IS %)..1 I i t'l ui,ure that II lOst of Oil'

01 adult students and instructor, are channeled into problem-solv-
ing and task interactions.
The ps%cliological :elision level of adult learners must be estab-
lished and maintained at that level %Odd) permits the release of
encrg% into problem-solving and task interactions at a rate re-
quired 1)% the learning tasks and objectives.

( 41)11P P"mill' and norms which (It'vvluP to reu.lilat'' the behavior
of adult learners inns( be guided antl controlled It the instructor
to make certain that they do not inhibit full participation in the

instructional enterprise.
I. .1dillt learners must assume full responsibility for their participa-

tion i" i"""linnal c)t'Pri'c in a Provides the

I I lOst CI fet't Vt. contributions travaid achieving the instructional
goals.

.1. 1)isruptive behavior by all adult karate must he perceived I the
instructor and other nietuber, of an instructional grulip as a

manifestatiou of ,t deficient learning situation until other data
km; conchi,i..k that the behavior result, from sonic form nide-

viate l'%() lialth via Ill/Mimi,

II. Principle% pertaining to interactions

I. Instructional goals proposing. ne%y behavior for adults 101.-

111111ilIt'd iu keeping and life situations of
tithilts participating. in formal instructions.

2. The gratifications or rewards adults experience informal instruc-
tion situation must result primarily from the itcylisition of new be-

havior, rather than from gratifitions received Iron) prestige, in-
fluence, and friendship interactions.

:3. The development of multiple learning goals for adult instruction
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must be permitted to the point t I) that the group is still able to
function effectively as it group. and i2) that the fulfillment of indi-
vidual learning, needs is promised.

.4. Cooperative (rather than competitive) problem-solving inter-
actions must be developed betsveen adult learners it the probabi
lities for the achievement of instructional goals are to In'

maximized.
5. The problem-solving interactions between adult students must pro-

vide for the use of objective. public method for evaluating learning
progress.

III. Principles concerning the guidance and control of decision-making
interactions.

1. The 'authority and deckion-making interactions bctwecit adult stu-
dents and the instructor must be such that the adult sttaients do not
experience a loss of adult autonomy.

2. Adults must be free to decide to leave a formal instructional group
syhenever the learning experiences fail to contribute to their per-
sonal needs or to the problems present in their life situations.

:3. The instructional and evaluation procedures used in adult instruc-
tional groups must be assessed and then accepted or rejected 1w
the adult students themselves to whatever degree thev possess
knowledges and skills to make these decisions.

4. Adults must he free to assess and reject or accept the expert knowl-
edge of the instructor in light of the realities of their experiences.

5. level of aspiration or amount of learning proposed for a given
time for au adult instructional group must represent a decision
which reflects the feelings and wishes of the adult members.

6. Decisions to change the aspirational level for new !earnings should
be based on interactions which reevaluate the instructional enter-
prise in light of the learning progress actually taking place.

7. Dependency relations between adult students and instructor must
he permitted and maintained only so long as a student does not
possess the skills for successfully performing or accomplishing a
given learning task.

8. .1dult learners must he free to decide whether they can or cannot
effectively take part in a given learning venture.

IV. Principles concerning social influence interactions

I. .1dult students mnst be able to influence the kind of learning goals
chosen for the instructional group as a means of making certain
that these goals take account of their needs and problems.

2. The instructor must not use his authority in a coercive or arbitrary
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manner should adults disagree with proposed learning goals or in-
struetiunal procedures.

.3. Adult lezirtiers must be free to influence the character direction of
the problem-solving and task interactions of the instructional
group whenever they possess the skill and inclination to do so.

4. Aggressive reactim IS by adult students to the ideas, values, and ac-
tions contained in the instructional activities must be permitted by
the instructor.

V. Principles concerning social acceptance and personal evaluation
interactions.

I. Adult students must have full social acceptance by the instructor
and fellow students for full release of energy for learning.

2. The learning tasks designed for adult students must 1w com-
mensurate with the study skills they possess so as not to confront
them with a situation in which a loss of personal esteem is likely to
result.

:3. Adult students must be given au opportunity (devoid of loss of per-
sonal esteem and social acceptability) to realisticalk determine
their present level of development with respect to a proposed
learning goal.

4. No disrespect must be shown to adult students who feel that they
are unable or not -ready" to participate in a learning venture.
(This must lw a group standard about participation.)

VI. Principles concerning informal, private interactions.

1. Adult students must I free to have informal, private interactions
with one another whenever the content of these interactions are
concerned with experiences resulting from the problem-solving
and task interactions.

2. Informal, private interactions must lead to the correction of per-
sonal disturbance of individual students rather than to the devel-
opment of hidden, organized resistances.

:3. The instructor must encourage individual students to share the
content of the informal, private interactions with him and other
studeiits.

Bergevin, Nlorris, and Smith state that there are fourteen techniques and
six subtechnignes in which adult educators can best structure learning situ-
ations although, each technique may not apply to all situations. But, we
must first define our problem before applying a technique. F.keti technique
is not definite or inflexible. But one who uses them wisely shoald be able to
adopt and adjust them to anv situation that may occur.



Fourteen Educational Techniques:

. COiliR111V

2. Committee
3. Demonstration
4, Field Trip
5. Forum
6. Group Discussion
7. Interview
S. Panel
). Quiet Meeting

10. Role Play
I I. Seminar
12. Speech
13. Symposiinn (Ancient Concept)
14. Symposium (.Nlodern Concept)

Six Subtechniques:

1, Audience Reaction Team
2. Buzz Session
3. Idea Inventory
4, Listening and Observing Groups
5, Question Period
6. Screening Panel

Educational aids may also be of significant value to a counselor in devel-

oping skills in Adult Basic Education, Where as he mav he able to visualize

and hear at the same time to gain a better insight in a learning situation.

Educational Aids

1. The Annotated Reading List
2. The Case History
3. The Exhibit
4. Films, Filmstrips, and slides
5. The Information Brief

Clinics, Institutes, and Workshops
Adults can learn much more effectively when engaged in a program

which is designed to meet their needs. Individual participation is usually

required in a meeting. These are:

1. C/inicplaces emphasis on diagnosing and analyzing problems and

seeking solutions to them,
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2. institute aii organized hotly of knowledge is presented to the lear-
ners or issues are raised for their consideration.

3. t 'orkshop - emphasis is on improving individual proficiency and
understanding.

To fulfill the role of Cuidanec and Counseling in .dult Basic Education
each educator should keep in mind the dignitN zind worth of each individ-
ual and to know that needs and interests art. interrelated. Generally,
people learn what they are interested in and are motivated to learnthose
things that are satisfying. .Iso, teachers must he taught those techniques
that will stimulate or facilitate the learning process and use them effi-
ch..iitly and effectively.
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.APPENDIX

TII PARAPROFESSIONAL IN ADULT
BASIC EDUCATION

(:ttrtis timer
Professor and !lead

1)epartinnt of Adult Ecliittion

Introduction
The adult basic education teacher has been assigned, %%bout attenuate

philosophic orientation or professional retraining. the task of reforming
American education bY taking hack those adults %dm were cast out of the
SVS1V111 in their Youth and providing them it basic. education. 11(4unitbe-
cause it is acknowledged 11%. most educators that education tends to serve
oul one wtoileilt o' ilowcver. \%ht,i, the education of

the disadruntaged is advocated without proper assessment of the problems
of the disadvantaged in the total society. the charge to the teacher to re-
form becomes practically impossible.

The teacher operates %%Alin' the socio-economic environment and
%vithin the educational SVS1V111 which is a minor part of the problem. NVitli-
out major changes in the sociocultural envirotiliwitt of the schools. much of
teaching hecomes a matter of transmitting information irrelevant to the
needs of students and may actually slo%y iweded educational reforms.

The charge to adult basic education teachers is meaningless unless the
total educational program in the public school is committed to the general
reform of attitudes awl practices in the total educational envirotinwitt.
flopeltillY. this can be cxpancled to the total cotunu 11'hile the adult
basic education teache can implement specific goals. lw must work %din'
the total institutional fritinevork to bring about educational reform.

One probleni of articulating need between sub-cultures is the lack of
teachers front ethnic and minority backgrounds such as migrants. rural
poor. Indians, Blacks and (:Iticalios.. related problem is the need for 'cul-
tural interpreters' in the classroom where there are children or adults who
come from an impoverished home. By definition. practically all adult basic
education students come from such a background.

this position paper %%ill be concerned with the need. training and uses
of the paraprofessional in the .114: classroom to till the needs addressed
above.

The l'artyrofessional A Description and I)efinition
The use of paraprofessionals in adult basic education programs is a prac-

tice supported by the l'. S. ()like of Placation. where they allow federal
AtiE hinds to be used for their support. .\ 1st). a survey made by the Na-
tional Education .kssociation utioa/ Education Asmiiatio Josirtial, No-



vember, 1967: revealed that 19% of the naion's public school teachers
were being z..ssisted by teacher aides and that nine out of ten of those so
assisted felt the aide program was worthwhile. !tale (Administrators Guide
to Training Par(rpropssimuds, Prentice-Hz'''. Inc.. 1972) suggests that a
conservative estimate of the number of paraprofessionals in education ex-
ceeds a halhaillion. A study conducted by Greenleigh Associates in 1966
(Gren/igh Study on Adult Basie Education, Creenleigh Associates, Inc.)
suggests indeed that the paraprofessional is a more effective teacher than
the professionally trained teacher. This paper makes no such claim, but
rather suggests that each has an important function in improving educa-
tion in ABE programs.

Bale's definition (Administrators Guide to Training Paraprofessionals.
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1972), which defines paraprofessional by function, is
useful. The paraprofessional is one who performs the following function in
the classroom.

(1) whose duties consist of something more than just routine' chores in
the school;

(2) whose functions include some which have been previously per-
formed by professionally trained and certified teachers;

(3) whose performance is supervised and evaluated by professional
teachers and administrators; and

(4) whose future is "open" and not "locked-in" and whose current as-
signment czni he logical step in an upward ladder which can lead
to career advancement, and possibly to full professional standing
(with further education and training),

The Los Angeles City School Districts Personnel Commission (mim-
eographed paper dated September 11, 1968) defines au Education Aide Il
as follows:

"Assists a department. grade level, or group of certified em-
ployees by performing routine clerical, manual, and monitor-
ing duties supporting class or school activities; and/or through
the school administrator, assists the school staff in improving
and maintaining school-home relationships.

The ()hi() Education Association defines the educational aide as "non-
teaching employees in a school district who directly assist a teacher (certi-
fied employee) consistent with sound educational practices and proce-
dures" (Ohio Education Association, Recommended Guidelines fin. the Se-
lection, Training, Placement, Superti,ion, and Continuous Progress
E,valuation of u tdn us, Ohio, 1970) which cattle from

..vithe Ohio Revised Code.
The definitions are appropriate and supports the belief that the use of
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paraprofessionals is gaining momentum, It seems, however, that in terms
of ABE and the intent of thi:. paper that an additional definition is in order.
Incomplete porhaps, but defined in terms of the broad social and educa-
tional reforms required for successful ABE programs.

l'h paraprofessional is a person from the social, ethnic, or cultural mi-
nority reflected in a school's popidation and who becomes a cultural trans-
lator between the teacher and the student and whose duties include re-
sponsibilities for tt:c instructional program as directed by the teacher, as
well as facilitating communication between the community and the
school,

Adult Basic Education Paraprofessionals
IIistoricallY, literacy programs have been taught by volunteer teachers.

While most volunteer teachers have little in common with the present day
paraprofessional, the use of non-professionals is well established by histori-
cal precedence. LalliMell in his "Each One-Teach On " concept, has pop-
ularized the use of the volunteer tutor or teacher.

Present day demands and programs require a more systematic use of,
and a niore demanding role for, the paraprofessional. In addition to the
clerical and instructional functions in the ABE classroom, para-
professionals are increasingly being used in recruiting programs, school
and comumnitY relation. home study programs, tutorial programs for iso-
lated adults such as sparsely populated mountain regions, for block pro-
grams in urban areas and a host of related areas. The effective use of para-
professionals requires a period of pre - service training and a continuing in-
service program, Also, for the schools and society to properly benefit from
the experiences and expertise of the paraprofessional, there should be op-
portunities for them to begin or continue their formal education towards
professional certification. Without this opportunity, the paraprofessional
may tend to see herself as 'locked-hi' and as a recipient of 'school welfare'.

Training Programs for Paraprofessionals
Training programs for paraprofessionals generally take two directions,

although they strengthen and support each other. First there is the pre-
service and in-service programs conducted by the local school district and
often the career program of professional education conducted by colleges
and universities. This second program is known variously as a "Career Lat-

tice Program'', New Careers" and a "Career Ladder". Often 'special' or
'sheltered' programs are conducted by colleges and universities in au in-
novative or experimental effort to reform professional teacher education.

It is not the intent of this paper to describe the various training pro -
grants other than to suggest the wirposes. Pre-service programs are gener-
ally conducted to give orientation to the new paraprofessional and in-ser-
vice programs arc designed to increase the competence of the
paraprofessional to perform his assigned task.
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career ladder fur paraprofessional (aide) training involving both tali-
1011MVS ilN un illOStrati011 of one Nell001

COneept Of paraprofessional training.

Conclusion
this paper has asserted that reform in education is required before the

adult basic education program can reach maximum effectiveness and that
the use Of paraprofessionals is a step in the right direction. Further, the
teacher cannot become the instrument of educational reform without addi-
tional insights into the cultural backgrounds of those adults she teaches. In
addition to the obvions advatitag,es of having a paraprofessional in the
classroom, the 'cultural translator' role of the paraprofessional will be a
first step in bringing about improved education for the adult.
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APPEND! X II

'11.,STINC AND EVALUATINC IN
Al)1'1:1' BASIC EDUCATION

lis

PA'1,0ti ROUSSOS :1\I) DON SEAX1AN

TEXAS A (Ni YEI1SITY

Evaluation is one of the most controversial topics under discussion in
adult education. One of the valises of the uncertaint and controversy
which exist is the source Or reason for conducting evaluation. On one side
are the pressures which force one to evaluatefunding sources. legal re-
quirements. professional associations, and others. The reader is surely fa-
miliar with such phrases as "age of accountability" and "performance
based criteria". On the other side arc those concerns through which It per-
son desires to evaluate his efforts: -Ani I doing the best that I eau?" "Are
111% students learning?" "1 low can 1 improve inv teaching next time?"

Regardless of whv the adult educator engages in evaluation. 1w usually
realizes that it is indispensible. Almost every aspect of the programthe
participant, the teacher, materials, facilities,nmst he continuously eval-
uated. It not, there is no way of determining if the program is really neces-
sary or NV(011While.

Testing
In this discussion, the term -testing" refers to one technique of collect-

ing data in order to determine whether a student is making progress. how-
ever, the reader should realize two things: ( 1 ) testing is only one of several
different techniques which are equally important in the evaluation pro-
cess, and (2) a test does not have to be an exercise performed with
and-paper within a given time period as IllalIV edtteattns believe. Most of
the diwussion in this presentation will center around initial placement
procedures, with little reference to achievement testing. This seems to be
the kind of information 1,.1ist adult basic education teachers need or desire.

It is common knowlenv that adults differ in many ways: age, ability,
experience, problems and educational background. Because of these differ-
ences, adult educators have stressed the importance of providing for indi-
vidual differences in establishing a successful ABE program.

Like a baseball coach, the adult ethic: 'on teacher is faced with the
challenge of placing his student in a position where optimum performance
will he possible. now foolish it would be to assign third base to a player
whose abilities are limited to pitching. Imagine how frustrated this indi-
vidual would be. Likewise, the adult basic education sonlent is frustrated
when assigned to learning tasks which are not commensurate with his



learning abilities. This illustrates the great importance of initial placement
in au adult basic education program. Making the first step iu the right di-
rection in placing students can increase the quality of learning in the ABE
classroom.

Some ABE programs rely on standardized tests to place each student.
However, their indiscriminate use should lw avoided in the initial place-
ment phase of the program 11.: at all possible. In most cases, they threaten
and discourage adults with limited learning abilities, which produces nega-
tive perceptions of the program lw those students. Instead, informal
(teacher-prepared) devices should 1w used with new enrollees.

A good technique for alleviating the anxiety and apprehension adults
bring to the new learning environment is to conduct a short and informal
interview, Not only can rapport be established during this period, but also
information pertinent to initial placement can be obtained, such as educa-
tional background and learning interests. If the interview reveals that the
adult can read, write, and understand the English longuagc to sonic' extent,
then an informal placement instrunwnt inav be administered,

011C such instrunwnt developed lw the staff of the ARE learning center
in Austin, Texas is in the form of an application questionnaire which is
called the Information Sheet.

Questions or instructions range from simple ones. such as ''What is your
address'" and "\ 'hat is the date today?" to more difficult ones like "Give
ire that information which you feel will be most helpful in aiding an in-
structor who is trying to prepare a program of instruction suited to Your
particular needs". A rough estimate of placement level and instructional
materials is then made according to the student's performance iii com-
pleting the Information Sheet,

Information obtained from tests like the one previously described can be
placed in the student's file and used to analyze his strengths and weak-
nesses in reading, spelling. vocabulary usage, etc. Thus, the ABE teacher
will have a base from which to launch an instructional program for each
individual student.

Ati informal reading instrument is another way of determining a stu-
dent's instructional level (the student's reading level at which instruction
should begin). file teacher can easily design such a test by selecting graded
paragraphs of 100 to 150 words from materials used in the local :11th; pm-
grain. Since the material tends to be more difficult toward the end of such
hooks, it is preferable to make two selections from each text, one from the
beginning and one from near the end. After paragraphs are arranged in
order of difficulty. inferential, factual and vocabulary questions should be
constructed for each one, Questions should be stated in plain and under-
standable language. Enough 5110111(1 be included to cover the entire content
of the reading passage.

The student should then be asked to read each paragraph orally he
reaches the passage on which his word recognition errors (lo not exceed 5
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per cent and his comprehension score is not less than 75 per cent. At this
point he should also he relaxed and able to read with natural rhythm and
proper phrasing. This is the instructional level. For example, -onsider a
student who makes 5 errors in word recognition in every 1(M) ,rds and

answers 75 per cent of the questions correctly on a third grade level pas-
sage, but makes 10 per cent errors in word recognition on a fourth grade
level selection. His instructional level is grade three. For initial success
purpose's, it is recommended that instruction begin one grade lidow the
instructional level. Once initial success has been achieved by the student,
instructional level materials should he used.

Types and patterns of errors made should be recorded for analysis later
when difficulties can be located and dealt with. Word recognition errors
that are came(' by cultural factors should be left up to the examiner's dis-

cretion in determining the adult's instructional level.
Another informal way of gauging a student's reading level makes use of

graded word lists. Such tests can easily be drawn up from the Functional
Reading Word List for Adults, compiled by Mitzel.

In this technique, the student is asked to read orally from increasingly
difficult lists until he reaches the list on which he misses more than 10 per
cent of the words. This level is one grade above his instructional level. For
example, a student that misses ten per cent of the words on a third grade
list and twenty per cent of the words on a fourth grade list has an instruc-
tional level of grade three. Again, great caution should be exercised in con-
sidering errors that might be due to cultural deprivation instead of lack of

knowledge.
Whether to use word lists or graded paragraphs will depend on each in-

dividual case. However, word recognition tests are often preferable as ini-
tial placement instruments due to their brevity. r.,-,11 and silent reading of
paragraphs can be administered later in the program.

It is also recommended that informal tests be used in estimating the stu-

dent's reading capacity level at the trine he enters the program. This ap-
proach utili...cc.s graded paragraphs that are read orally to the student. The

passage where he fails to comprehend and answer questions orally is one
grade level higher than his probable present capacity level.

The percentage standal els recommended for the informal tests described
above, should allow for flexibility in each individual case. The manner in

which comprehension questions are stated and the types of pronunciation
errors recorded should take into consideration the student's ethnic or geo-
graphic origin, native language, local dialect, procedures employed in
reading, etc. In general, percentage scores should be viewed in conjunction
with other factors that may influence the student's performance.

For evaluation purposes, informal placement tests can serve effectively

as pre-tests. LAW.. student progress can he reassessed periodically by ad-
ministering similar post-tests. Thus, the teacher has a continuous assess-

mat of student achieve:nen), which guides him in adavting, instructional
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techniques and materials to student needs.

Achievement Testing
A number of standardized tests have been developed during the past few

years for achievement testing in adult basic education. For a brief but crit-
ical appraisal of sonic of these tests, the reader is referred to Smith's dis-
cussion of these tests. However, it is helpful if the teacher gradually devel-
ops informal tests which are used earlier in the program in the same style
as the achievement tests being used.

In other words, the student should become familiar with the type of
questionmultiple choice, paragraph comprehension, sentence com-
pletionhe will encounter on the achievement test. This is not only fair to
the student, but also practical in helping to eliminate non-educational dif-
ficulties which are not a true measure of a person's knowledge or abilities.
Tests must not be relied upon solely in evaluation of the ABE student's
learning abilities. The teacher must develop other means to supplement
tests in this critical, but needed aspect of the ABE program.

NI
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